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ABSTRACT 

Low-frequency waves, particle transport, and stabilization are 

studied in the r;econdary plasma of a hollow cathode arc discharge. 

Plasma is transported across and along an axial magnetic field. of 

B = 580 to 1160 gauss by diffusion in a partially ionized plasma, by 

mobility in the radial electric field, and by wave enhanced convection. 

The latter is often the dominant transport mechanism, and is certainly 

the least understood .. 

The resulting radial profile parameters are functions of the arc 

operating conditions, the transport mechanisms, and the boundary 

conditions. The ion density falls from "'1013 cm- 3 near the central 

10 . -3 . 
arc column to "'10 cm near the wall of the 20 cm diameter diffusion 

chamber. The electron temperature falls from "'5 eV near the arc 

column to~O.3 eV near the wall. Neutral gas pressure is varied 

between Pt = 0.2 and 3.0 mtorr of argon or helium. 

The axial boundaries consist of five concentric end-ring electrodes 

at both ends of the system. IndEipendent biasing allows some control 

over the axial and radial boundary conditions. The inner two end-

rings are quartered, providing information on azimuthal symmetry and 
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wave propagati.on. 'Phe end-rings also serve, as sui table suppressor 

electrodes for three wave-stabilization techniques~ 

Langmuir probes are used to measure plasma and wave profiles. 

A directional Langmuir probe (DLP) is used to measure azimuthal and 

axial streamhig directly. Six experimental checks are made on the 

functioning of the DLP as a simple probe, and as a,',.tooI to determine 

streaming veJoclties directly. In part1.cular, the streaming velocity 

was determined 'by measuring directional ion currents ina microwave 

plasma devj.ce, with a known streaming velocity. The streaming 

velocity was determi.ned independently. by measuriing the difference in 

the propagation speeds of sound waves, launched in the upstream and 

downstream directions .. Good agreement between the two methods, is 

obtain~d. 

The present'work adds new information regarding plasma stability 

based on Elimultaneou.s consideration ofmos't of the effectscorisidered 

important in an HCD. "Drift wave" theo;ry seems inappropriate for 

experimental" flute instabilities~ And E x Bneutral drag theory 

seems incomplete in n6t including diamagnetic and centrifugal gravity 

drifts. 

We 'develop;i single-fluid instabiJ.ity thec:ry, which includes the 
... , 

effects of density gradie~t, centrifugal and·Coriolis forces due to 

plasma rotation in a radial electric field, collisions with cold 
. , 

neutmls, fluld compressibility, finite gyroradius, ion. inertia, and 

an ion sink term. A simple quadratic dispersion relation results. 

for low-frequency (m!u. «I) waves. The solution explains the 
1 

behavior .oftwo low-frequency experimentai flute instabilities, .on 

/ 

, 
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five poi.ntE of compartson: (1) spatial location; (2) frequency; 

(3) direction of propagation; (4) parallel waveleQgthj and (5) growth 

rate, r/Q , where ill = Q + ire 
r r· 

The lower,...frequency experimental wave (LF ~ 2.0 kHz) is localized 

at large radii in .the region of large positive radial electric field, 

and propagates in the ion-diamagnetic direction. The higher-frequency 

wave (HF ~ 30 kHz) is localized at small radii in the region of 

large negative electric field and density gradient,and propagates 

in the electron-diamagnetic di,rection. 

Enhanced convection due to low-frequency, coherent oscillations 

is expressed in terms of the correlation:,. between the density and 

potential fluctuations, which in the case ofa single coherent mode 

can be written aa,( nlv), = (k1nlCD.. c/2B) sin ~f , where ~r is the . . lr conv '1 

phase between the density and potential fluctuations. By infer~ing 

an enhanced diffusion coefficient, -D h'Vn:i (nlvl) ,which 
en r conv 

is used in a simple diffusion theory, we calculate semi-quantitatively 

a radial denSity shape which agrees well with the measured profile. 

Enhanced,diffusion at large radii is several orders of magnitude larger 

than classical diffusion, and is comparable in magnitude to Bohm 

diffusion. 

Three wave-stabilization techniques are attempted which effectively 

stabilize the lower-frequency (LF ~ 2.0 kHz) wave. A linear feed-

back 100]) is used to p2ase-shift and amplify a reference wave signal, 

which is sensed on a Langmuir probe. The resulting feedback signal 

is returned to the plasma bnone quarter of· the second axial end-

ring, which is used as:a suppressor electrode; Wave arriplitude is 
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observed to decrease with'increasingnegative feedb~ck power until 

an optimum is reached, with feedback power of ---0.5 watt required to 

decrease the wave amplitude by an order of J;nagnitude. The effect 

of linear feedba:ck on the theoretical growth rate is explained by means 

of an effective ion sink term in the eq·Ua:tion of continuity. 

New information is also obtained i.n the present experiment by 

i.nvesti.gating wave stabilization and wave E~nhanced tr8.nsport by 

controlling the axial boundaries. When various end-rings are floated 

electrically, or positively DC biased, the radJal electric fieJid at 

large radii (R > 3 cm) can be reduced or eldorilrLnated. The wave at 

large radii, which is driven by the radial electric fi(21d, is 

stabilized in this manner by "DC stabilization, II with power levels 

~1.0 watt. When the wave is stabili'zed' (;)'<: 0.01), there is 

negligible .enhance'aconvection. The density profile steepens' at 

large radii, in agreement with our calculations based on simple 

diffusion theory. Density increases at small radii are difficult 

to determine experimentally, due to large density gradients. 'By 
, . 

floating certain end-rings, the radial electric field can be reduced 

or eldlninated, and the LF wave can be stabilized, with no external 

power required. 

An "ACstabilization" technique is attempted,to see if waVe 

amplitude reduction, and reduced transverse particle transport, 

. could be attained at lower power levels. AC stabilization means the 

application of. a rectangular p1ll1se signal to the 'suppressor electrode~. 

where the pulse frequencYJ duty ratio, and power can be varied. We 

find that similar power levels are required as for DC stabilization. 
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Two experimental techniques are investigated which measure the 

instability growth rate directly. The first method employs linear 

feedback at a given azimuthal position. By monitoring the wave 

amplitude as a function of azimuthal position after feedback) the 

growth or decay rate can be measured directly. The second method 

involves measuringthe,ww.e~or decay rate as a function of time 

after a stabilizing voltage is turned off or on) respectively. 

Agreement between theory and experiment suggest consideration of both 

techniques for future diagnostics. 
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Io INTRODUCTION 

Plasma transport across and along magnetic fields is a subject 

under intensive study) motivated in large part by the requirements 

. of controlled thermonuclear fusion research. "Classical" trans-

port rates have been calculated for most magnetic field geometries) 

I 
but are rarely observed. The subject of "enhanced" or "anomalous" 

transport) caused by plasma waves) is often discussed regarding plasri:la 

confinement) and is reported in most plasma devices. "Enhanced trans-

port" includes several explanations and models) but is still not 

clearly understood. In some cases) the theory is unsatisfactory; 

and in others) information on the plasma and/or fluctuation parameters 

is insufficient. 

Information about waves and enhanced transport can be obtained 

from' several experimental plasma devices. For example) several 

authors have studied the spatial dependence of the plasma surrounding 

the hollow cathode discharge) HCD, as a function of measurable plasma 

and wave parameters. Some of these have found agreement with some 

1)2 . 
form of classical theory. Others report anomalous or enhanced 

transport as much as two orders of magnitude larger than predicted 

classically.3-9 Previous work on understanding tran~port in HCD's 

is discussed in Section II. Ao The present work is a theoTetical and 

experimental study of coherent low-frequency instabilities, particle 

transport) and wave stabilization in the secondary plasma surrounding 

an RCD. 

The primary arc discharge is treated as a magnetically and 

mechanically collimated line plasma source) on the axis of a 20-cm 

diameter diffusion chamber. The plasma is transported across and along 
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an axial magnetic field of B = 580 to 1160 gauss to form the partially 

ionized plasma studied in this experiment. 

The arc runs ;into a differentially pumped diffusion region. Dif-

fusion region neutral pressure .:tsc varied from 0.2 to 3 microns argon 

or helium. Typical particle densities fall from ,,;1013 cm-3i~ the 

10 -3 " 
central arc column to ~lOcm near the walls of the 20-cm 

, 
diameter diffusion region. The axial density profile is near1y 

cosinusoidaL Electron temperature ranges from "-'5 eV in the central 

column to ~0.3 eV near the walls. The diffusion region is 58.2 cm 

long and terminates on end plates consisting of five concentric· 

'conducting rings,~llow~ng. some control over axial and radial boundary 

condi tions. The inner two end-rings' are Cluartered to provide infor-

mation regarding azimuthal symmetry and azimuthal wave propagation. 

All .rings, the diffusion region tank,. and the anode are independently 

biasable. 

Profile measurements of the, sat.urated·icm current, floating 

potential, and electron temperature are made radially along five dif-

ferent aZimuths, as well as axially, using Langmuir probes •. A 

directional Langmuir probe (DLP) is also employed to mea:sure the 
\ 

azimuthal and axial streaming directly, as'well as to provide an 

independent check on the ra,dial el~ctric field. 6, 7,10 Density and 

potent.ial fluctuations are determined from- probe signals using a phase~ 

sensitive differential amplifier and a Tektronix spectrum analyzer. 

Typical experimental plasma parameters are presented in Section VI.A. 

An expression for enhanced convection is easily Obtained for the 

case of coherent low-freCluency waves. The t;i.m~ ... averagedexpress;i.on:dil!or ' 
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enhanced convection can be written (ilVr)conv= 1-1~'(t)V'l'(t)dt. In 
2,' -T 

the absence of zero-order drifts, enhanced convection can be expressed 

as (nv r ) com = (nl VIr /2) cos 6, where 6 is the phase between the 

density, n l , and· velocity, VIr' fluctuations. The radial velocity 

fluctuation, vl ' is not readily measurable. However, if we assume ,r , 

that VIr is due to an azimuthal electrostatic electric field, 

i k 1 epIC 
= B 

h h th . 11,12 t en we ave e expresslon 

(nv ) 
r conv sin 

The density, n
l

, and potential, epl,fluctuations, separated by the 

phase, 'dr ,canbe readily measured; and we have a useful expression 

with which to estimate the magnitude of enhanced convection. 

Several low-frequency instabilities have been reported in pre-

vious experiments on HCD' s. A survey and discussion of low-frequency 

instabilities which might occur in an HCD is presented in Chapter IV. 

Two coherent low-frequency oscillations are observed in the present 

experiment. 

A large nonambipolar radial electric field exj .'$ts. The elec-

tric field ic; large and negati.ve for small radii near the central arc 

column, and large and positive at large radii, causing plasma rotation 

in the electron- and ion-diamagnetic directions, respectively. Two 

experimental low-frequency instabilities are observed as density and 
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potential oscillations'in regions of large.radial electric field and 

large plasma rotation. The higher-fre~uency (HF ~30 kHz) wave 

amplitude maximizes at small radii in the region of large negative 

electric field; and the lower-fre~uency wave (LF~ 2 kHZ) at large 

radii in the region of large positive electric field. 

First we would like to "identify" two low-fre~uency experimental 

instabilities, in order to better understand their properties. The 

110ne~uilibrium plasma surrounding an HCD contains several free energy 

:30urces available to drive an instability. Near the primary arc 

column, at small radii, eX:r:8rision of the plasma in large density and 

temperature gradients drives diamagnetic drift currents. The resistive 
. . - ~-~ 

drift wave may be unstable in this region. . However, °a finite 

parallel wavelength is re~uired, but not observed. 

electric field) since collisions with neutrals ,caure the ions to drifrb 

slower than the electronso 15-17 

Centrifuga1 and Coriolis forces arise in rotating systems. The 

centrifugal force can be treated as an effective gravity, which leads 

to the plasma analog of the fluid gravitational instability in the 

. 18-20 
. presence of a density gradient. The Coriolis force can be either 

stabilizing or destabilizing, depending on the magnitude arid direction 

21-22 of the plasma rotation. 

The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability should be considered in the region 

. . ' 20 23-26 
where the radial electric field changes sign. 'This region 

of strong azimuthal velocitY-,shearmight be unstable Under interchange 

of adjacent fluid elements. These, and other instabilities are 

"¥-

t 
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discussed in more detail in Chapter IV. 

A single-fluid model, including the effects of density gradient, 

centrifugal and _Coriolis forces due to plasma rotation in a radial 

electric field, collisions with cold neutrals, fluid compressibility, 

finite gyroradius, and ion inertia, is developed in Section V.A!. under 

the name "rotational instability:' The two experimental instabilities 

are explained well by this: theory' Qu;-;f#:ve point s of compari son. 

Next, we would like to predict the radial density distribution, 

which depends strongly on the magnitudes of the various transport 

mechanisms, including enhanced transport. In. fact, the shape of the 

radial density profile, characterized by a radial scale length 

q. =-(\7 In n)-I, can be calculated from a simple transport theory.2,27-3l 

Observations of the magnitude and parametric dependence of the exper-

imental scale length may yield info~tion on the magnitude and type 

of transport mechanisms present. 9, 32 When the expression for enhanced 

convection is included in a simple diffusion theory, a radial density 

scale length is calculated, whiCh explains semi-quantitatively the 

observed steepening of the density profile when the wave is stabilized. 

Transport theory'is discussed in Appendix B,and summarized in 

Section V.B. 

Finally, we would like to study the effect of wave stabilization 

on enhanced transport and the density profile. Three techniques 

of wave stabilization are attempted. A linear feedback loop is 

applied to one quarter of the second end-ring as a suppressorelec

trode. ll , 33-35 A DC, or floating, bias is applied to several end-

ring electrode configurations. An AC stabilization method is also 
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attemptec; where a rectangular positive, or floating-voltage signal, 

the duration and repetition rate of which can be varied, is applied to 

an end-ring suppressor electrode. Previ~)Us experiments on wave 

stabilization techniques are discussed in Section II. B. 

All three tecbiJJ:ques are found to be effective in stabilizing 

the lower-frequency (LF.::::< 2 kHz) wave. The stabilization is observed 

to agree semi-quantitatively with the steepening of the density pro-
I 

file, indicating reduced cross-field transport. The resulting 

density profile is in agreement with that calculated classically for 

a quie scent plasma. The higher-frequency wave (HF::::< 30 kHz), local-

ized at- small radii) could ·nbt be stabilized. The large negative 

electric field, which we believe drives the HF wave) is characteristic 

of arc discharges and cannot. b~elimina.ted. Fortunately, the HF wave 

does not contribute 'signifiCantly to enhanced transport. 

~evious work on the HCD is discussed in Chapter II. The experi-

mental arrangement is presented in Chapter III. Chapter 'rv is a 

survey of low-frequency instabilities which may be present in an ReD. 

Transport and wave theory is discussed in Chapter V, a~d the experi-

mental results are presented and discussed in Chapter VI. 

.' 
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II . PREVIOUS WORK ON THE RCD. 

Ao Understanding Transport. 

The RCD is a good experimental device in'which to study plasma 

transport processes. The secondary plasma surrounding the central 

arc column may exhibit large density and temperature gradients and 

strong radial electric fields. Several coherent} low-frequency 

tnstabilities have been reported} which are associated with "enhanced" 

transport. 

One of the earliest studies} presented in 1949} on a small rectan

gular argon arc is discussed by Bohm} Burhop} Massey} and Williams. 36 

They argued that an ambipolar electric fieid is necessary for charge 

neutrality. However their experiment indicated a diffusion rate two 

orders of magnitude larger than the predicted ambipolar rate. They 

concluded that an enhanced "drain diffusion" mechanism caused the 

discrelEncy} and proposed what has come to be known as Bohm diffusion. 

In 1955} Simon and Neidigh2}2~ proposed an alternate solution 

to the "drain diffusion'" of Bohm et. a1. 36 They claimed that unre-

strained ion collisional diffusion is sufficient to explain the 

observed transport rate} due to the fact that the ambipolar electric 

field is "short-circuited" by conducting end plates. The ions are then 

transported across the magnetic field at the classical ion-neutral 

collisional rate} unrestrained by ambipolar fields due to the slower 

electron-neutral transport rate. 

In 1960, Zharinov28 proposed a model of electron trapping a10ilithe , 

magnetic field lines in the potential well between the ,end sheaths. The 

electrons were assumed to be in Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium. Tonks 29 
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generalized further, assuniing arbitrary: trapping at the end sheaths, 

characterized by the reQation, 
e 

(nvn·.) w~ll 
i 

) His wall. 

results reduce to those of Zharinov for iHectron tra:ppirig: with f3 = 0" 

and to those for insulating end plates with f3 = 1. 

9 . 
In 1962, Yo~~hikawa and Rose studied the transport mechanismG in 

an HCDo They measured the current to an annular ring as a function 

of voltage, for various neutral gas pressures, Pt ' and magnetic field 

strengths, Bo They expected to see the transverse current scale 

22 
as Pt/B for enhanced diffusion) and aSPtl B for colHsionaldiffusion. 

Their results lay somewhere betwe,en the two. 

6 
. . 37· . 

Also in 19 2, Rothleder studied transport in an HCDin argon. 

He used a set of concentric end-ring segmented electrodes, arid found 

that when grounded, the inner ring draws a net electron current, 

while the outer rings draw a net ion current in: agreement with our 

results. He had some difficulty calculating a good theoretical fit for 

the observed density profile for the case of conducting end-ring elec-

trades. However, his experiment's were among the first to investigate 

the axial as well as radial plasma profiles, and to investigate the 

effects of axial and radial boundary conditions. 
. 1 

In 1963, Berkner et. a1. measured the axial and radial depen"'-

dence of an argonHCD plasma. Conducting end plates were use~, and 

the axial density profile was measured to be roughlycosinusiodal. 

Order ofmagni tude agreement wi t1i the axial electron trapping model 

(;:if Zharinov and Tonks was obtained 0 

In 1968, waFren5 presented a more consistent study of transport 

in a helillll1HCD, by including enhanced transport when a "drift-type" 

instability war, present. Five concentric end-ring electrodes were 

•• 

,. 
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employed in the 20 cm diameter diffusion region, by which, control 

over the axial and radial boundary conditions was studied. The 

magnitude of enhanced transport was estimated by measuring the 

phase, 'I/J', between the density, nl ) and potential, (j)l ' fluctuations, 

( nv r ) cony (k Inl (j)l c /2B) sin 'I/J' .ll, 12 Often enhanced convection 

was the dominant transport mechanism.· The calculated density profile 

shape agreed well with the measured value, when enhanced transport 

was negligible. Particle balances for the ions and electrons were 

satisfied by the experimental radial and axial particle currents. 

In 1969, Hudis
6 

measured ion streaming directly in an a.rgon HeD, 

using a directional Langmurl:6 probe, DLP. He identified one low-

frequency instability as the Rayleigh-Taylor, R-T, centrifugal flute, 

and partially identified another as the transverse Kelvin-Helmholtz, 

K-H, velocity-shear-driven flut·e. By using the DLP, he was able to 

measure ion streaming directly in the axial, aZimuthal, and radial 

directions. He measured enhanced cross-field transport associated 
I 

with the presence of the Rayleigh-Taylor waves, but independent of the 

presence of the K-H wave. This agrees with the predictions of a non-

38 linear computer model by Byers. Byers showed that large amplitude 

R~T waves transport plasma to the vacuum wall, whereas the K-H wave 

remains localized in convective cells. 

Hu:dis was not able to estimate enhanced convection by the method 

of phase correlation between the.density and potential oscillations. 

Nonrilwear coupling of large-amplitude co-existing waves left him 

no meaningful determination of the fluctuating electric field. 

However, .a simple expression from fluid theory was .used to calculate 

an enhanced cross-field velOCity, in semi-quantitative agreement with 
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the measured value .. 

In a later work, Rudis and Lidsky 7 used numerical methods on a 

- 26 
normal mode stability condition, derived by Perkins and Jassby. 

By averaging over radial plasma and wave profiles, they were able to 

infer that normal mode R-T and K-H waves could be destabilized by the 

radial electric field profile. This work was an improvement over 

the prevj:ous work, based only on a local approximation. 

In the present experiment, the secondary pl1(-sma of an HCD.1ria~and 

helium is studied. Five concentric end-ring electrodes are employed, 

with which the axial and radial boundary conditions are varied. The 

inner two end-rings are ~Uartered in order to study azimuthal 

properties. Coherent waves, enhanced transport, and-wave stabilh;--

UitjpD- are studied. A DLP is employed to measure ion streaming in the 

azimuthal and axial directions directly. 
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B., Wave Stabilization. 

Plasma instabilities are often associated with enhanced plasma 

10ss)-9 Furthermore, our' success in attaining a self-sustaining; 

thermonuclear reactor may depend on our ability to understand and 

control enhanced plasma losses. For example, several recent experiments 

have shown improved plasma confinement when certain coherent plasma 

waves are stabilized. Some of these experiments wil} be discussed 

further in this section, with the help of a recent review article 

39 
by Thomassen. 

Several techniques have been·a.ttempted in order to make plasmas 

quieter, such as minimum-B geometry, magnetic shear,andmore recently, 

linealr" fee.dback stabilization. ll , 33-35 Linear feedback means that 

a signal proportional to the plasma wave is phase shifted,. alJ/plified, 

and returned to the plasma. iIi order to reduce the. signal amplitude. 

Severalme.thods of sensing the signal and coupling feedbackl PJJWS¥. 

to the plasma will be discussed here. 

Under certain conditions, some linear feedback sameme s are predicted 

to be ineffective in stabilizing flutes. For example, in a torus 

net linear· feedback should vanish due to averaging over azimuthal 

d i 1 . di . i 40,41 A 1i f db k hi· an ax a per10 C1t ea. . non near ee ac tec n que 1S pro-

posed to overcome this obstacle. 40- 42 A corrective force·is app1iedwhen-

ever the wave amplitude exceeds a chosen value and is removed when the 

wave subsides. Hendel and Chu report the only experiment we cou:j..dfind 

using this method, with results comparable in effectiveness and power 

requirements with linear feedback. 42 

Dynamic stabilization is another method, which is reportedly 

successful in stabilizing single-mode, multimode, or turbulent regimes 
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simultaneously. A high frequency signal is applied to the plasma which 

stabilizes lower-frequency instabilities by suspending the electrons 

in a new "dynamic" equilibrium. 

1. Linear Feedback 

Arsenin and Chuyanov first suggested feedback stabilization of . 

gravitational flutes using linear feedback applied to suppressor 

plates, ex:ternal to the Plasma.
43 

The po~ential applied to the sup-

pressor electrodes is proportlonal to a signal sensed at the plasma 

edge. In this case, the electric field between the suppressor plates 

opposes the electric field of the wave for negatlve feedback. Theory 

includes the suppressor electrode potentials as bounda:r<y conditions to 

the solutions of Poisson's equation. Success of this teChnique 

was subsequently reported on the Ogr1?--II device, 44 and on the Phoenix 

II devfce,,45 operating as a simple mirror. Wave amplitudes were re-

. ~ . . .;., . ... 

duced an order of magnitu4e, and density was reported to increase 

by factors ~f 2 to 4.5. 
. . 

Arsenin and Chuyanov also sugges.ted stabilizatioriof the col-

lisionless drift instability by linear feedback similar to that pro

posed for the gravitational. flute. 46 Sihce then, voluminous work on 

the feedback stabilization of drift waves in Q-machines has appeared· 
',' . " 

in the literature. Wong, :saker, and Booth
47 

and Liridgren and Birsdal134 

reported Suppression of the collisionless drift wave using suppressor 

electrodes imrnersedin the plasma.. Lindgren and Birdsall simultane

.ously suppressed the m ,; '2, 3, .. and· 4 modes by' w:iing filters and three 

. independent f~edback loops. The phase ,shifts requi:red for the. three 
", . .' '" . . . . . 

modes were different,indicai:;i~t:qat sim'll4.taneoussuppression was 

·not ·bl "th "1··1 .... d 1 et. a·l>.ll/ 12, 33 and Furth· poSS1.· e wl, ... a slng e. oop. 'Hen. e ,. 

.' 
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and Rutherford35reported suppression of the collisional drift wave, in 

agreement with a theory which includes an electron sink term in the 

continuity equation. Density increases up to 300/0 were reported 0 

Prater observed that density increases due to wave suppression 

are to some degree offset by currents to suppressor electrodes, acting 

as electron sinkso 48 He reported suppression of a 1IItinlr instability 

by injection of a low-energy electron beam, modulated by a signal 

proportJonal to the density perturbation, as an electron source. 

PrelilDina.ry results are similar to those of electron sink feedback, 

jndicating that the stabilization mechanism Js actually charge feedback. 

Another method of coupling feedback power to the plasma is a lpw-

frequency modulation of microwaves at the upper hybrid frequency. WKB 

theory shows that there is high absorption of micr.owaves at the 
. 39 

. upper hybrid frequency. This technique also has the advantage that 

no electrodes are immersed in the plasma, and is therefore more 

suitable for fusJon plasmas. Hendel, Chu, Perkins, and Simonen reported 

stabilJzation of the collisional drift wave using microwaves, in 

agreement wHh a theory which includes a feedback controlled heat 

sink in the electron heat flux equation.
49 

Wong, Baker, and Booth 

explained similar stabilization of the collisionless drift wave by 

microwave coupling to the electron orbits.47 

Chen and Furth proposed another interesting remote technique 

of coupling feedback power to the plasma.50 They suggested low-

frequency modulation of a neutral beam being injected into the plasma. 

When appropriate volume plasma and moment;l.l1lJ sources were included in 

the two-fluid equations, they were able to show stabilization of the 

resistive drift wave, for example, as a function of modulation gain 
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and phase . Three physical explamtions were discussed: (1) Density 

-
smoothing--filling in the wave troughs at low beam energies; (2) stm-

ulation of minimum-J3--the pressure of the neutral beam may have an 

effect 'similar to favorable ga::adients in the magneticfieldj and 

(3) de,-energization of the wave--the neutral beam pressure works 

against plasma motion. In practice, all three mechanisll'lE may be 

working simultaneously, which determines the net phase and gain 

required for feedback~-

Since low-frequency modulation of high-energy neutral beams 

may be difficult,Chen proposed·modulationof infrared laser beams 

51 
for fusion plasmas. Coupling power to the plasma was explained by 

means of local radiation pressure acting on the ions,orquasi-linear 

drift of electrons along the density gradient. Theoretical stabil-

ization of drift and flute modes was shown. Recent work implies 

that laser power can be coupled to the plasma, in both the ordinary 
. 52 

and extraordinary mode s. 

Su:ccess of linear feedback techniques has also been reported in 

arc discharges. Parker and Thomassen reported feedback stabilization 

of "drift-type" waves in a hydrogen reflex arc. 53 TWo sup:p.r'essor 

electrodes extending the length of the system created an azimuthal 

electric field which opposed the wave field for negative feedback, 

as suggested by ACrsenin and Chuyanov. 43 ,46 

Keen and Aldridge reported suppression of a collisional drift 

- ·54~55 
wave in an argon RCD.·· A suppressor plate electrode.was irnn1ersed 

in the plasma. The experim~ntal results were explained well by treat

ing the system aSia .classical Van derPol oscillator, which included 

linear growth rates and nonlinear s1:l.tu~ti(;m Goefficientsto determine 

.-<; .. 
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. 56 57 
the limiting wave amplltudes. '. Good agreement between theory and 

experiment was obtaj_ned when a feedb.ack controlled ion SoUrce was 

included to account for the. effect of feedback. 

stufflebeam et. a1. have also reported successful feedback 

stabilization of the rotationally convected drift instability in an 

58 
argon HCD. However, the optimum phase for feedback is shifted from 

. 56,57 
measurements by Keen using solutions of the Van der Pol equation. 

2. Nonlinear Feedback 

Millner and parker40 and Melcher4i considered tlieoretical suppres- . 

sion of flute instabilities by means of external currents, providing 

vacuum magnetic fields perpendicular to an axial magnetic field. This 

method has the advantage that no electrodes are immersed in the plasma, 

and therefore may be mOre suitable for fusion plasmas. However, they 

calculated that linear feedback is ineffective for a system with axial 

periodicity, such as a torus, since integrals over axial and azimuthal 

periodicities vanish. A method of nonlinear feedback was proposed for 

stabilizing flutes. Local plasma surface displacements trigger currents 

applied to external conducting straps. The increased "magnetic pressure" 

is maintained until the surface displacement subsides below the 

trigger level. 

Hendel and Chu report successful stabilization of the collisional 

and collisionle.ss q.rift wave using a nonlinear feedback technique .42 

A corrective pulse signal was applied to a Langmuir probe, acting 

as a current sink:, wheneveil:' the wave amplitude was positive. The' 

duration, phase, and amplitude of the rectangula:r suppressor signal 
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were varied. Results showed phase and power requirements similar 

to those for linear feedback. When the nonlinear pulse w~s applied 
/ 

only every 'second wave cycle, the feedback voltage requirements rose 

,so that the .feedback power was approximately the same. They observed, 

however, that in regions where several modes maybe simultaneously 

unstable, such as for thecollisionles s· drift wave , nonlinear feed-

ba;.ck suppression may excite higher modes and harmonicf more readi;Ly_ 

3. Dynamic stabilization 

Dynamic stabilization at frequencies much larger than instability 

frequencies can be used in the single-mode, multimbde, or even 

turbulent regimes. 

59 60 
, In an early experiment, Rugge suppressed the helical instability 

in a positive colUmn, by the appli~ation of an ac~xia.l electric 

field. Since the instability grows by drifting in a "kinked" axial 
. . .. .' - . 

electric field and an axial magnetic field, Rugge found that the 
..I 

instability could be suppressed by reversing the axiEl,1 electric field 

at frequencies greater than the instability growth rate. 

Keen and Scott .reported stabilization of the drift dissipative 

instability in~hydrogen afterglow, by applying either an ac azimuthal 

magnetic field or an axial electric field. 5"j,61 

'Hendel and Chu appliedrf radial-or axial electric fields on one 

or two electron-emitting ring probe::; in a Q-:-machir;'e .42 Stabilization 

of theddft instability was reported for the .entire unstable regime--" "> 

" .' single,:",mode, multimode, and turbulent. - The _ transverse Kelvin".Helmholtz 

"edge oscillation" was similarly stabilized. However, higher power 

levels were required to maintain the dynamic equilibriUm. Interpreta-
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\.;ion of results was also more difficult, since the plasma parameters 

were changed. 

4. Feedback as a Diagnostic Tool 

Feedback can also be used as a diagnostic tool-For example, 

one can measure the density profile as a function of wave amplitude by 

varying the feedback gain. From the shape of the density profile, one 

can infer the effect of enqanced transport as a function of wave 

amplitude. Hudis measured enhanced transport directly with a directional 

L " 1. 6,7~lO angmulr pro ue. . 

Another diagnostic application was first suggested by Wong and 

Hai. 62 They measured the linear growth rates and nonlinear saturation 

coefficients for drift waves in a Q-machine. Linear ~8db&~k was 

suddenly removed. Curve fitting between the plasma response and a 

power series expansion for the wave energy yielded the desired 

coefficients. Keen used this method to measure the linear growth 

rate directly, by comparing plasma response with a solution of a 

" 56 57 Van der rol-type equatlon. ' By gating the feedback amplifier, 

Hendel, Chu, and Simonen measured the nonlinear growth rate of the 

collisional drift wave to be much amaller than the linear growth rate. 63 

5. other Interesting Experiments: Stabilization 

In other interesting experiments, Scott, Little, and Burt reported 

stabilization of the Q-machine collisionless drift wave by dc wagDietic 

shear stabilizati[m, mling external stellarator-type l-::;: 3 vindings. 64 

Hartman, Hendel, and Munger reported suppression ofballoning-type 

drift modes in a toroidal stellarator by magnetic shear frOOl l = 2 

h 1 " 1 . d" 65 e lca Wln lngs. Chen and Rogers reported minimum-Bstabilization 

of drift waves in a Q-machine by adding internal solenoidal reverse 
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coi.ls which createda minimum-B configuration. 66 'l'hey proposed 

minimum-B stabilization of long wavelength instabilities in tori in 

this manner. Chu et. al. have suppressed the Kelvin-Helmholtz "edge-

67 
oscillations"in the Q-machine, comparing with an electron-sink theory. 

In the earliest reported feedback experiment, Arsenin et. al. stabilized 

th t ' 1 t 't b"l't 68 d El t h d e resonan lon-cyc 0 ron lns all y. Keen an, I e c er use 

a photo-sensing technique, coupled through the feedback iLoop-to the 

electrons by means of the electlr'on-cyclotron resonance, to stabilize 

69 
the ion sound wave. Ionization waves were studied using feedback on 

a positive column by Garscadden and Bletzinger. 70 

Finally, Lindman has proposed an interesting technique of passive, 

stabilization by applying passive RCnetworks to a segmented plasma 

boundary.71 Theoretical success was shown by numerical integration 

of Kent, Jen, and Chen's radial wave equation, including passive RC 

circuitry as boundary COhditions. 23 PreliminarY experimental results -
I 

by Carlyle on the Texas Q-machine have confirmed Lindman' s theory. 72 

In summary, wave stabilization has been shown to reduce enhanced 

transpor~, often reported to lbe several order,S of magnitude larger 

than predicted classically. Wave amplitudes are,reduced more than 

a.n order of magnitude, with resulting density increases of up to 30%.' 

Anq several remote techniques of- coupling feedback power to the plasma 

have been proposed and tested. We .expect to see some of these tech-

niquesused to stabilize fusion reactor plasmas. 

6. The Present Experiment. 

In the present experiment, we intend to explore three ,wave stabil-

ization techniques. Suppressor electrodes are the five cOncentric 

end-rings, located at each end of the'system. The inner two end-

.. j' 
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rings are quartered to provide good electrical contact with the plasma, 

for linear feedback electrodes. Linear feedback is treated semi-

quantitatively as a controlled ion sink in the equation of 

continuity (see Section V. A.). 

Also, by applying dc pcbtentials to various end-ring configurations, 

we can affect the radial and axial boundary conditions. We will see 

that one lOW-frequency instability can be stabilized in this manner, 

in part at least, by eliminating the radial electricfield,which 

we believe drives the instability. A "passive" stabilization technique 

is also successful, in which given end-ring electrodes are floated, 

while othE!l7S remain at grounp:. 

An AC stabilization technique is also attempted, by applying a 

rectarigular pulse signal to a given end-ring electrode configuration. 

Pulse frequencies greater than wave frequencies are required, since 

the growth rate is comparable to the frequency. We want to investigate 

power requirements and plasma parameter changes, the radial electric 

field in particular, when a pUlse signal is applied. 

Wave stabilization is also used as a diagnostic technique. We use 

stabilization to study the effect of coherent low-frequency plasma waves 

on enhanced transport rates and on the density profile, as a 

function of power and wave amplitude. We also use stabilization to 

measure instability growth and decay rates directly, using two inde-

pendent techniques. However,care must be taken in the interpretation 

of results when the plasma parameters are changed by stabilization 

techniques. The three stabilization techniques are discussed in 

Sections VI. C,D, and E, respectively. Use of linear feedback and 

AC stabilization to measure the growth rate directly is discussed in 

Section VI.G. 
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III • EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

The experiment was conducted in the secondary plasma of an 

RCD. The primary discharge is treated as a magnetically and 

mechanically collimated line plasma source} on the axis of the 

diffusion chamber. The plasma expands} diffuses} and drifts 

across and along the magnetic field to form the partially ionized 

plasma studied in this experiment. 

A. The Hollow-Cathode Discharge 

Properties Of thehollQw-cathore discharge are -'discussed in 

detail in the literature. 3-6}73, 74 The experimental arrangement 

is shown in fig. IILL An axial magnetic field of B = 580 to 

1160 gauss is 'created by six modular coils} as shown. Neutral gas' 
" " 

is fed through the cathode} which is a tungsten tube} 0;476 em in 

diameter with a 0.076 cm wall. The arc is ignited by a commer~fal 

welding starter which applies 'rf to the cathode. The hot' ions 

return to the cathode. When the cathode reaches electron: emission 

temperatures of '" 2700
o

K} the arc is self-sustaining} a:qd the rf 

is stopped. Cathode gas flow rates of3 to '30cm3/min} STP} of 

argon and helium are used in this experiment} with a gas pressure 

of3 to 10 mtorr in the cathode region. 

This experiment uses: a bare cathode} without the anode assembly 

AI shown in fig. IILI. Limiting apert1mes with a diarrieterof 

0.5 in. are used in both the cathode and anode ends. Arc currents 

of 5to 40 amperes we~e possible; ,however} long cathoddife and a 

highly ionized arc- col_umn is obtained for ICI =20 A. Cathode" 

voltage with respect to ground is typically ~40 V to -70 V in . ' 
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argon and -70 V to-IOO V in ,helium. 

The arc runs from the cathode to several electrodes, E
I

, All' 

and'-ElI1~ T '- which are generally at"~l"()wa~r, but can be independently 

biased. Typically'" 75% Of the arc current goes to electrode E
I

, 

another 20% goes rather evenly to the anode end electrodes, Ell 

and All' and tbe remaining 5%,g0~ to the end-ring electrodes and 

the tarik. "Independent biasing of the anode All from +40 V to -40 

V was attempted in order to change the shape of the radial electric 

, field,as reported by Hudis. 6 tittle effect was ob~erved, except 

on broad-band noise, which ,we believe is due to the fact that only 

10% of the current, is received by All' 

The axial magnetic field is produced by six modular coils, 

22.9 cm Ld. x 50.8 cm o.,d. x 15.6cm deep. The coHpositions 

and currents were adjusted so that the field was measured to ,be 

uniform within 5% over the 60-cm length of the ~iffusion chamber. 

Care was taken so that the axial alignment of the magnetic and 

mechanical axes is good to within 0.05 cm over the 64.7-cm lengt~ 

of the diffusion charilber. 5 The cathode 'and anode are then aligned 

on the mechanical axis using a cathetometer telescope. 

Differential pressures are obtained by the following pumping 

and gas inlet configuration. ,The cathod'e and anode ends of the 

system are each pumped by a 200-liter/sec, 4-in., liquid-nitrogen-

trapped mercury diffusion pump. The diffusion chamber is pumped 

from the rear access port by a 1400-liter/sec, 6-in., water-trapped 

oil diffusion pump-. The pumping speeds of all three diffusion 

pumps can be "throttled" by use of manual gate valves. Gas can be 

.. 
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introduced independently into the diffusion and anode regions, con

-6 trolled by needle valves. Base pressures are typically 5 x 10 

torr. 

The properties of the plasma in the diffusion region are sum-

marized in 'laNe VLl, while typical radial profiles are presented in 

Sec. VI. A. Our measurements agree with those of previous experi

ments. 1,5, 73,74 The diffusion chamber is an aluminum cylinder, 

64.7 cm long and 20 cm in diameter. A t the axial midplane of the 

diffusion region are front and rear access ports, 3.6 x 22 cm. At 

the front port is a lucite window, through which 3 probes are in-

serted, neutral gas can be introduced, and visual and spectrosopic 

\ observations can be made. The rear port goes to the 6-in. diffu-

sion pump, as well as to a lucite window, through which another 

probe is inserted. 

At each end of the diffusion chamber, thea~ail:. bounda.r·ies 

consist ef 5 concentric end-ring electrodes; mounted on an 

alumina insulating plate (fig. II 1.2) • The inliler . two end-rings 

are quartered to provide information on azimuthal symmetry, as 

well as to provide suitable suppressor electrodes for the applica-

tion of linear feedback. The electrical connections to the end-

rings leave the diffusion region through an epoxy seal, and termi-

nate on a banana-plug panel. Each electrode can be independently 

biased and monitored. The system length with the end-rings in 

place is reduced to L = 58.2 cm. 

Reference to any end-ring electrode includes the correspond-
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ing electrode at both the cathode and anode ends. For example, 

reference to the third end""ring implies the third end-ring at each 

end, tied together electrically. 

The effect of the end-ring electrodes on the radia.l plasma pro-

files is discussed in Sec. Vlo C· (DC stabilization). The effect 

of using the upper quarter of the second end-ring as a suppressor 

electrode for linear feedback is discussed. in Sec. VI. D. And the 

effect of using the second and third end-rings as suppressor elec-

trodes for AD stabilization is discussed in Sec. VI. Eo 

Bo Langmuir Probe Configuration 

Langmuir probes are used as the primary diagnostic tool. 

Probe theory, as discussed in Appendix C, is summarized in Sec. 

V. C. Physically the probe tips are O.020-in.tungsten wire, 

extending 2 mm beyond a 3-mm o.d. quartz sleeve. The probe shank 

is 6~mm o.d. quartz or Pyrex tubing, which leaves the vacuum 

through a O.25-in. sliding Wilson seal. The tungsten tip passes 

through a quart~Q,;pyrex graded seal to a coaxial cable, which 

runs to the probe circuitry. The saturated ion current) lsi' is 

measured by applying a -45 V bias to the probe and monitoring the 

current through a lK resistor to ground. The floating potential, 

CPr' is measured directly with a high impedance digital voltmeter. 

Fluctuations on ): . and CPr are measured on a Tektronix Model IL5 
Sl 

spectrum analyzer, or on a phase-sensitive lock-in amplifier 

Princeton Applied Research Model HR-8. The measurement equipment 

can be further isolated from the plasma by inserting an integrated 

circuit voltage-follower. 
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The physical'probe arrangement'at the axial midplane is shown 

in j'tg. I II. 3. Fi ve radial P!'O be port s . exi st} A throughgEo An 

axial'probe, X, can be moved the length of the system, as well as 

rotated to various radii and azimuths. When the axial probe is 

removed beyond the midplane, the radial probe A can be inserted 

'from the rear access porto In the figure, probe C,is a suppressor 

probe, a 2 cm-long-probe tip, which can be aligned along Bto pro-

vide- larger plasma contact when applying linear feedback. Probe 

E is the directional Langmuir probe (DLP). 

The probe characteristic (V-I plot) is obtained by using the 

Langmuir probe sweep chassis, shown schematically in fig. 111.4. 

A low-impedance (Remf = 50 ohm)voltage'ramp is applied to the 

probe, and the 'current is measured through a lK resistor R
I

• The 

probe voltage can be measured through a 100 megohm resistor, as 

shown. This gives a 100:1 voltage reduction at the oscilloscope, 

as well as increasing the' input impedance of themcinitoring equip-

ment. Tn practice, the 100 megohm resistor was replaced by an' 

integrated circuit voltage-follower, 'giving higher input impedance, 

and no voltage divider. The probe chara~teristic is displayed on 
, ' 

a Tektronix Model 502A oscilloscope where itca;nbe photographed, . . .. . . ".." 

or ana storage oscilloscope ,to save camera film, or on an X.,.y 
, , 

recorder~. The" electron temperature can l:e obtained f)' am the loga-

ritlID!ic derivative 'of the 'probe characteristic,as discussed in 

Appendix C. 

" ' 

C. Directional Langmuir' Probe' (DLP) ConstructiOn 

A directional Langmuir probe, DLP, is used in the present 
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/ 
experiment to measure ion currents in the azj.muthal and axial 

directions. Using simple probe theory, we derive an expression 

for the streaming velocity as a function of measured directional 

ion currents. Theory and six experimental checks on the operation 

of the DLP are discussed in Appendix D. .In particular, the DLP 

is found to operate correctly as a simple Langmuir probe, and to 

correctly measure a known plasma drift velocity. 

A DLP was constructed, as discussed by Hudis and 

Lidsky,6,7,10 so that simple probe theory should be valid. The 

construction we use is presented in fig-. 111.5.. A flat slot was 

milled in the 0.040-in. tungsten rod so that a planar collection 
• 

surface is obtained. The remainder of the tungsten rod was 

shielded from. the plasma by an insulating sleeve of alUmina. An 

alumina plug was inserted in the end of the alumina tube, and 

bonded with a ceramic cement. The epoxy vacuum seal was made 12 

em from the probe tip, outside the plasma region. The alumina 

sleeve was broken about 1. in. inside the 0.25-in. o.d. x 0.06$ in. 

wall stainless steel support tube, so that an epoxy vacuum seal 

could be made. The alumina sleeve was then epoxied to the stain-

less steel tube. The tungsten rod runs the entire length of the 

probe. It is silver-soldered to coaxial cable at the end, and 

the grounded coaxial shield is connected to the stainless' steel 

support tube. 

The DLP is biased -45 V negative, and the saturated ion cur-

rent is measured through a IK resistor to ground. The st~inless 

steel support tube leaves the front access port E, through a 
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sl,iding Wilson seal. Particle currents can be measured, in the 

axial and azimuthal directions at all radii. The difference in 

the azltmuthal particle currents is typically 10 to 50%, which 

can be observed on a digital voltmeter, so that no sophisticated 

equipment is required. 

D. Linear Feedback Circuitry 

The linear feedback loop We use to stabilize a low-frequency 

instability is shown schematically in fig~ rII .. 6. Experimental 

feedback results are discussed in Sec. VI. D. The rear radial 

probe is generally used as the sensor probe, monitoring a reference 

fluctuation on lsi or ~rfor the lower-frequency (LF ~ 2 kHz) wave. 

The signal is then filtered so that we only affect the m = 1 mode 

of the LF wave. Then the signal is phase-shifted 0 to 360 deg by 

an active RC circuit. The signal is amplified and fed into the 

8 ohm impedance terminals of two voice-to..,line transformers in 

series. The transformers were used for two reaSO'1S: (1) so we 

could more nearly match the plasma impedance at low feedback power 

levels, as well as protect the amplifier; and (2) so we could 

electrically float, ordc bias, the feedback signal with respect 

to ground. 

Feedback current ,is measured through a 10 ohm resistor. The 

complex loop frequency response is measured from the input at the 

sensor probe, to the output at the suppressor electrode, so that 

the ,actual loop gain and, phase shift is me£:1,sured. 

Linear feedback was attempted on one or more quarters'of the 

inner two end-ring electrodes (fig. 111.2). The signal ona 
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given suppressor electrode was applied in a variety of configura

tions: (1) with respect to ground; (2) with respect to other 

electrodes at different azimuths; and (3) with respect to the cbr-

responding electrode at the opposite end of the system. A typical 

case is presented in Sec. VI. n., when the feedback signal is 

applied to the upper quarter of the secbnd ,end-ring electrode with 

respect to ground. 

Feedback was also attempted on a modified Langmuir probe, 

probe C in fig. rrl.3 , described as a 2-cm~long, 0.020-in. diameter 

tungsten probe tip, aligned along B. This suppressor probe is 

much less effective than the end-ring electrodes, probably due to 

the small plasma contact area. 

E. AC Stabilization Switching Circuit 

AC stabilization is applied by pulsing a rectangular voltage 

signal on and off a chosen electrode. The necessary voltage 

switching circuit is presented in fig. III. 7; A regulated dc 

power supply is applied to the DC INPUT connector. An amplified 

TRIGGER INPUT is used to switch the power transistor on and off. 

When the power transistor is on, the OUTPUT is grounded through 
. ( 

the transistor. When the powe~ transistor is off, the OUTPUT 

voltage is the power supply voltage minus the voltage drop through 

the 10 ohm resistor, through which the current is measured. 

Switching frequencies of up to 20kHz were studied, with negligible 

deterioratIon of the OUTPUT pulse. AC stabilization is discussed 

in Sec. VI. E. 
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Fig. III. 7. AC stabilization switchin~ circuit. 
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IV. SURVEY OF LOW:-FREQUENCY INSTABILITIES. 

-A. Introduction. 

The secondary plasma of an HCDcontains several free energy 

tlources, which can drive instabilities. As a result, several differ-

ent low-frequency instabilities have been "identified" in an HCD, which 

we summarize in 'rable IV.!. Several of these instabilities have 

similar prooerties, in that they are driven by plasma rotation in a 

nonuniform radial 81ec;tric fieJ.d. Also, large density and temperature 

2;radients exist near the primary arc column, in addition to a large 

clec;Lric fLeld. 11isional effectsean also be important. In these 

eircumstancos, it is not surprising to observe waves which exhibit 

prooerties' consistent with several driving mechanisms, simultaneously. 

A theory which includes all of these effecrts,simuUaneously and 

self-consistently does not exist. . Recently, however, computers have 

been used to treat more correct fluid models, and give solutions more 

consistent with experiment. We expect future work to include numerical 

integration of a radial wave equation,78 using realistic experimental 

plasma profiles, and solving for normal mode behavior. 

In this section weca·tegorize and discuss some of the instaM:l-

ities which might occur in an HeD with the aid of a review article 

79 
by Lehnert. We consider only electrostatic instabilities for our 

low B ::: Pi/CPi + B
2

/87r) « 1, high density, c!/c
2 

« 1, plasma, 

since induced magnetic fields in the plasma are negligible compared 

to the applied axial field. 
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Table IV.!. Waves Identified in an HCD. 

Wave Author 

l. Rayleigh-Taylor Hudis (1969)6,7 
centrifugal flute 

2. Kelvin-Helmholtz Hudis (1969)6,7 
velocitY-Clhear 
flute 

3. Resistive drift Chung and Rose (1967)75 

Aldridge and Keen (1970) 55 

4. E x Bdrag 

5. Electrostatic 
ion cyc~btron 

6. Ion-acoustic 

Gunshor, Noon,3.nd Holt 
(1968) 70 . 

, 
Kambic, Noon, and Jennings 

(1971) 77 

Stuffle beam, Reinovsky, 58 
Noon and Jennings (1971) 

Morse (1965) 17 

( . )75 Chung and Rose 1967 

Gunshor, N oon
1 

and Holt 
(1968) 6 

Frequency ( kHz) 

1 - 5 

12 - 17 

10 - 20 

15 - 20 

8 

2 

50 - 80 

4 - 20 

, . 

-:r;-
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B. Classification .of Instabiliti~s. 

1. MHD. 

This class of instability is driven by the kinetic ahd potential 

energy of the macroscopic fluid. For example, available energy is 

associated with plasma rotation, shear in the mass flow velocity, 

and an effective gravitational or electric potential. This is 

generally a large sour.ce of energy. Fluid instabilities ca'll be 

derived from the well-known MHD equations. The following ~fiID 

instabilities will be considered: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Rayleigh-Taylor flute instabilityl8-22 

Rotational flute instability 

Velocity shear 

1. 

i1. 

20 23-26 
Kelvin-Helmholtz· • 

D
• 80 l.ocotron 

. d. E x B neutral drag15- l7 

60 
e. Screw· 

f.. Ion-acoustic 81 

2. Drift. 

Drift instabilities are driven by theexpahsion energy of the 

plasma, while charge separation is maintained by the relative drift-

ing of the ions and electroris~ Drift instabilities can often be 

derived from the fluid equations, when appropriate assumptions are 

made. Instability requires finite parallel' wavelength. The follow-

ing drift waves will be considered: 

a. Resistive drift l2- l4 ,82 

b. C t 
. 83 urren convectl.ve 

c. Drift cyclotron83-85 
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3. Micro,..Instabilities. 

The available energy is contained in (jeviations from the 

Maxwellian velocity rUstribution~ and is generally released by re-

sonant interaction with high-frequency waves. These kinetic insta-

bilities must be derived from the more complex Vlasov-Maxwell equa-

tions.. The available energy:, and enhanc~dtransport rates are gener-

ally sillall, however, and IIlicr .. o~"instabilities will not be included 

in our survey of low-frequency (LF~ Q.) instabilities. 
c 1 

C. Ex;periinentalEvidence .for Wave Identification . 

. In practice a wave can be characterized by certain experimentally 

measurable properties. For example, we consider the fjvefollowing 

experimental parameters: 

(a) Spatial location 

(b) Frequency 

(c) Direction of Propagation 

(d) Parallel wavelength 

( e ) Growth rate 

Many of the instabUities mentioned in section IV. B. have 

markedly different characteristics. Some however, Qave siinila~ pro-

perties on all five points. We summarize the properties of the 

instabilities mentioned in section IV. B, as well as two experimental 

, instabilities, in Table IV. 2. The waves are discussed in section IV. D, 

from which we conclude that both experimental waves haye properties 

similar to the centrifugal flute and the E x Bdrag'instabilities. 

A theory .which includes density gradiEmt., centrifugal and Coriolis 

forces due to plasma rotation in a radial electric field, and 



,. 

Table IV.'!. Survey of' Low-C'r'-':{Uen.-:.:; I),SL.',bj~::tie3. 

WAVE FREQUENCY DIRECT ION OF 
LOCATION PROPAGAT ION kll 

k g/2Q. ion --

Rayleigh-Taylor y J. 
diamagnetic E (max) kll ... 0 (~ 5 kHz) r 

k~/2Qi - 2QoO/ky 
-

Rotational Flut.e either E (max) kll = 0 « 50 kHz) r 
'" . 

k ,<EC/B) 
Ke 1 vin-Helmhol tz y 

either d in E /dr (max) kll = 0 (~ 50 kHz) \ r . 

Diocotron Cl)~i/Qi either d ln E Idr (max) kll = 0 
(» Q;) 

r 

E x B neutral drag k EC/B either E (max) kll = 0 y 
« 50 kHz) 

r 
'" 

electron 
Screw k U diamagnetic z zO 

Ion Acoustic k C z 
I z s 

k . kT c o/eB electron 
vn/n (max) kli/k 1> 4 x 10-

2 Resisti ve Drift y e diamagnetic 
(<:: 50 kHz) 

" k kT co/ eB electron 
-4 / Current Convective y e' diamagnetic Vn/n (max) 10 «k

ll 
k1« 1 

(;;; 50 kHz) 

nQ.; n = 1, 2 electron 
Vn/n (max) -4 / Drift Cyclotron J. diamagnetic 10 «k

ll 
k 1 « 1 

(25 to 50 kHz) 

ion Er (max) 
Experimental LF 2 kHz diamagnetic (R= 5.0 em) kU = 0 

electron -Er(max) ,V'n/n(max) 
Experimental HF 30 kHz diamagn8tic (R= 1.0 em) kll =0 
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collisions with a c01d neutral background gas is developed in 

section V. A under the name "rotational instability." 

\-
D. Discussion of Possible Waves 

1. MHD. 

a. Rayleigh-Taylor F.lute Ins tab ilityThe centrifugal force 

due to plasma rotation in a radial electric field,acting in the 

direction of decreasing density, will be shown in section V.A to 

be an important destabilizing influence in the RCD. Rudis identified 

one low-frequenci instability in an RCD as the Rayleigh ... Taylor 
6,7 

centrifugal flute. Rowever,Rayleig~Taylortheory as derived in 

the literature neglects the important rotational effect of the 

Coriolis force, as well as collisions with neutrals. These latter 

effects cannot be ignored in the RCD. The Rayleigh-Taylor theory 

will be modified to include Coriolis and collisional effects,· under 

the new name, rotational instability. 

b. Rotational Flute Instability. This instabili ty ~ncludes 

most·of the important effects present in the RCD, and prov.ides a 

good explanation of the experimental results. See section V.A. fot 

the derivation and discussion. 

c. (i) Kelvin-Re.lmholtz Instability. The K-R instability is 

driven by the free energy stGredin the relative motion of adjacent 

fluid. elements. Chandrasekhar derived the dispersion relation from 
2 

the high density (cA I c2 « 1 ) fluid equations, assuming a 2-region 
25 

discontinuity in the density and velocity profiles. Re presented 

a good physical discussion. 

In 1965, Rosenbluth and Simon derived a "radial wave equation" 
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. 78 
which is the starting point for much later 'work. It was derived 

by a finite gyroradius (FGR) ordering of the Vlasov equation. The 

radial displacement eigenfunction is complex, and usefulness is 

limited to special eases. 

Stringer and Schmid~ generalized the work of Rosenbluth and Simon 
24 

by making no initial ordering assumptions on the Vlasov equation. 

By making the ordering assumptions of FGR, low density, and high 

78 
density, their results reduce to those of Rosenbluth and Simon, Damm 

86 25. 1 et. al., and Chandrasekhar, respec tl. ve y.' 

In 1968, Hans presented a simple derivation, beginning with 
20 

the incompressible single-fluid equations. He included finite 

gyroradius effects(FGRE) in the pressure tensor and collisions with 

neutrals,and assumed a 2-region discontinuity in the velocity to 

obtain a quartic dispersion relation. A parametric plot of the results 

of numerical integration shows'that FGRE are stabilizing, while 

collisions with neutrals are stabilizing for low collision frequen-

cies and destabilizing for large collision frequencies. 

In 1969, Kent, Jen, and Chen identif~.ed the edge oscillation 
23 

the Q-machine as a K-:H flute. They begin with Rosenbluth and 

Simon's 'radialwave equation. A 3-region solution yielded good 

agreement with theory and experiment for frequencies from 5 to 17 kHz. 

Also, measured wave amplitudes correlated with calculated growth 

rates for azimuthal mode numbers m ~ 3,4,5. They suggested futur~ 

improvements: (1) solve the full quartic dispersion relation 

instead of simplifying to a quadratic; (2) include finite parallel 

reststtvity, kl/ :I 0; and (3) numerically integrate more real-

istic profiles which would contain FGRE, and density gradient drifts. 
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In 1970, Perkins and Jassby looked for nonna1 mode solutions of 
26 

the radial wave equat:Lon. The effects of finite finite 

resistivity, gravity, density gradient,finite u;yroradius (FGR), 

ion viscosity, and velocity shear were included. They derived 

analytic integral expressions for the thin shear-layer case, by 

assuming a jet velocity profile. These analytic results yielded 

good agreement with numerical integration of the radial wave equation, 

using experimental electric field and density profiles. Comparison 

of theory and experiment .yielded a convincing identification of the 

Q-machine edge-oscillations of Enriques, Levine, and Rig~etti87 as 

the K-H instability. It is interesting to observe how the K-H 

flute goes over to a resistive drift wave as k /I isincrs8ised. 

Hudis and Lldsky used the results of Perkins and Jassby, and 

of Kent,. Jen, and Chen to help ;iq.er.ttff.:Y' ai K"R insi:18.ib:Elri tw, fnan RCD. 7 

ny numerical averaging over radial plasma and wave profDs~ they 

were able to conclude that shear in the radial electric field profile 

was sufficient to destabilize a normal mode K-Hwave. 

In the present experiment, the frequency, rotation direction, 

and flute-l!ike structure of the K-H instability are compatible 

with both experimental waves. Hcw..ev-ar, the Ke1"\Tin-Helmholtz instability 

will be eliminated from consideration here; since both experj.mental 

waves occur in regions of large centrifugal force, and low velocity-

shear. 

c. (ii}Diocotron. The Diocotrori instability is applicable to 

the case of low-density ((l)« n) ve10ei ty-shear, when eddy pe e .. 

currents form. . The Diocotron instability will be eliminated because 

-. 
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it is applicable to lower density plasmas, and the predicted frequency 

is much higher than those observed. 

d. Ex B neutral drag. In 1963, Simon· consid!=lred a partially ,ionized 
15 

plasma in crossed electric and magnetic fields. He used a 3-fluid 

slab model and showed that electrons and ions drift at different rates 

due to collisions; vy [ 
2 . 2 221 Q. T. /(1 + .Q. T. ) • 

. l In ' l In 

Instability was shown by means of the "Rosenbluth-Longmire" picture 

only Lf ~ . 'Vn > 0. 88 Other mechanisms which caused differential 

drifting of the ions and electrons, such as diamagnetic drift and 

effective gravity, were not considered. 

Hoh included these Hall drifts in a 3-fluid treatment, but could 
16 

n0ill get an analytic solution. A dispersion relation was obtained 

by dimensional analysis~ 

In 1965, Morse modified the E x B neutral drag theory by intro-

ducing a "corrected" electric field, which included density and plasma 

potential gradients, ~c =~o + "Z: [(.Qi Tin/.Qe Ten) Te - Ti 1 ' where 

T is the neutral collision time for species a .17 Instability can 
an 

now occur even for E . 'V n<O, a fact Morse used to identify a 

2 kHz oscillation in an HCD. 

The predictions of E x B neutra,l d;rag:,theor;r,:'aigree .~thexpe-rii.mental 

data, at least qualitatively. However, ignored are rotational effects 

such as centrifugal and Coriolis forces, which are important in the 

present experiment. Since numerical solutions are required in 

either case, we will attempt a more complete theory in order to 

include several effects simultaneously. Although the E x B Drag 

theory contains some of the physics involved in the present exper-

iment, it is incomplete . Hence, the Ex 'B~t:r.!;'Ldra.f£ instabrlJ.itl 
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will ber~placed with a theory which includes diamagnetic and 

gravitational drifts as well as rotational effects. 

e. Screw. The Screw instab ility Will be eliminated, since, there 

is no evidence in support of a finite parallel wavelength, or any 

screw-like structure. 

f, Ion-Acoustic. Gunshor, Noon, and Holt reported an ion-

, 4 76 acoustic wave in an RCD, with a frequency range 't020 kHz. The 

wave propagated at an angle with respect to the axial magnetic field, 

and was observed to be,astanding wave in the axial direction. 

Identification was obtained by studying frequency dependence of the 

wave on the system length and, the atomic mass. The ion-acoustic 

instability will be eliminated here since there is no measurable 

tra.velling or sta.nding wave along the magnetic field. ' 

2. Drift Waves. 

Drift waves are considered as a possible expl:anation, for the 

higher-frequency (HF) wave, which is located at small radii, in 

a large density gradient, 
I 

(a) Resistive ~i;f't~ The resistive drift wave is driven by 

the expansion energy in a density gradient, and is destabilized' 

by finite parallel resistivity. The resistive drift wave,was reported 

75 55 
in ,and HeD by Chung and Rose, Aldridge and Keen, and Gunshor, 

76 
Noon, and Holt" 

, 82 
Hendel et. a1. showed that ion-ion collisions are stabilizing, 

Chen showed that stnall a.mounts of axial current ('" IO~; ) 

localized orr the axis of a cylindrical chamber, such as the primary 

arc of an HCD, can provide sufficient magnetic shear to stabilize 
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21 

Resistive drift theory is incomplete in its application to an 

HCD, since important differential drifting mechanisms such as cen-

trifugal gravity and collisions with neutrals are neglected We el:CIll-

inate the resistive drift wave here, since there is no experimental 

evidence for finite parallel wavelength, and present a more relevant 

theory including I'o'b!l:.ional and collisional effects. 

(b) Current-Convective Instability. The current-convecti.ve 

instability i.s si.milar to the resistive drift instability, but is 

destabilized by paralle'l streaming, such as in the primary arc 

column in an HCD. However, Landau growth should not be expected 
14 

where collisions are important. We eliminate the current-con-

vective instability on the groundS of parallel wavelength and 

collisional effects. 

(c) Drift Cyclotron. The drift cyclotron instability is also 

destabilized by parallel streaming. Chung and Rose identified 

an electrostatic ion-cyclotron instability at frequencies of 50 to 

80 kHz in an HCD.
75 

However, we eliminate the drift cyclotron insta-

bility since the measured frequency is too low, and not a multiple 

. We conclude that the two experimental waves are most consistent 

wi th the Rayleigh-Taylor centrifugal flute theory, and with the E x B 

fii1eut~:i'al·trlrag insta biL:hty.~ which are both driven by plasma 'rota t ion in 

a radial electric field. In section V.A. we develop a theory for 

the "rotational" flute instability .• which includes the effects of 
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density gradient, centrifugal and Coriolis forces due to plasma 

rotation ina radial electric fi~ld, and collisions with neutrals. 

.' 

, . 
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v. THEORY 

A. Rotational Flute Instability 

1. Introduction . 

The plasma in the diffusion region of the hollow cathode dis

charge (HCD) is rotating in the presence of a nonuniform, nonambi-

polar, radial electric field, which is discussed jn section VI.A.4. 

Under su(~h conc1i tions,with t1(e centrifugal force treated as an effec-

tivegrav.iLy, §.' opposirig the density gradient, ~.\7n < 0, the plasma 

may be unstable to the Rayleigh-Taylor centrifugal flute instability. 

As :will be shown, the plasma may be unstable even for g.\7n > 0, if 

the radial-velocity shear is sufficient. 

A comprehensive and analytically useful theory including 

simultaneously the effects of 2-fluid compressibility, finite 

gyroradius (FGR), ion inertia, Collisions, and Coriolis force 

does not exist. However, most of these effects have been treated 

by various authors, and will be discussed here. ·A useful and 

simple derivation by Roberts and Taylor (1962) will be modified 

in section V. A. 2 to include the Coriolis force~ collisions with 

t 1 d . . k t 18 i d neu ra s, an an lon Sln erm. The rema n er of this section is 

devoted to a historical and conceptual survey of recent work. 

In 1954, Kruskal and Schwarz schild presented one of the 

earliest derivations of the graviational instability, which is 

sometimes named after them. 89 In 1957, Rosenbluth and Longmire 

treated a noncompressible, infinitely conducting fluid model, 

with a sharp fluid-vacuum interface~8 iand calculated a purely 

growing wave with the growth rate y ::= (gk) 1/2 .. 

In 1961, Lehnert extended the work of Rosenbluth and Longmire 
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to arbitri3.ry density steps at the interface?O His results show 

,that plasma stability can be maintained fo~ ~·\ln < 0, provided the 

density gradient is sufficiently small. FGR stabilization is also 

calculated,but incorrectly. 

Rosenbluth, Krall, arid Rostoker correctly treated FGRE begin

ning with a small gyroradius ordering of the Vlasov equation. 90 

They worked in the zero e,lectric field frame. fHow~ver, we can 

translate to the more useful drift frame by adding the Doppler 

E/B = 2yo + g/n .~8 In this frame for a slab .model, 'their shift VD = , 1 ' , 

dispersion relation is equivalent to 0)2 + (2vok + gk/~i)O)~+' go = 0, 

with solution for the ~requency nr C: ~(2YOk + gk/ni ), and growth 

rate '2 1/2 1 2 
Y = (go - nr ) • In the above, v = 2 aini is a collision-

less viscosity; the inverse density scale length, 0 == - 'Vn/n > 0; 

a. == vtih/n. is the ion gyroradius; g == Ve
2/R is the centr}fugal 

1 1 

gravity; and k is the perpendicular wave number. The first term 

in the coefficient of 0) in the dispersion relation is the FGR 

term, while the second is the 2~fluid gravitational effect. The 

fact that the growth ratey is reduced from that of earlier calcu-

lations is also apparent, showing FGR stabilization~ Application 

to cylindrical geo~etry results in Whittaker'sequation?2 The 

solution is quantized, and is 'only' b:dedl'ly discussed. 

Subsequently, Lehnert19 has cast doubt on the treatment of 

Rosenbluth, Krall, and Rostoker. He used a2-fluid model and 

included compressibility in the equations of continuity (FGRE), 

but inconsistently ignored off-diagonal elements of the pressure 

tensor. A term exactly cancels the FGR stabilization reported by 
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Rosenbluth, Krall, and Rostoker, leaving a residual stabilizing 

term reported earlier by Lehnert. 90 

In 1962, Roberts and Taylor used a one-fluid model to vindi-

, 18 
cate Rosenbluth, Krall, and Rostoker. They showed that Lehnert's 

work was equivalent to including FGR compressible effects in Ohm's 

law. 19 However, they inclu.'iedFGRE in the ion pressure tensor, as 

93 calculated by Thompson. The results are in agreement with 

Rosenbluth, Krall, and Rostoker. Lehnert's result can be obtained 

by setting the viscosity V = O. 

Lehnert introduced the Coriolis force in the fluid equations 

and obtained the following solution:
22 ~= - ~ mQOK ± 

1 2 2 1/2 . 2 uo(m K + 4~) ,where m lS the agimuthal mode number, 

Uo = Ve/R is the angular fluid rotation, ~ = (1 + 2QO/Ui)RVn/n < 0, 

and K = UO/Qi + 2~/m2. The first term in K is the usua12-fluid 

gravitational effect, independent, of the direction of rotation, 

while the second term contains the Coriolis effect. For small 

rotations the frequency is increased, and the growth rate reduced 

for Uo < 0 (ion-diamagnetic direction); ana the frequency is 

reduced and the growth rate increased for Uo > O. The Coriolis 

force contribution is proportional to the density gradient. 

Lehnert made an interesting comment based on the form of the, 

ion momentum equation, nM it = nq(~ + vx~) + nMU:~ + 2nMv x go 
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He remarked that the Coriolis force term, last ter.tn,can be com-

bined with the Lorentz force term to yield an effecf'ive magnetic 
.)(-

field for the ions, ~ = B + 2~/e This causes an addi-

tional iort drift, and hence charg'e sep:l.ration. As in previous 

work, Lehnert treated FGRE incorrectly. 

In 1965} Rosenbluth and Simon showed the val!ldity of Roberts 

and Taylor's method by developing a set of single-fluid equations 
'. . .' 8 

from the FGR eXp:l.nsion of the Vlasovequation. 7 The resulting 

~quations are identical ,to those used by Roberts and Taylor} 

except for a term involving the divergence of the diamagnetic 

drift velocity} which vanishes for uniform temperature} kT } and 
. e 

density gradient} 5 = -\Jn/n. A radial w8.veequation was devel-

oped, from whic'h a quadratic integral expression for the complex 

eigenfrequencies results. However} the radial displacement eigen-

function is in general complex, so' that direct applicati,on is 

limited to special cases. 

A suggestion 'is mentioned by Bogdanov et al.) conjecturing 

FGR stabilization of the gtavitationalflute by fixing the pbten-

. 94 
tial on various radial end-rings. Since an ion will drift at a 

reduced velocity} 

v. 
-1 

E x·B 
-0 

x Bc , 

due to FGRE, choosing d2~/~2 properlY can reduce the effect of 

rotation. 

Chen presented a phys,ical picture showing clearly the effects 

( 

'. 
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of ion-inertia, FGR, gravity, p:l.rallel wavelength, and density 

gradient. 95 In particular he showed that for an unstab~e gravi-

tational flute, the density leads the potential fluctuations by 

the phase W= 180 to 270 deg, whereas for a resistive drift wave, 

W = 0 to 90 deg. This picture does not include neutral collisions 

or the Coriolis force, which we show in Sec. V. A. 3 can cause 

phase shifts '" 90 deg. The resulting W 90 to 180 deg is in 

better agreement wj.th the phases measured for both experimental 

waves. 

In 1966, Chen extended the work of Rosenbluth, Krall, and 

Rostoker to larger . .Er , finite kIf' finite resistivity, and arbi

trary T./T .21 He considered the 2-fluid equations in cylindrical 
l· e 

geometry. The presence of a radial electric field, ~, produces 

centrifugal and Coriolis forces, and they are not'introduced 

externally, as in most previous calculations in slab geometries. 

92 
On transforming variables, he obtained Whittaker's equation. 

The solution for kU =0, small rotations, and T{ = 

91 
the results of Rosenbluth, Krall, and Rostoker. 

T agrees with 
e 

The solution is 

difficult to interpret due to quantization of the radial mode 

number, but some insight is gleaned. For instance, Chen' observed 

that the sign of the Coriolis force causes an asymmetry in the 

frequency and stability condition, whereas the centrifugal force 

is independent of the direction of rotation, as mentioned earlier 
. . .. 22 

in Lehnert's work. He also showed that the Coriolis force is im-

portant for small radial mode numbers, whereas FGRE are more 

important for large radial mode numbers. The radial dependence 
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becomes quantized in the solution of Whittaker's eq~tion, and 

determining what radial mode n:umberto use limits present appli-

cation of his results. It does appear to. be closest to simultane-

ous consideration of FGR and cylindrical effects. 

Byers added new information by using .~ nonlinear, two-
. .38 

dimensional, 2-fluid computer model. The parameter illg/ Y is 

considered, .where ill = gk/2rJ.. is the 2-fluiddifferential drift . . g l 
.. . 1/2 . 

frequency, andy = (go) is the simple growth rate. Linear 

theory predicts stability for ill > y. Physically this means that 
g 

the differential drift of ions and electrons causes the density 

and velocity fluctuations to drift out of phase and stabilize the 

wave, before the wave can grow large on the y time-scale. In 

. .. 2/ 2 particular, Byers showed that for ill I' . g 

Taylor wave grew unbourided to the walls, 

= 1/4, the Rayleigh-

- . 2/ 2 / but· for ill I' = 1 2, g 

the wave saturated at finite amplitude, after initial growth. It 

would be meaningless to infer a sharp cutoff for noncorifinement of 

the R-T wave around ffi
g

2
/ y2 ~ 1/2, but based on this simple mpdel 

we predict a large amplitude, nonconfined R;"Tinstability at large 
\. 

radii. In the present work we include. the effects of plasma rota-

tion, collisions with neutrals, FGR, and ion inertia to calculate 

a more relevant stability ratio, Y/rJ.r,.Of the order unity at large 

radii} .where the complex frequency ill = rJ. + iy. 
.. r. 

In 1967} Stringer and SChrnidt24 generalized the work of 

78 . 25 Rosenbluth and Simon and. Chandrasekhar. They derived a set of 

guiding-center equations in the presence of a nonuniform electric 

field, making no initial ordering assumptions. The usual FGR 

-. 

.. 
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6 9 , 

ordering then reduces their result to the previous result of 

Rosenbluth and Simon. 78 Reordering for the high density case, 

2 2 . . 25 
cA /c «1, yields the results of Chandrasekhar. In particular, 

from their wave equation they found that a necessary, but not suf-

ficient, condition for instability is that the"Richardson number It 

. . 2 
J == (g\7n/n) / (dV/dx) < 1/4. Note that instability is predicted 

for ~.\7n < 0, the usual case for gravitational instability, and 

that instability may also occur for g·\7n > 0, for sufficiently 

large velocity shear, dV/dx. 

Chandrasekhar derived the Richardson criterion physically by using 

an energy variational principle applied to the interchange of two 

adjacent fluid elements 5p, located at x and x + 5x, with velocities 

. 25 
V and V + 5V. The work required to effect such an interchange is 

5W (- g 5p ox), while the change in kinetic energy is 

1 [2 2 1 2] 1 2 5E =2" P _V + (V + 5V) - 2" (V+ V + ~v) == 4" p(5V) . A necessary 

instability condition, based on simple energetics is oE > oW, or 

J== (gno/no) / (dV /dx)2 <~ .. , 
-1 

using the scale lengths L 

This can be put in a simpler form, by 

v 
~ dV and 

- V dx 

that the centrifugal gravity g == V
2
/R. 

-1 1 dn L . == - --d ' and the fact n n x 

The resulting instability 

2 1 
condition is J~= L /L R <~, which will be another useful parameter 

. v n '+ 

for wave identification. Note that the Richardsonlllumber is the ratio 

of gravitational energy to velocity shear .energy, available to drive 

an insta bili ty. 

In 1968, Hans included collisions with neutrals in a "dusty" 

fluid model.
20 

By assuming a density discontinuity in a uniform 

gravity and magnetic field, and matching solutions at the interface, 



he obtained a cubic dispersion relation. FGRE are included in 

the pressure tensor:, although the fluid is inconsistently con-

sidered to be tncomprcssible. Numerical integration of the cubic 

dispersion relation shows that -neutral collisions are stabilizing 

in a R-T configuration. 

Bhatia extended the work of Rans to include a "stratified" 

" ~z 96 
density, p(z) = POe , and magnetic 2 2 (3z 

field. B (z)" = Be. Col-, - 1·-

lisions w"ith neutrals are found to be stabilizing for propagation 
" " " 

transverse to B, while p3.rallel prop3.gation is unaffected. 

In 1970, Ariel and Bhatia considered the effects of FGR and 

the Coriolis force on a slab fluid model. 97 The Coriolis force 

" t· " h" t 22 was introduced in the eq~tion of motion, as sugges ed by Lener • 

Numerical results show.\that FGRE are stabilizing, in agreement with 

earlier predictions, while the, Coriolis force can be either' sta~ 

biliz1ng or destabilizing, depending on the magnitude and direc-

tion of plasma rotation. 

In Sec. V. A. 2; we develop a single-fluid slab theory-which 

includes many of the effects which we consider important in an 

RCD. An arbitrary- denSity gradient is inc~uded, which corresponds 

to the actual measured profile. A centrifugal gravity due to 

plasma rotation is included, and theCoriolis force is introduced 

according to Lehnert,22 and Ariel and Bhatia. 97 FGRE are included 

in the pressure tensor, consistent withallowingFGRcompressible 
- " "" " -18 

effects in Ohm's law, as pointed out by Roberts and Taylor. We 

also include ion-inertia and collisions wi thneutrals. 

.. 
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2. The Fluid Equations 
11. 

We write down a familiar form of the single-fluid equations: 

dv 0 

P dt = p~ = p~ + J x B - Vp - v'l + F - pv. v . - 1.!l-

a . It: + v.(p~) = S 

m dJ Vp 
(~-J/ne) 

e 
~- = E + x B + --- TjJ 
ne dt ne 

(5.3) 

This set will be closed in subsequent approximations. 

a. The Drift Approximation. These equations reduce to those 

1)1 
used by Chen to derive the resistive "universal" ()verstability 

if we assume: (1) quasi-neutrality, p ~ O' (2) no ion sink,' 
e ' 

S c:::.; 0; (3) low frequency, ro/fL « l, neglect electron inertia, 1. 

dJ/dt = ~/dt = OJ (4) cold ions, neglect viscosity, ;p = OJ (5) 

fully ionized, v. = 0; (6) no additipnal body forces, _F = 0; 1.n 

(7) no zero-order electric field, ~ ::: 0; and (8) nearly perpendi-

cular propagation, k1/2/k12 « 1. 

bo The Gravitational, Kelvin-Helmholtz Approximation. With 

different assumptions, the fluid equations reduce nE~arly to those 

d b H 20. d ., th . H d ' b'l . use y ans 1.n er1.V1.ng e K- an R-T 1.nsta 1. :.tieso In this 
l 

case we assmne: (1) quasi-neutrality, P ~ OJ (2) 110 ion e 

sink, S = OJ (3) low-frequency, ro/fL « 1, neglect electron 1. 

inertia, dJ/dt = d~/dt = OJ (4) FGRE included in pressure tensor, 

V.~; (5) Coulomb collisions neglected, Tj = 0; (6) an effective 

gravity, ~ = P~; and (7) incompressible fluid,V'~l = O. 

The difference between our equations Iil.ndthose of Hans. is 

that we have assumed cold neutrals, and that we allow a compressible 

fluid. Hans solved for the K-H and R-T configurations by assuming 
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a discontinuity in the fluid velocity and plasma del1sity, respec

tivelY·Solutions were matched at the interface to yield the 

dispersion relation. 

c. The Rotational Approximation and Solution. Now the 

derivation of the expressions for the rotational instability which 

we will use is presented. FGRE and gravity will be included fol-

. 18 
lowing the mathematics as presented by Roberts and Taylor. 

However, the Coriolis force due to uniform rotation will be intro-

duced ina slab model, as In Eq. (J) of Lehnert. 22 
. . . ., 

An effect-Lvesource tenri, S, is tncluded in the continuity equation 

: 33~35 - . . 
to show the'oretically the effect of linear feedback. In pra.ctice 

however, linear feedback applied to the end-ring electrodes changes 

'. 98-100, 
the axial boundary conditions. The potential changes due to 

linear feedback are shown to be equivalent to an ion-source in the 

continuity equation, thereby greatly simplifying the mathematics. 

. 99· . . . 100 
Prater and Kunkel and Guillory - included a source term in 

the linearJ.zed particle continuity eqUations due to currents to the 

axial boundaries, (V'II·n~H) V, where the brackets, indicate averaging 

98 
over the flux tube volume, V. Following Chen, . they found the axial 

boundary currents as a function of density and potential. variations, 

and used Poisson's equation to obtain a local dispersion relation. 

For a. highly conducting 'sheath, stabilization of the interchange 

. instability is shown theoretically and experimentally, as charge 

drains out the ends faster than it accumulates due to the instability. 

In the present experiment, where transverse ion transport dominates 

electron transport, current to the axial ·boundaries must be balanced 

by transverse ion currents due to changes in potential. Charge con...: 

.. --
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servation requires, a a, i = q vII .nYj/ + e ~_. n::!. 1 O. The resulting io~ 

wher-8 1" 
Assume: 

(1) 

(2) 

inertia, 

(3) 

(4) 

( 5) 

oi s the actual feedback- contro] led current to the wall. 

~uasi-neutrality, Pe ~ OJ 

Low-frequency, m/Q., m/m «1, neglect electron 
1 pe 

dJ/dt= ~/dt = OJ 

l~ A ' 
Low ~ ~ (m/M) ~ ~ = BOz uniform, 7 x E= OJ 

resistivity negligible, D = OJ 

5 == - 7n(x)/n(x) == cotl:stantj 

2 ' 2 
(6) High density, c

A 
/c «lj 

(7) 5a., ka. « 1j 
1 1 " 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

where 

No z-depend!eIlce; 

V.P == - v~, according to ThompSonj92 
:::: -

Centrifugal and Corio1is forces, ! :::: P~ + 2pv x ~j 

Linear feedback electron sink, S == apij 

Negligible temperature gradient effects, 7 In T « 1 
\7 1n n ' 

is the col1isionless ViSCOSity, 

is the ion gyroradius, 

M.qa 
1 

2 I" ' e V 

v~ == - 7·P is the divergence of the col1ision1ess pre~sure tensor 

p :::: n(kT + kT.) is the scalar pre s sure, e J. 
/\ 

~ == ~lOZ is the uniform rotation frequency, 
1\ 

~ gx :::: const. is the effective centrifugal gravity, 
• 

(2J/2Jt A - + ~.7)~ 
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Ax == a/ax [p(av;,/ax + avx/(jy)] - a/(jy r.p{avx/~ - avy/(jy)] 

Ay = - a/d:! [ p( dV y/ax + dV x/(jy) 1 - d/~ [ p( dV x/ax - av y/?tr)] 

The MHJ) fluid equations reduce to: 

. 
(JV '" .J. x ~ - \7p + VA + p~ + 2p~ x Bo - pv ir: 

dP + \7. (pv) 
dt - s (5.5) 

(~.6) 
ne 

We will, also need. one of Maxwell's equations: 

. dE 
+ - • (5.7) 

dt 

SubstituteEq.(5.7) in Eq. (5.4) for .J.: 

pv' - \7(p + l/8rr) + p~ + v~ + 2p~ x go' (5.8) 

where 

v' - v + v. v. In-

Substitute Eq. (5.4) in Eq. (5.6) for 1 x ~: 

pf! ' 
P . I : v 2p 

E + v x B = - V' + -' \7p. - ~.;. - -' A - -, (v x n ) . (5 0 9) - - ne - nel ne ne - ne - -0 

Roberts and Taylor claimed thatk;eeping thE! \7p1/ne term and 

the !::,./ne term in Eq. (5.9) leads to a negligible correction in 

the re.sul t . The \7p/ne term ,is negligible for vDi= (kT. c/eB) 5 « 
l 

g/Qi= vg ' which i~ a good approximation in the present experiment, 

except near the region. where the radial electric field changes 
~ _... I 

sign. However, no wave is localized in this region of small 

plasma rotation, so the neglect of \7pi/ne term shoul~ still be 

valid. Thev!::,./ne term leads to . A"( 4/ 4) " terms ·"Va. L ,which we neglect. 
l , 
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Take the curl of Eq. (5.9), 

'V x E - BV·v = E- 'V x .;,. - E- 'V x g + 2p 'ur\(9.'V). 
ne 'ne ne -v " 

Define an effective magnetic field, 

B* __ ,]2' + 2~ = ~ ( 1 + 2~~O) == "J}!\, 
ne \ Q. 

l " 

22 
due to the Coriolis force as does Lehnert, and rewrite: 

P 
~( ) • 1,· z 'V._v == - -- 'V x v' == - - 'V x V I * ;- * ' neB Q 

(5.10) 

Note, had we neglected compressible effects in Ohm' slaw, 

Eq. (5.9), we would now have an incompressible fluid, 'V·v = O. 

Take the curl of Eq. (5.8): 

p('V x ±') + 'Vp x ~. = Vp x g + vV x A. - 2Eo'V· (P!) 

(5.11) 

Now, assume perturbations of the form fl = fl exp [ iCky - mt)] 

and linearize Eqs. (5.5), (5.10), and (5.11) about equilibrium: 

Eq. (5.5) becomes, 

(-im - a)Pl - OPlvlx + ikPOviy 

We can take V Oy ~ 0 by a Ga.lileaTl 

• drifting frame. 

Eq. (5.10) becomes, 
m'k 

+ 1kPI VOy = o. (5.12) 

transformation to the 

m' 
ikv. = -:jf""" v1x' or v

1y =-i Q* v lx (5.13) lY Q 

Eq. (5.11) becomes, 

im'oPOviy - m'kPovlx =-1kPl g - ikVA. lx - OVA.1y - 2(im' + a')QOPl 

(5.14) 
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. and a'-a+Y .• 
In. 

(5.15) 

(5.16) . 

substituting Eqs. (5.15) and (5 .16) into (5.14) and collect-

ing terms: 

[kg + 2uo(m' - fa')] PI + i(oo'k - 2yok2.) vlx 
Po 

. 2 2 2 2 
The last term in Eq. (5,.17) is ... O(k a., 0 a. ) and is negligible 

l l 

for sma.ll gyroradius. 

Thec'oefficient determinant of the set of Eqs. (5.12), (5.13), 

and (5;17)must vanish, yielding the following dispersion relation: 

2(1 . 0"0 \.. (kg . 2UOo/\ 
- 00' 1 + i-I + 00' '-. -. + 2vokil. -, 

kU.j u. k 
. . l. l . 

(5.18) 
... 

The cub:Lc term is ."1J(oo/U.) and may be neglected for low fre
l 

quencies (OO/Ui « 1) in order tocotn:r;are our result'S'.with earlier 

work. If we also set Yin = 0' =.O~we get 

2 
00-

. iRg .. 
I . . 

00,' - + 2Yok/\ 
U. 

. . l 

o 

The ,first term in the coefficient of 00 is the 2-fluid gravi tati()nal 

effect, the' second term shows the effect of finite gyroradius, and 
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the third term is the contribution due to the Coriolisforce. 

0. 18 
This is exactly the result of Roberts and Taylor for Uo = 

For v = U = 0, our dispersion relation reduces to the earlier 

° 
work of Lehnert. 19 And in the limit V = 0, our result reduces to 

Lehnert's work with the Coriolis force included. 22 The present 

dispersion relation is consistent with previous work in the 

appropriate limits, leading us to believe that the effects of FGR, 

jon inertia, fluid compressibility, and the Coriolis force are 

consistently included. 

In the present work, the cubic dispersion relation, Eq. (5.18), 

will be. solved numerically using Newton' smethod for the wave fre-

quency and growth rate. 

3. Calculated Phase Relations 

In order to derive an expression for enhanced convection due 

to coherent low-frequency waves, we will see in Sec. V. B that 

certain phase information is required. Readily measurable, is the 

phase, W, between the density, nl , and potential, ~l' fluctuations. 

What 1.8 neec1ec1 if> the phase, D., between the density, nl , and 

velocitY'Ylr ' fluctuations. If the velocity is due to a fluctu

ating azimuthal electric field, vlr = EEec/B = - ikl~lc/B, then 

the phase relation is simply W =D. ± rr/2. 

In practice, the velocity fluctuation may be strongly affected 

by collisions and the Coriolisforce. In this case, the phase, W, 

is no longer meaningful in terms of calculating an expression for 

enhanced convection, since the radial. velocity is no longer simply 
I 

related to the potential fluctuation byrr/2. The measured phase, 

7~, is shifted from what we would predict from a simple physical 
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picture in the absence of collisions. and Coriolis force. There-

fore, in this section we calculate how much the phase,.7/1', is 

shifted due to collisions and Coriolis force. Comparison with . . 

experiment is discussed in Sec; VI. A. 6. 

We first calculate the phase, .6., between the density 

n == nl/nO= Pi/Po' and velocity, VIr' fluctuations. Substituting 

Eq. (5.13) into Eq. (5.12), and collecting, ,we get 

fA 
v lr c.. f}n ::0 ae . n (5.20) 

where f3.= (im' + C1') /(km' / fl * -6) ,. the magnitude a ==. 1f31; and the 

phase tiEtan-
l 

[Im (f3)/Re (f3)]. 

In order to calculate the phase, 7/1', between the density and 

potential fluctuations, we must consider a two-fluid plasma model, 

including collisions with cold neutrals. Rather than solving the 

full two-fluid system, including Poisson's eqUation, we can simplify . . 

the mathematics considerably by using the solution of the single-

fluid ?ispersion relation, Eq. (5.~8). The two treatments are 

equivalent except for the use of different variables. 
, 

We now calculate an expression for the density in terms of 

the potential fluctuation using only the equations of motion and 

continuity for the ions .. These we write down: 

. 
n1Ml~i= nie(~+ 2ix~) ~.kTi'Vni + niMi~ 

+ 2n.M.v. x ~ - n.M.V. v. 
l l-l -v l l··~l (5.21) 

n . + 'V. (n. v . ) 
l l-l 

o (5.22) 

where go flO~ is the azimuthal plasma rotation frequency. 
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We can combine the Coriolis force term with the Lorentz force , 

* term by defining an effective magnetic field, B = RA, where the 

term, A = 1 + 2QO/Qi , includes the Coriolis effect. 22 

Consider the zero-order, steady-state form of Eq. (5.21) in 

the drift frame, where Vo = 0, 

'\\no 
eE - kT. - + M.g = O. -0 1 1-· 

nO 

We now want to linearize, assUming f1rst-

order perturbations of the form, exp iCky - mt). We assume 

Ely =-ikCP1' 

n == nl/nO• 

= -and define m' == m + iVin.lO 

Lineariz ing Eq. ( 5 • 21), we get 

(l/n)(dn/dx), and 

- im'v lx AQ.vl + n/M.(eEo + kT.o + M.g), 
1 Y 1X 1 1 

where the last term vanishes according to Eq. (5.23). And, 

- im'v ly 

The equation of continuity yields, 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 

We define a == m' /AQ., ~ == eCP1/kT ,vD == kT o/eB, and solve 
1 e e e 

Eqs. (5.24), (5.25), and (5.26) to get 

n kVuel - ak./o 

Am 1 _a2 

For low frequencies, growth rates,· and collision frequencies 
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a « 1, we get a simple relation 

'" n, kv' 
De ....... -4- __ a« L 

cp' 11m 

We summarize the phase properties of Eq. (5.28) in Table V.l. 

Table V. 1. Phase properties for no collisions. 

Frequency Growth Rate Propagation DireG!tion Phase 

>0 >0 electron-diamagnetic 00 to 90
0 

<0 >0 ion-diamagnetic 180
0 

to 270
0 

These results are in agreement with those obtained by Chen from 

i 1 h . 1 . t 95 a s mp e p YSlca ' PlC ure. 

,If, on the other hand, the collision frequency is so large that 

a i Vi ALA » 1, then eq. 5.27 becomes, , n' l 
~ 

'" n k v k ~. 
i .De l a» 1 (5. 29) - , 

cp. CD 0 Yin 

We observe that the phase is shifted 900 from the case in Table V.l, 

and present the pha se propert ie s of eq. 5.29 in Table V. 2 • 

'Table V.2. Phase properties for large collision frequencies. 

Frequency Growth Rate 

>0· >0 

<0 >0 

Propagation Direction 

electron-diamagnetic. 

'ion-diamagnetic' 

Phase 

90° to 1800 

90
0 

to 1800 

, -

,-
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The actual case lies somewhere between the two. The result is 

that we have an expression with which we can calculate a phase shift 

?/r, between the density, nl ' and potential) CPl ' fluctuation s of 

o up to 90 , due to collisions and the Coriolis force. Phase calcula-

tions using typical plasma parameters are discussed in section VI.A.6. 

B. Transport theory - summary. 

In the absence of local ionization and recombination, the radial 

plasma density profile is determined by the dominant transport mech-

anisms. The most important transverse transport mechanisms in an 

RCD are known to be weakly and fully ionized diffusion, mobility in 

the radial electric field, and enhanced convection. 5 (See Appendix 

A). The results of simple diffusion theory, as calculated in Appendix 

B, will be summarized here. 

We find [Eq. (B.4~that the enhanced convection due to a coherent 

low-frequency oscillation can be written as, 

< n v· >Ci 
r cony 

cost::, (5.30) 
2 

where t::, is the phase between the density, nl ' and velocity, v lr ' 

fluctuations. If the radial velocity fluctuation is due to an 

azimuthal electric field, then [Eq. (B.5)] 

Ci 
<nv > lr cony sin w·· 

11,12 , 

( 5·31 ) 
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where ~r is the phase between the density, nl ' and potential, . q>l ' 

fluctuations. We ·assUme, as in [Eg. (B.6)] , that an enhanced diffusion 

coefficient can be inferred, 

< >0: . n v 
r conv 5·32 

Arid if. the' radial electric field,. E ,is small, ,such as when a . 
. r 

dc or floating potential is applied to the conducting end-rings, 

then ion mobility in Ecan be neglected. 'r'he ion currents can then 
r 

be written: 

where Dl-eff = D1in + D1ei + Derih .. The pransport coefficients are 

defined in Appendix B. 

If we now assume If cosinusoidal.axialdensity dependence, 

n(r,z)= nCr) cos ('WZ/lLefc ) , in good agreemeritwibh experiment, 

and substitute the ion currents into the eguationof continuity, 

we get the solution, 

where the radial scale length,. 

* Leff .[. . D leU r/2 

q .:= --:;;- D//,(l +T /T')J 
. ln e 1 

(5.33) , . 

For g « r,which is reasonably valid in an HCD at larger radU 

(R :> 3cm) where the density gradient is not so steep, the Bessel 

I 

functions of imaginary arguments can be approximated, 
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KOCr/q) <:::l (7Tq/2r)1/2e -r/q 

( /) ( /2 )1/2 r/g 
10 r q -- q 7Tr e . 

When q « r, a nearly exponential radial density profile is 

predicted with the scale length, q. We use Eqs. (5.30) and (5.31) 

to estimate wave enhanced: convection. Equatioh (5032) is used to 

infer an enhanced diffusion coefficient, and Eq. (5.33) is used to 

estimate semi-quantitatively the effect of enhanced transport on 

the radial density scale length, which is compared with the 

measured value. 

c. Langmuir probe theory - summary. 

Langmuir' prObes provide most of the data discussed in this 

experiment. F'ortunately, we conclude in Appendix C that classical 

probe theory is valid in this experiment, so that simple expressions 

101 
suffice to interpret probe data. 

In practice., this means that the axial magnetic field does 

not appreciably affect ion currents to the probe, since the ion 

102-104 
gyroradius is much larger than the probe radius, ai/Rp ~ 14. 

And even though the electron gyroradius is much· less than the probe 

radius, so that electron currents to the probe are diffusion 

. 102,103 . 
lirrnted, we still obtain a good estimate of the electron 

temperature, T ,from the high-energy tail of the Maxwellian 
e 

1 t d · t . b t· 103 e ec ron· lS 1'1 ulan. 

The Debye length, which serves as a measure of how far the 

probe potential penetrates the plasma, is much smaller than the 

probe radius, R / 'A. D ::::; 33. Therefore, the particle collection area 
p e 
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can be taken to ·be the ,geometrical area of the probe tip, to good 

'105 
approximation. . Also the ion current should be negligibly 

reduced by trapped particle orbits. 106 

The validity of simple probe theory and the effect of fluctuations 5, 

on the probe charactehstic (V - I plot. ) is discussed in Appendix 

C. In this section we ~summarize the 'useful expressions calculated 

from simple probe theory. 

Application of a large negative bias to ,a probe results. in 

ions being coll"ected by the probe, but at the electron temperature. 

This effect is the Bohm sheath criterion, due to the penetration 

of the probe potential into the plasma. The ion density can then 

be calculated in terms of the saturated ion current, I .,and the 
Sl 

electron temperature, Te' [Eq. (C.l)] 

lsi (niA.) 
ni =1.13 x 10

12 
------:-,--:::::2-
A 'be (rom ) pro ' ' 

crrr3 . 

As the potential is raised from ion saturation, the probe 

begins to draw electrons, assumed to be in local thermal equilibriuin. 

From the slope of a semi"';log plot of the probe characteristic, 

the electron temperature can be calculated [Eq. (C.2)], 

'e 

kT e 

(5~35) 
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And by balancing the ion and electron currents to the probe 

at the floating potential, CPf' we can calculate the plasma poten

tial [Eg. (C.3)], 

where [Eg. (C.4)], 

y = 1/2 In(M./m ). 
1 e (5.37) 

For argon, y = 5.6, in agreement with the theory-of Laframboise, 

which includes the effects of finite sheath thickness and trapped' 

particle orbits. 102 

The radial electric field can be calculated, 

E == - 6CP /till.. r p (5.38) 

The above expressions are used to calculate the T , n., CPp' e 1 

and Er profiles from the directly measurable probe profiles, lsi 

and CPf. 

D. Directional Langmuir Probe (PLP) -';;;Summary 

The DLP can be used to measure particle currents directly and 

easily. A summary of the analysis in Appendix D will be presented 

here; The construction of our DLP is shown in Fig. III. 5. The 

probe is shielded so that particles strike the probe tip from a 

restricted solid angle only. 

The results of a model presented by Hudis and Lidsky6,lO will 

be summarized. We are interested in the saturated ion current 

only, and all the restrictions discussed in Appendix C for simple 
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probe theorY apply and are satisf,ied here. If we consider a 

i '" plasma drifting slower than the sound speed, vd < vs ' then we 

expect that the sheath is not perturbed. , However, the potential 

required to accelerate the ions to the sound speed at the sheath 

edge, the Bohill sheath criterion,3 is dependent upon the direction 

of streaming. This change of probe potential penetration into the 

plasma changes the dehsityat the sheath edge, at radius ItT' through 
-eV/kTe ,,' "' 

the Boltzmann factor, e , [Eq. (D.l) J, 

, i 
where ±vd refers to p3.rticles drifting toward or away from the 

probe. 

Asa resUlt, particle currents to the probe are a function of 

the drift velocity. If we define 6I, . = I - I as the difference 
Sl + 

in I . when the p3.r:ticles are streaming toward and away from the 
Sl 

probe, we have-

i i 2 
where we have used v d v th «v s. to eXJ6nd, the expbnential. We 

define I . =-2
1 (I+ + IJ and solve for the drift velocity, [Eq. 

, Sl 

(D.2)L 

. (T )1/2 ',v l e s 
v = -- --

d T.· 4, 
'l 

LU . 
Sl 

I . , Sl 

(5. 40) 

i From the azimuthal drift velocity; V dB', one ca.n infer the 

plasma rotation frequency, Q
O Vdei/R. The centrifugal force, 
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2 
Mg = MQO Ii, and Coriolisforce, !:c = 2M~ x ~O' result from plasma 

rotation. We assume that the plasma rotation is due to the radial 

electric field drift, the centrifugal drift, the ion-diamagnet~c 

drift, and the ~ffects of collisions, Yin' and Coriolis force. 

The ion equation of motion can then be solved for the static radial 

electric field as a function of measurable quantities, [Eq. (D.4)], 

E 
r 

_ kT i c "i7n]. 
eB n 

where A = 1 +2QO/Qi includes the Coriolis effect. The Eqso (5. 40) 

and (~.41) are used to calculate the drift velocities and E , 
r 

respectively. 

In Appendix D, six checks on the experimental validity of the 

DLP are discussed. In particular, measurements of directional 

currents in a plasma device with a known streaming velocity indi-

cate that Eq. (5.4G) does give a correct expression for the stream-

ing velocity. Also, the radial electric field, E , calculated 
r 

from Eq. (5.4~), is compared with an independent determination of 

E , from the gradient of the plasma potential. Good agreement 
r . 

between the two methods lends support to the validity of both. 

On the basis of theoretical inequalities being satisfied, and on 

six experimental checks, the DLP is concluded to correctly measure 

plasma streaming veloci tie s· directly .. 

E. The lon Temperature 

Ions are heated by collisions with the hotter electrons, ahd 
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cooled by collisions with the cold. neutral background gas. The, 

transverse ion mean-free-pathis reduced to the gyroradius. Hence 

,the ions experience many collisions before they are lost to the 

wall. Warren shows that ion-heating due to ,-randomization of the 

drifting motion by collisions with neutrals is negligible. 5, Radi-

ative processes will also be neglected. 

If thermal convection is sufficiently slow, we can write down 

a local ion temperature relaxation eqUation, 

dT. 
1 

dt 

m 
~ v (T 
M ei e 

i 

" 107 where (m jM.) V • is the Coulomb ion-electron relaxation frequency, 
,,'e 1 el 

'5 73 74 108 and Yin. is the i.on-neutral collision frequency.' , " 

Equation (5.42) can be solved for the steady-state ion tem-

perature, 

T. 
1 

.m m , 
e 'j e (v. -T +v. T )(v. -+v.). 

el M. e ln n el M. ln 
1 1 

(5. 43) 

The right-hand side of Eq. (5. 43) is,a weak function of Ti through 

the term v. ln 
i 

nOvth crin · As a first approximation we will take 

T. = T jl0 to calculate 
1 e v. 0 ln 

73,74 
The neutrals are assumed to be 

in gOQd thermal c~htactwith the wall, and we take T '~0.03 eV. 
n 

Successive i terationB yield Ti to better approximation.' However, 

as we see in Sec. VI. A.3, T. ~T /10 to good approximation, and 
, 1 _ e 

the first solution for Tisuffices. 
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EXPEHIMENTAL llliSULTS. 

Experimental data will be lahelled by the externally variable 

parameters, which can be readily fixed by buttons or knobs. The 

most important external parameters are the neutral gas pressure 

in the diffusion tank, Pt' the axial magnetic field, B, the arc 

curren t, I CI' and the axial and radial boundary condi tions. The 

resulting plHc3ma profile parameters, such as the density, n
i

, the 

t'wLi.al Hln:i,r-i,.: j'il,ld, Er' the elecLroft temperature, Te' and stabil-

it yare f1lnc:tion;, of the sheaths at the boundaries, the relative 

magnitudes of transport mechanisms opera.ting, and even the .mechan-

ic.!!.l and magnetic alignment of the system. 

Directly measurable plasma parameters include the saturated ion 

current, lsi' the floating potential, <Pf , the Langmuir probe character..,. 

istic, and the ion currents to a directional Langmuir probe, DLP. 

Directly measurable wave parameters include the fluctuations on lsi or 

T
f

, as well as the phase of the fluctuations with respect to a fixed 

reference, de l,ermined by a phase-sensi tive lock-in amplifier 3.nd/or a. 

cal it-rated spectrum analyzer. From this data we can calculate T from 

the probe characteristic, E from the DLP data, 
r 

the plasma potential, ~p = <P f +ykTe/e, another 
. 6n6 1 ' = Sl~· 

n - . n
l
' = -1 ,. , 'I' 

. Sl 
the normalized amplitudes, 

. e 

the ion density, n" 
M1 

value for E = -~, 
L\q, r o. 

__ e f 
-kT and the phase 

e 

by which the density leads the potentia1 fluctuations, 1jJ • 

Data was taken over the ranges shown in Table VI. 1. The data 

range shown was used as a partial parametric study of the arc 

parameters. ,However, since our primary interest is waves and wave 

enhanced transport, most of the data will be taken in a rather 

narrow range of parameters, where the signal-to-noise ratio is 



Table VI.1. 

Arc Parameters 

~t (mtorr) 

B (gaus~:3 , G) 

nimax (R = 1.0 cm) 

D. (R 10/.0 crn ) 
~max 

T (R ' .. 1.0 cm) emax 

T emin (R - 10.0 cm) 

E rmax·· 

E (R -- 1.0 cm) rmin 
--

I 
CI 

(amperes) 

';'74-

Range of Are Parameters 

Range 

0.2 to 2.0, argon 
2.0 to 3.0, helium 

580 to 1160 G. 

3.0 x 1012 to 2.0 

9.0 x 109 to 2.0 

1..5 ,to 3. 2 e V 

0.15 to 0.6 eV 

o to 1.6 V/cm 

-(0.6 to 3.2) V/cm 

20.0 A 

\ 

x 1013 cm-3 

x lOll cm-3 

higher. Experimentally this means low neutral gas pressure, Pt' 

and low magnetic field, B.As the pressure is increased, the wave 

amplitude decreases. As B is increased above B =' 870 G, the plasma 

becomes n9isier. 

A. Typical Experimental Results. 

A set of data, correspondingtt9 a typical case when two large-

amplitude, low~frequency waves are present, is presented in 

figs. VIol to VI. 9. Pt =0.25 mtorr argon, B = 580 gauss. 
\ . 

1. Normalized Wave :Amplitudes and Radial Density Profile. 

The ion density is calculated using Langmuir probe theory, 

Eq. (5;34 ),from the magnitude and shape of a probe characteristic, 

(v-r plot). The rrns wave amplitudes on a Langmuir probe, are 
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measured using a Tektronix Model 1L5 spectI"llIJl analyzer, or a 

Princeton Applied Re search Model HR-8 lock-in amplifier. 

In fig. VIol, the radial ion density profile, n _, and the 
l 

~lOrmali?ed wave 11mpJi tudes, n::: _ fln/ n
L 

' ~ ::: efl~ f / kTe ' are shown. 

Note Lhat Ull: ]uwer-'-frequency wave (Ll<':-: -1.83 kHz, where negative 

frequencies l'81.'cr Lo the ion-diamagY;8tic direction) has maximum 

arilpli tude near rad i.us R ::: 5 cm, while the high8r- frequency wave 

(HF::: 36.kHz) has maximum wave amplitude near R ::: 1 em. Phase informati.on 

reveals that the LF wave propagates in the ion-diamagnetic direction, 

while the HI" wave propagates in the electron-diamagnetic direction. 

Fig. VI. 2. shows typical frequency spectra of the ·wave ampli-

tudes; Power supply current modulation is typically less than 1% 

at; J{)O Hz, the three-phase ac power li.ne frequency. No power supply 

modulation is measurable at instability frequencies. 

We also observe small amplitude "harmonics," which seem to be a 

real effect because harmonic amplitude does not scale with fundamental 

amplitude. The harmonics are observed at multiples of the fundamental 

frequency, as predicted for wave phaseVielocities~ V
ph

' significantly 

The frequency in the less than the plasma rotation velocity, Ve' 
Vhm+Ve lab frame is Q = m -, . .=.p~,--, =---

lab R 
for azimuthal mode number m. 

, . . From 

the dispersion relation Eq.(5.l9) we can see that the phase velocity 

'j 2 decreases for higher harmonics, V "v A + B m , so that harmonics 
ph,m 

appear in the lab frame at near multiples of the plasma rotation 

frequency_ There is negligible enhanced transport caused by the 

harmonics. 
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Fig. VI.l. Normalized wave amplitudes and density profile .• , 

density, n
i 

x 10-i3 cm- 3je, ;; (LF wave, -1.83 kHz)j 

0, cP (LF waveLA, .~. (HF wave, 36. kHz };~, cp (HF wave). 

Pt == 0.25 mtorr Ar, B= 580 G, end-rings grounded. 
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(b) 6 I (R = 5 c m ) 
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Fig. VIo2. Wave spectra. Upper trace is rms wave amplitude vs. fre
quency. Lower trace is DC coupled signal on a Langmuir probe. 
(a) A~(R=5 em); (b) AI(R=5 em) (c) A~(R=1.5 em); and (d) 

!~~R;!;~OC~~, e~~~;i~:sw:;~~n:~d: kHz and 30 kHz. pt=0.32 mtorr 
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Axjal Pl'u!'iJ,;;]. 

Axial plasma profile measurements are made using a Langmuir 

probe (prorl8 X, fig. LII.3) , which ~an be rotated on its axis to 

vary the racHaJ position. A typical axial prof.'ile is shown in 

fig. VI:3 at R = 6 cm. The measured axial density profile, ]1i' 

normalized to unity at the midplane, is approximated well by the 
. . 

expression, l1(Z)"=-: . cos (7T Z / Leff ), where the effective length, 

L = L + 4/3 A '" 120 cm Th8 normalized rms density pertur-erf . eff . 

bations due to thE; LEi' wave, ii(LF), is also indicated in fig. VI.3. 
. . .. 

The electron temperature, T , and the t'loating potential, ~f ' are 
e 

uniform axially, wfuthin our ability to measure them. 

3. Electron and lori Temperatures. 

The electron temperature profile, T , determined from the shape e . 

of a probe characteristic,Eq. (5.35): is shown in fig. VI.4. A 

small error in T produces a magnified error in the plasma potential 
e 

~ - ~ + ykT Ie , since we calculated y= 5.6 for argon in section p - f e . 

v.c. A corresponding error would appear in E = - 6<p I 6R. Since 
r p 

10% errors in measuring T from Langmuir probe characteristics are . . e 

common, we use a bi-exponential smoothing approximation onT before 
e 

calculating ~. Bi-exponential means that l:l semi-log plot of T 
p e 

consists of two straight lines. An exponential choice was made since 

solutions of the diffusion equation and the heat flow equation are 

Bessel functions, which show nearly exponential behavi,or in the limit 

that. the scale length is small, compared to the radius, q « r. 

A 1""-:1. -exporien tial approximation· to T . is also 
e 

drawn in fig VI.4 . In .order to see the effect· ofa 'small change 
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r p. . 

functional dependence on T. Pt = 0.25 mtorr Ar, e . B = 580 G, end~rings grounded. 
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in T on E , we denote a small change ( <: 10%) in Te by the symbol, 
e r 

(Note. we have only changed T for small radii, R <: 4cm.) 
e 

~" -lJ I 11' '(1 - ar('" D '11-1 j'l' g VI L arc J Ox the LOll Li-~mptn'-l']na ___ y, -_. e t,'-1u "", ,- - • I 

t eTas calculated from the temperature relaxation equation, a ur -, i' 

EQ.(5.4J). In all the calculations we have taken Ti = Te /10. 

AgreemenL LJ(~l..wcun T 
e and lOx T. -J nacb U~, to conclude that 

]. 

_ , .73,74 
0~1 ,to good approxlmatlon. T,/T 

1 e 

4. Radial Electric Fie1d.-

A large, nonuniform, nonambipolar, radial electric field exists 

for the case of grounded end-ring electrodes. Schwirzke claims that 

this field arises due to gradients in the electron temperature, T , 
e 

109 
and currents to the end sheaths. The temperature gradient is 

due to collisional cooling. The resulting plasma potential gradient, 

for the grounded end-ring case, arises because the potential drop 

across the end sheaths is proportional to T . 
e 

However, when the end-rings are independently floated, the' 

potentials adjust themselves so that negligible radial electric field 

exists for radii greater than a few centimeters from the arc 

column. A self-consistent solution for this case would be dominated 

by cross-field particle transport, with axial boundary conditions 

of eqmil electron and ion currents. Tonks solved a similarly 

formidable problem self:-consistently for the density and potential 

distribution with conducting end-plates which could be floated 

ff 'I d d '1' 29 or e ect1ve y groun e as aS1ng e un1t. However, a solution 

to the present problem is complicated by nonuniformityof the radial 

boundaries, since each end-ring can float independently. And the 
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coupled heat flow equation should also be solved self-consistently. 

We leave this calculation for future work, and accept the radial 

electric field empirically. 

The radjal (,::leci',ric: field bas been determined hy two iLldependent 

methods. The curve,., in fig. VI. 4 shows E. as calculated from 
r 

the d ireet H-zi mn thal streaming measurements using a DLP, Eq. (5.41). 

For comparison', E . r - - M' /L'lR is shown, denoted by the doLs,e . 
p 

This dcteJ'mina tion of Er uses ~he hi-exponential Te approximation. 

) 

A sli-ght change in 'r for small radii, R <: 4 cm, causes a large e . 

change in E (~ ). 
rp 

Therefore, the DLP will be used to measure E since it is 
r 

Hasier and more reliable to use,. To substantiate this claim, we 

argue_ that this method of determining Erhas a weaker functional 

,dependence onT To get .. an estimate •. we write E ",(B/c) Vd
i 

(I . r /'. . e 
d V.i. V fiT L'II i un = s e s 

de - - -- If" we use typical 
4 .Ti I. 

S~ 

values, f:rom Appendix A, and assume L'lI ./1 . '" 20%, and 
Sl Sl 

\ 

'1' /'1'. ~ 10 = constant, then we have approximately, E '" v'T. Hence 
e 1 r e 

a small change inT causes a small change in E (DLP). 
e r 

. Experimentally ,the DLP is found to give reproducible results 

to better than 10% in determining radial electric field profiles. 

Six independent experimental checks on the DLP, discussed in' 

Appendix D, show that the DLP is also reliable in measuring ion 

streruning directly. 

Ii. Radial PoLential Profiles. 

The floating potential of.' a, Langmuir plrobo is obtained hy 

meas'uring the probe voltage with a high impedance voltmeter, so 
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I,ha L !lHgl igi [' I ,eo <:urrt,lJt is drawn. The plasma, or space, po l:.ential, 

cl>p ,can then be determined from the floating potential and the 

nlecLrOll L"IJIP)I':lLIlI'C, cI> = cI> + Y kT / e i , 
P f e 

The floating and plasma potentials are presented in 

fig. VI. 5. The lower curve represents the magnitude 

of the COrJolh, effeGt. The term A = 1 +:2 II / ll. where II is 
o o ~ 

the measured plasma rotation frequency, appears often in the 

rotational i,lstabilj ty theory of section V.A.:2. From the graph we 

can see that tho Coriolis effect is most important at small radii. 

(). Phase Ik, la Llon~;. 

The phase by wbi ch a, wave signal lead.:; a fixed reference signa~i 

1S mea:.;urc;\,) usillg LtJe phase sensi ti ve, Pritlce ton Applied Research 

Model HR-8 lock-in amplifier. Experimental phase accuracy is 

specified as ± 50. 

The phase, ljJ , by which the density, nl , leads the potential, 

. cl>1 ,fluctuations is shown in fig. VI. 6 . N,egative phases correspond 

Lo the density leading the potential fluctuations propagating in the 

electron-diamagnetic direction; and positiVe phases, the ion-

diamagnetic direction. The LF wave, 

1jJ (LF), propagates in the ion-diamagnetic direction; while the HF 

wave, 1jJ{HF) , the electron-diamagnetic direction. 

The phase, ljJcalc' is calculated from Eq . . (5.27) 

using experimental plasma parameters and the solution of the 

cubic d~sPdrsion relation, Eq;(5.12). 1jJ 1 is shown is fig. VI.6 .' cac 

for comparison. We observe that at small radii, 

in the electron-diamagnetic direction, and at large radii 
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) 

,/. _ ,~ l8Uo .to 270
0 in the ion-diamagnetic direction. Th' 'I' cal.c lS agrees 

with thA re sul ts of a simple physical picture discw;sed by Chen, 95 

and a simple c~alculation summarized in Table V.l. Agreement between 

measured and calculated phases is not too good. .. 

The efff"'~t ofneutr:al collisions on the phase has been discussed 

in section V.A.3, and summarized in Table V .2, indic.~ating a 90
0 

phase shirt. Wf~ increase the collision frequerwy,· 

arbi trary r'ae LOl.' of 1)0, recalculate the phase, ,I, (50 x\!) 
~c:a Lc .. in' 

and show the result in fig. VI. 6, forcomparJ.son. A' phase shift of 

nearly 90° if) ohserved. Good agreement between measured lj;(LF) and 

calculated, lj;'J (50 x.\!. ), . phase is obtained at large radii where ca.c ·In 

the LF wave is localized. And better agreement with lj;(HF) is 

obtained for small radii where the HF wave is localized. However, 

we have no good reason t'o believe that we have miscalculated \! in 

by a factor of 50 in AppendixA. 

Noon and Jennings claim that an effective collision frequency, 

\! =\! + eff in 

small radii, 

\! . , due primarily to ion-electron collisions at 
e1.-

8 0 d • 110 H explains a phase lj; ~ 1 0 at small ra il.. owever, 

momentum is not conserved in their model. 

We also .show the. r;hase, I::. , by which the density is calculated· 

in Eq. (5.20)to lag ~he velocity fluctuations. The velocity 

y leads the density fluctuation by I::. = 0 0 to 900 in the direction of 

propagation, as required for· an unstable wave. Note that 

lj;calc =1::. ± 7T/2, as discussed in Appendix B, Eq.(B.5)· This means 

that the radial velocity and azimuthal electric field are in phase, 

- -i kl ~l c / B . However, as col-
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lisions, the Coriolis force, and nonlinear effects become more 

important, this phase relation breaks down, and the velocity 

fluctuation ts no longer simply related to the potential fluctuation. 

To summartze the phase situation, we find that measured and 

calculated phases do not agree too well in the regions where the 

two experimental waves are localized. We have shown that collisions 

and the Coriolisforce can shift the calculated phase ~90o, 

obtaining better agreement with experiment. However, we do not 

believe that ion-neutral collisions and Corioli8 effects are 

sufficient to explain the discrepancy. 

Since we have included the effects considered to be most impor-

tant in an HCD in our theory, we assume that the phase discrepancy 

is due to intrinsic weaknesses in the theoretical solution. First, 

using a linear solution, we have no· good reason to expect agreement 

for an instability at nonlinear saturation amplitudes (ft ~ 0.5). 

Phase and growth rate, in particular, should be affected by nonlinear 

mechanisms in order for the wave amplitude to saturate. Second, 

a better solution would require integration over radial profiles to 

calculate normal mode behavior. Third, including the radial 

electric field and rotational effects self-consistently in cylindri-

cal coordinates, rather than introducing rotational effects in a 

slab geometry, woulq also be an improvement, but we could not solve 

the cylindrical equatio,ns analytically. For these reasons we could 

not use the phase, ~ , to predict agreement for either experimental 

instability with theory. 
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Hegarding phase relations. for· the determina tion of enhanced 

convection, we eonclude that the experimental phase, 1jJ , is inconsis-

t,ent with tho radial velocity fluctuatioh being due solely to an 

azimuthal electric ,field. This assumption is explicit in the 

derivation of Eq. 0.31)for Denh • 

is consi~tent with . vIr = Elee/B 

We observe that 1jJ = t::, ± TIl 2 
calc 

so that we expect 1jJ 1 to give a more reasonable estimate ·of D h' ca c en 

Alternate methods of determining enhanced convection will be 

l~omparediYi :3e l ':Lion Vr.A.7. 

'! Diffusion CoelTiL:ients. 

First, let us compare various expressions for the enhanced 

diffusiori coefficient, and choose the most reasoriable. We begin 

with -Eq. (5.30)1'or enhanced convection, 

( nv' ) 
r eonv 

nlvlr 
- -D Vn = 2 cos A enh 

where A is the phase between the density, nl , and velocity, vIr' 

fluctuations. If we use Eq. C5.20)to express v1r' we get 

D -- ( ex n2 I 2<5 ) cos 11 , where i'i :: nl/no' <5 _ - Vn In , enh 0 0 

and 
"t::, , 

ex e 1 :: ( iW' + (J' ) I( k w' .I rt* <5 ). 

Alternatively, if we ass)lme VIr' = Ele e IE = -i ~l e I RB, 

we get, as in Eq.(5.31),De"nh =(fi cblc 12RB~) sin 1jJ, where .JjJ is the 

measured phase between the density, n1 , and potential, ~l fluctu-

ations. As discussed insectiori VI. A.6, we can also use a calculated 

value, 1jJ ] , when the phase between the pote~tial and velocity 
ca ,c 

fluctuations is shifted by neutral collisions, Goriolis force, and 
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nonlinear effects. The following three expressions for the enhanced 

diffusion coefficient are presented in figs. VI. '1" and VI. 8 for 

the LF' and HI<' waves, respectively;, ., D enh(l) 
:=(f1 4>1 c / 2RB8 ) sin ljicalc 

0, D enh( 2) =(fi 4> l c /2RB8 ) I sin ljil ., D .-) 

~nh(3) -=( Ct 
-"- / 28 ) eos /:,. n 

Agreement between Denh(l) and Denh (2) is good, while Denh (3) 
, I 

is not so good in fig. VI.B. The third expression, Denh(3) is 

based on a linear calculation, while both experimental waves have 
, 

reached nonlinear saturation. 

As discussed in section VI. A. 6 , ,1,- /:,. ::!: 1T/2, which is 'I'calc 

consistent with the radial velocity fluctuation being caused by an 

azimuthal electric field. This relation is explicit in the deriva-

tion of the first two expressions for D h. Whereas, this phase' en 

relation is violated by the measured phase, lji ,which we showed 

c:ould be ~~hlrted due to collisions with neutrals, the Corio lis force, 

and even nonlinear mechanisms. Enhanced diffusion will henceforth 

be expressed as in the first expression above, 

D 'h =(fl 4> c / 2RB8) sin en 1 
ljJ , using the measured density, 
calc 

nl , and potential, 4>1 

ljJcalc. 

fluctuations, and the calculated phase, 

In fig. VI. 9 , all transverse diffusion coefficients al'e pre-

sented. ' Expres~ions for the diffusion coefficients appear in 

Appendix B. Note that enhanced diffusion due to the LF wave is 
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Ar, B=580 G, end-rings grounded. 
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t.he dominant Ll'cUlSport mechanism for R :> 4 cm, and is comparable 

in magnitude to 130hm diffusion. 

B. Wave IIIdentificationll. 

The two low-frequency waves can be explained well by the theory 

for the rotational flute instability, which includes the effects of 

density gradient, plasma rotation, and collisions with neutrals. 

As ment.ioned ill soctiolt TIl. C, the experimental wave will be COIn-

pared with theory on five counts: (1) Spatial location; (2) Fre-

quency, n ; (3) Direction of Propagation; (4) Parallel wavelength, 
I' 

A II ; and ( 5) Growth rate, yin 
r 

1. Spatial Location. 

In fig. VI. 10, the radial profile for the two wave amplitudes, 

_ nl/no ' the Richardson number, J - L2 / L R, and the stability 
v n 

ra tio of the calculated growth rate to frequency, Y / n , are 
r 

shown. The Richardson number, discussed in section V.A.l, is the 

ratio of gravitational to velocity-shear energy. Hence, one wmuld 

expect gravity to be the more important energy source for IJI >1/4, 

while velocity-shear would be. more important for IJI < 1/4. The ratio 

Y / nr will serve as a calculated measure of instability. 

A~alysis of fig. VI. 10 shows that the LF wave amplitude, 

n (LF), peaks near R = 6 

The Richardson number, J 

cm, while the HF wave peaks near R = 1 

= L2 /L R , indicates that both waves v n 

peak in regions where centrifugal effects are more important than 

veloci ty-shear effects . Our neglecting of the Kelvin-Helmholtz 

velocity-shear wave therefore seems justified. The fact that 

the ealcul.at.ed stabj,J.ity parameter, Y/ n , peaks near R = 1 (!Ul 
r 

cm. 
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centrifugal to velocity-shear energy; It., fl(LF wave); ", 

fl(HF wave). pt-O.25 mtorr Ar, B=580 G, end-rings grounded. 
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and R ::c 6 eIll, and is of order unity there, gives further support 

for the rotational instability Uidentificationll. 

In addition, if we consider fig. VI.4, we see that E is large 
r 

and negative at R == 1 cm, and large and positive near R == 6 

This suggests that the wave may be destabilized by plasma rota-

tion driven by E. We were not able to make significant changes r 

cm. 

in the rad:iaJ positions of E and E . over the range, B == 580 rmax rmJ.n 

to l1()O G. Wp eat!, however, affect the magnitude of E a.t larger 
. r 

radii, by varying the neutral gas pressure, Pt' and the end-ring 

potentials. (For example, fig. VI. 40 shows the reduction of E 
r 

at large radii due to increasing Pt' and fig VI.21 shows the 

reduction of E due to floating the third end-rings.) Furthennore 
r 

in.a11 cases where E was small at large radii, the LF wave was 
r 

small or stable. 

In sUllllTiary, toth waves occur consistently in regions of large 

radial electric field, in regions of large centrifugal effects as 

shown by the Richardson number, and where the rotational insta-

bility ratio, 

2. Freguency. 

y In , is of order unity. 
r 

The radial frequency profiles calculated for the rotational 

flute, (rlr ), including the Doppler shift due to plasma rotation, 

the electron-diamagnetic drift frequency .. (Ul
De 

), the electric 

drift frequency ), the ion-diamagnetic drift frequency 

), and the gravitational drift frequency w 
g 

are presented in fig. VI. 11. The experimental wave frequencies are 

the dashAd lines at LF == -1.83 kHz and HF == 36 kHz. Positive 
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frequency corresponds to propagation-in the electron-diamagnetic 

direction~ 

We observe f['oITi. fig. VLll, that the frequency profile cal-

'culated for the rotational instability is very nearly the same as 

the E x B Drag instability frequency, wE On this basis, also, 

it would be difficult to distinguish the two instabilities since 

they are very similar in being driven by Er and collisions. However, 

the stability criteria should be different. 

'l'hp. I.~o r, xpnri mental instahLlj ties are- normal modes, since 

the frequency is independent of spatial position. We do not solve 

thb rauia.L wave; equation for norma] mode behavior, sinee numerical 

integration over the radial profile would be requiiFed. v-fe cal-

culate the wave parameters locally, and present the results as a 

function of radius. The local approximation is not too bad if the 

wave amplitude peaks in a rather narrow radial region. 

The frequencies for the two waves are taken at the local 

positions where the wave amplitudes peak, as indicated by arrows, ~ , 

.in fig. VI. 11. Tbe measured frequency versus the local frequency 

approximation (ineluding Doppler shift due to plasma rotatilion) 

is plotted in fig. VLl2 for the LF wave, and in fig. VI.13 for 

the HF wave. Points are plotted according to magnetic field, 

B = 580 to 1160 G, for argon and helium. The full range of oper-

ating condi tions in, Table VI. 1 is represented in these two figures. 

In summary, good agreement between measured and calculated 

frequencies confirms that the experimental frequencies for the two 

waves can be explained well by linear :notational instability theory. 
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'3. DireuLLoYi or Propagation. 

Phase measurements taken on Langmuir probes at three azimuths, 

o ' separatedhy 9Cl each, show that the LF wave is an m = 1 mode which 

propagates in the ion-diamagnetic direction; while the HF wave is 

also an m ~~ I mode which propagates in the electron-diamagnetic 

direction .. Fig. VI. 14 shows the floating potential oscillations 

on the four quarters of the second end-ring electrode at the anode 

end. From the upper trace to the lower trace, the ring quarters 

increase 90° in azimuth in the ion-diamagnetic direction, ID, 

indicating that tbe LF wave propagates in the ion-:-diamagnetic 

di rect.ion. 

In .f:Lg. Vl.Jl, wcsee that both the experimental HFwave fre-

~uency, indicated by the dashed line, and the Doppler shifted 

theoretical wave frequency, &t ,are large and positive at 3ma~1 
r 

radii, corresponding to propagation in the electron-diamagnetic 

direction. And similarly for the LF wave, both rotational theory, 

and experiment agree on negative frequ~ncies at iarge radii, 

corresponding to propagation in the ion~diamagnetic direction. 

4. Paralle 1 i-Tave length, A II" 

We couJd rind no experimental evidence to suggest either a 

travelling -('I' a ~tanding wave in the axial direction. Phase accuracy 

of the Princeton Applied Research Model HR-8 lock-in amplifier is. 

specified as So., And, uncertai~ty in the azimuthal position of the 

stainless-steel.axial probe is estimated to be 
, 0 

'V 15 for the 

worst case at small radii.' But even with this kind of "worst case" 
, 

accuracy, we can say AII:>24 1.. In fig. VI.3, we observe that there is 

little evide~lce for a standing wave in the axial direction. 
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t = O.2ms/cm 

(a) (b ) 

XB.B ,112- 6027 
Fig. VI.l4. Potential fluctuations on the quartered second end-ring 

at the anode end. (a) second anode end-ring, showing labels 

increasing in the ion-diamagnetic direction, In; (b) potential 

fluctuations on the four quarters, showing LF wave propagation 

in the ion-diamagnetic direction. 
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We would expect that if All were finite~ then All » L could only 

be maintained due to poor conductivity with the end-ring electrodes, 
. . 98 
through ion sheaths. . If ,however, we positively bias the end-ring 

electrodes for better electron contact, we would expect All to be 

restricted to All ~ 2L •. or at least changed observably. 

done, and finite All was not observed. 

This was 

Hence, we rule out finite-Afl instabilities, and believe that 

both experimental waves are flutes. 

5. Measured VB. Calculated Growth Rate, xl n .. 
1 

Two methods are discussed in section VI.G for measuring y In 
r 

directly. Since we had no appreciable luck in stabilizing the HF 

wave, these methods cannot apply. However, a summary of the results 

of the two methods is presented for the LF wave in Table VI.2. 

Errors are discussed in section VI.G. 

Table VI.2. Measured Vs. Calculated ylnr -Summary. 

Stability· Ratio 

yin (measured) 
r 

yin (calculated) 
r 

Azimuthal 
Growth Method 

0.54 ±0.27 

0.43 

Temporai 
.. Growth Me thod 

0.36 ±0.36 

0.34 ±0.22 

The calculated linear growth rate is obtained from the rota-

fLonal instability dispersion relation, Eq.(5.l8). Good agreeme~t 

between theory and experiment is obtained using the azimuthal growth 

method for two reasons. First, the wave amplitudes can be measured 
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at di fferen t az imu ths to ':" 15% ac curacy. Also, the wave ampli tude 

is reduced to ~20% of its non linear saturation value, where the 

linear growth rate is expected to be more valid. 

Agreement is also obtained for the temporal growth method, 

although the accuracy is poor in this case. Accuracy is limited by 

out ability to determine how many wave periods are required for a 

given change in wave amplitude. In this experiment large growth 

rates, y/ ~ ~ 1, imply that the wave amplitude can grow drastically 
r 

in a single wave period. Therefore we estimate our uncertainty for 

the measured growth time as ~l wave period ( ~100% uncertain). 

Better accuracy is predicted for lower growth rates, y/Q «1. 
r 

6. Wave Identification Conclusions. 

We conr.:lude that rotational in stabili ty theory and experiment 

1] f'·v 'O-L'rlts of ('Omparl'son Therefore, both experimental agree on a " .' J. e p , ~" 

waves are explained well by rotational flute theory. 

C. Enhanced Transport and DC Stabilization 

DC stabtlization means the application of a constant "correcti ve II 

potential to any chosen end-ring electrode configuration. Two 

effects must be considered in this section. The first effect is that 

of DC stabilization on wave amplitude and the enhanced diffusion 

coefficient. The other effect is that of the 'enhanced diffusion 

coefficient on the density profile. The expression we use for the 

enhanced diffusion coefficient is Denh == (nCPl c/2BR5) sin 7lrcalc ' as 

disc.ussedin section VI.A.7. 
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The data presented in this section is summarlzed in Table VI.) 

f'or convenience.; Power for the case of floating electrodes is 

. estimated as the floating voltage times the current whe,n the electrode 

is grounded. No stabilization (NS) cases are for all end-ring elec-

trodes and the tank grounded. 

Tai,le VI.3DC Stabilization-Summary 

Suppressor Voltage Power Comment Case E'iguL'{~~ 
(End-ring #) (volts) (watts) 

(a) VI. 16 0 0 NS-referenc:e 

( h) VI. 17 :3 +3 0.27 floating 

( c) VI.18 3 +() 0.84 Floating 

(d) VI. 19 1 ...:20 16.0 HF wave 

(e) VI. 20 :3 +5 4.5 LF wave stable 

(f) VI.21 3 +8 17.0 Excessive powe-r 

1. Effect of DC Stabilization on D
eBh

. 

The wave spectra at R = 5 cm corresponding to cases (a), (b), 

(e) and (f) are shown in fig. VL15. The last spectrum for power 

P = lT watts,. shows that by increasing feedback power greater than 

optimum, we can increase the amplitude of new modes. 

The radial density profile and the enhanced diffusion coefficients 

due to the experImental waves appear in .fj.gs. VI.16 to VI. 21. Also 
, ' 

presented are the classical ion-neutral transverse diffusion coeffi-

cient and the Bohm diffusion coefficient, for comparison. The' 
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Fig. VI.1S. DC stabilization wave spectra at R=5 em. Upper trace shows 
potential fluctuation, A~, while lower trace shows ion current fluc
tuation, AI. Case (a) all end-rings grounded; (b) third end-ring 
floated, showtng LF wave amplitude reduction; cases (c) and (d) 
are not shown; (e) apply +5 volts to third end-ring, showing sta
bilization of LF wave at 2 kHz; and (f) apply +8 volts to third 
end-ring, showing excitation of "shear" mode at 11 kHz due to 
excessive potential. 
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Fig. VI.16. Diffusion coefficients and density profile. No 
." . -9 ~3 

stabilization. ., denSl ty, n" x 10 cm ;., D h 
l en 

(LF wave).; 0, D nh' (HF wave); .. , Dl" ; and,I., DB bID' e . ·In '. 0 

Note flattening of density profile as Denh (LF) becomes \ 

dominant. Pt =.0.25 mtorr Ar, B = 580 G, end-rings grounded. 
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Fig.VI.17. Diffusion coefficients and density profile. "Passive" 
. . -9 -3 ( DC stabi1izatiori. .; denslty, n. x 10 cm ; e, D h LF 

l en 
wave)j A, DUn; arid., DBohm ' The third end-ring is floated 

electrically at +3 volts, power P = 0.27 watts. Radial 

s'\ippressor position is indicated. Pt = 0.25 mtorr Ar, B = 580 G. 
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Fig. , VI-18. Diffusion coefficients and density profile . "Passive" 

DC stabilization. Ii, den~ity, n. x 10-9 cm-\ ., D h (LF 
" '. 1 en 

wave) ;0, D h (HF wave); .A, D1 · ; and.:, DB hm' •. Note steepen-en l·n. 0 ' 

. ing of the density profile and reduction of Denh (LF) as the 

third end-ring is floated electrically, at +6 volts, power 

,p == 0.84 watts. Radial suppressor position is indicated. 

Pt =: 0.27 mtorr Ar, B ~ 580 G. 
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Fig. VI.19. Diffusion coefficients and density profile. DC sta

bilization • • , density, ni x 10-9 cm- 3;., Denh (LF wave); 

0, D h (HF wave); Al, D1 , ; and., DB bro· Note steepening en ln 0 

of the density profile and reduction of D h (LF) as -20 en 
volts is applied to the inner end-ring, indicated as suppre;:;sor, 

Power P== 16 watts. Pt = 0.38 mtorr Ar, B = 580 G. 
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position of the suppressor ~lectrodeis indicated in each figure. 

If the LF wave is stable (~ <0.01), then no Denh (LF) appears. In 

figs. VI.17, VI. 20, and VI.21, the HF wave was ignored in the interests 

-
of speedy data-taking, since this wave does not noticeably affect 

transport anyway, due to the fact that Denh (HF) < DJ:.in' In additton, 

the HF wave is negligibly affected by all stabilization attempts~ 
,', 

A qualitative study of figs. VI.16 to VI.21shows that DC 
.' 

voltage with power P '" 0.90 watts applied to the third end-ring is 
, , , 

suffiCient to stabilize or drastically reduce. Denh ~or the LF wave. 

Reduced D h(LF) is a direct consequence of reduced wa~e amplitude. en '. 

Fig. VI. 19 shows our best.unsuccessful attempt to stabilize 

the HF wave, by applying DC voltage, V = -20 volts" 

and power P == 16 watts, to the inner end-ring electrode. Little 

effect on the HF wave is observed. (From fig. VI.22., we see that E r 

is notsigriificantly reduced near R = 1 cm. However, the DC 

stabilization does eliminaterE at large radii, with the resulting 
r 

tF wave amplitude reduction, as evidenced in fig. vrJ-9. Positive 

voltage applied to the inner end-ring has no favorable effect. 

Henceforth, DC stabilization is only diScussed with respect to the 

LF wave, since we cannot stabilize the HF wave anyway. However, 

since enhanced diffusion is less than or comparable to classical 

dif:fusion, D "h' (HF) <: , ,en Diin , Diei ' the effect on transport is 

negligible. 

~rom figs. VI.17 and VI-IS we notice that D (LF) can be 
enh . 

reduced,by 1 to 3 orders of magnitude by floating the third end-ring, 

thereby changing the radial boundary conditions at the end-rings. (The 

i". 
I 
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radial electric field corresponding to fig. VL1.8 is, shown in 

fig. VI.22 , showing tha,t.E is eliminated at large radii by 
r 

floating the third end-ring.) No external power- is required, so 

we here rp.port mlccess of I:j. passive stabilization technique. 

Fig. VI.20 shows that power p = 4.5 watts is sufficient to 

completely 0tabilize the LF wave of fig. VI.16, whereas power 

P = .27 watts was not sufficient in fig. VI.17. We learn from 

fig. VI.21 that additional powe~ P = 17 watts, is unnecessary. 

From fig. VI.22, one can infer that changing DC boundary cond1-

tions stabilizes the LF wave, in part at least, by reducing the radial 

electric field, which dr,ives the rotational instability. We pro-pose 

that this may be due to creating better electron contact with the 

axial boundary, which maintains the good electrical contact required 

to "short" the field .98 

2. Semi-quantitative Effect of Denh on the Density Profile. , 

Flattening of the radial density profile isoftetf indicative 

of enhanced transport. Note qualitatively, from figs. VL16 to VI.21, 

the flattening of the density profile near the radius at which 

D h(LF) becomes larger than the classical ion-neutral diffusion 
en 

coefficient, D lin' v.,1hen the LF wave is reduced in amplitude so 

that D h <: D . , we observe that the radial density profile does 
en l.n 

not flatten ou!:" indicating improved plasma confinement. 

," , -1 
The radial density scale length q == -( \lIn n

i
) ,where 

-r/q 
n. ~ e " ,is a good parameter by which to characterize the 

l 

shape of the density profile. As we calculate in E'q. (5.331, 

.' 
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q* is a function of the magnitudes of the transport mechanisms, 

/ / 
1/2 

q* e Leff 7T [ D leff (D llin /l+Te/Ti))] where 

Dl i'1' = Dl , + Dl ' + D h(LF) + D h(HF), including enhanced e III el en en 

diffusion. The measured q vs. the calculated q* is shown in 

VI. 23 for the case (a) of large amplitude waves. Note. the density 

profile flattening near R = 5 cm indicated by the increase in 

scale length, which we propose is due to the LF wave presence. 

Fig. VI.24 is shown for the stable case (f) for comparison. No 

appreciable density profile flattening is observed or calculated. 

The effect of enhanced t:¢.ansport on the density profile is 

to flatten the density profile when Denh(tF') :> Dl , Dl · J.n, el. 

This occurs at large radii (R :> 4cm) where the plasma density 

is approximately an order of magnitude below the density at small 

radii. Therefore, even an order of magnitude decrease in density 

at large radii, which we observe on wave stabilization, would only 

yield a corresponding increase in density of ~lO% at small radii, 

due to improved confinement. For this reason we cannot reach any 

conclusions regarding den~ity increases at small radii, due to wave 

stabiliza tion at large radii. 

Furthermore, one canno~ exclude the possibility of altered 

axial particle currents, due to different axial boundary sheaths 

caused by the DC potentials. However, we observe small (<: 5%) 

or no ehangesin currents drawn to other end-rings when DC voltage 

is applied to a given end-ring electrode configuration. And when 

positive voltages are applied, only electrons are colledted at the 

:// ;< -' 
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"nd-rings. The axiai ion currents are still limited by axial 

ambipalar diffusion, Eq. (B.13). 

We conclude that DC stabilization reduces enhanced transport 

due to the LF' wave by more than two orders of magnitude, causing 

ion densi tie~3 at Jarge radii to deerease as much as an order of 

magnitude. In all cases, the shape of the radial density profile 

can be semi-quantitatively explained by including our expressions 
- \ -

for D h' in a simple diffusion theory., en 

D." Linear FeedbacUEl. 

A linear feedback loop, as discussed in section IIl.D is 

employed. Linear feedback, F, is, found to be nlOre effective as 

a controlled electron sink when applied to the segmented end-ring 

electrodes (fig. 111.2) than when applied to modified suppressor 
1 

probes, 2-cm-long, .020 in. Tungsten wire electr.odes, aligned 

along B. We propose that the increased effectiveness is due to the 

- . 6 2 
much larger area of the end-ring electrodes, Area = .0 cm . 

Only the inner two end-rings are quartered, unforrtmna tely. 

Linear feedback on any quarter of the ,inner end-ring is 

ineffective. Perhaps this can be explained by the fact that the 

wave power at small radii is too large. We ei3timate the wave power 

by considering the rate of electron col1e~tiontoa feedback contrbl

led sink, necessary for stabilization. Try~ number of instability 

electrons in a feedback volume, 'V', l" S nl-V, Wl" th an - -aFerage energy, 

kTe · If the instability were growing with ,the linear growth rate, 

)' then wave energy would be increasing at the rate, 2)' . 

Using this modelwe estimate the power required t~ collect electrons 

::":.", 

, .. " , 
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associated wj th the instability as, P = 2 )'n] kT V. The power wave _ e 

in the HF wave corresponding to the inner end~ring is estimated 

to be -30 watts. However, the power in the LF wave near the third 

end-ring is estimated to be -0.1 watt, which.can easily be supplied 

by the fl,)Ad haek loop. 

The resu] Ls of linear feedback on one quarter of the second 

end-ring wLLl be pre::;ented. This suppressor segment extends from 

R = 2.0cm to R = J.t:; cm, and subtends 900 in azimuth, 

A Z 6.0 
suppressor 

2 
cm . "Negative" feedback (-F) occurs when the 

feedback voltage is in phase with the density fluctuations, hence 

supporting the theory of an electron sink. 

When linear feedback is applied to any of the other quarters 

of the second end-ring, the phase of the feedback voltage with 

respect to the reference signal is shifted an amount appropriate 

to the azimuthal separation of the suppressor. The same phase 

relation between feedback voltage and density fluctuation is main-

tained. 

The effect of different azimuthal separation Jf the suppressor 

probe with respect to the reference Langmuir probe nonitoring the 

plasma is readily apparent. Since we measure and calculate 

I n <: 1 )' .&1' in section VLG, the wave grows appreciably in one 

period.'\.IJe observe the largest feedback effect oti a probe located 

in the feedback region. Decreasing ef,fect of feedback is observed 

90
0

, 1800 0 ., and 270 . downstream of the feedback, as the wave has 

time to grow or decay to its unperturbed amplitude. This is used 
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'in section VLG.l to measure how fast the wave amplitude grows in 

a quarter period, 90 0 
downstream, fnom the. feedback region. 

Case 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

Linear feedback parameters are summarized in Table VL4. 

Loop 
Gain, G 

0 

-75 

+75 

-25 

+25 

Tal)le VI.4. Linear feedback - Summary. 

Volts 
(peak) 

0 

4.0 

5·0 

2·5 

3·0 

Pow~r 

(watts) 

0·51 

0.88 

0.088 

0.11 

Sin): Term 
S '-1 a ;::: sec 

Pl 
Comment 

0 NF - reference 

-1.25 x 103 Optimum -F 

+1.66 x 103 +F 

':'3.2 x 10
2 

Intermediate gain 

+3.1 x 10
2 Intermediate gain 

1. Effect of Linear Feedback on Wave Aniplitudes and Growth Rates. 

We measure the effect of linear feedback on the wave ampli-

tudes, and calculate the effect of linear feedback on the growth 

rate?y including an ion sink term in the equation of contin-

uity, Eq.(5.2). Quantitatively, when a sinusoidal feedback voltage, 

VF" is applied to an end-:ring electrode, an electron currerit, IF' 

is drawn when VFis sufficiently positive. We assume that a fraction, 

. ( ~ '= n1 /n b ) of this current is coupled to the wave . Then for an 

effective ion sink over the feedback volume, V = Area(feedback electrode) 

x Length(system), we hiwe (se,e section V.A.2), S = IF Pl/noev =ap 1 • 

Fig. 111.25 shows the wave spectra·f6r I . on a Langmuir prolle at 
Sl 

R=3 cm, in the feedback region; for cases ( a) to (8). We observe par-
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(0) N F 

G - - 75 

(c) G - +75 -

60lkA 

0 

(d) G ;:: -25 
6 0 lkA 

0 

(e) G = + 25 
- 60 fL A 

-0 
o kHz 10 

XBB 7112-6026 
Fig. V1.25. Linear feedback wave spectra, 61, at R=3 cm. (a) No feed

back, NF; (b) optimum negative feedback, gain G*= -75, showing 
near stabilization of LF~1.8 kHz wave; (c) positive feedback, 
G= +75; (d) G= -25; and (e) G= +25. Pr=O.25 mtorr Ar, B=580 G. 
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I.ial redu r: r.io[, 01 ' WFlVP. A.mplitude , 6 [ " ,. at R=3 em for small -F, cas e (d), 
• • J I 

and n(~ar s 1,l:l.bi 1 i zn Lioll for opUmum - l", case (b ) . We ohserv~~ '~orr(~ spond-

i !l g j)I\:['f,a[~("s ill WFlW , a mplitud e for t-F , eases (e) nnd (e). 

In rigs . VI. 2lJ to VI. 28 , the effect of Urrear feedback on the 

experimental wave amplitudes, and on the theoretical stability 

ratio, I /Q , is shown . Fig . VI.26, case (a) , represents the case 
r 

for no feedGack, NF . Figs . VI. 27, case (b) , and VI. 28, case (c) , 

represent optimum negative and positive feedba ck, respective ly. 

Optimum means ml:l.ximurrr wave amplitudH reduction, without enhan cing 

I.he ampliLndn of ' higher azimuthal mOr1n nll mbers. [i'rom fig . VI. 27 

We; shuuLd o LJ~;t!.t'VtJ Lrli.l.L opt:Lmum - F rr.;duces wave ampll tud e , whi Ie t he 

wave is theo r etically stabil ized, (l/Q <0). POHiti ve feedback, 
r 

fig . VI. 28 , increases the wave amplitude slightly, with a corresponcl-

ing increase in 

Fig . VI. 29 , shows the effect of linear feedbac k on the normal-

ized LF wave amplitude profile, n , as a function of loop gain, G, 

fo r case s (a)to(e) . Only positive feedback, +F, and ne ga tive 

feedback , - F, will be considered since one . cannot ge t much azimuthal 

o 
pha se r e solution with a 90 suppr essor. The calcula ted growth 'rate , 

section V.A. ~' , i.s shown in fig. VI. 30, in the feedback region for 

case13 (a) to (e) . 

From all the figu r es on wave amplitude and growth rate, we 

should notice that small - F, case (d) , cause s only small reductions 

in amplitudes and growth rates . Whereas optimum - F , case (b) , 

causes order of magnitude re duction in wave amplitude and theo r e -
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Fig . VI. 27 . Normal ized wave par ame t e r s . Optimum negat i ve feedbac k . 

• , stability ratio, r /'J x 10- 1 
j ., ~ (LF) j a nd 0, ~ (HF). 

* r 
Feedback gain G = -75 a nd power P

F 
= 0 . .51 watts , showing LF 

wave amplitude r eduction a nd t heoretical stabil izat i on , 

r /'J
r 

< O. Radial suppressor position is indicated . Pt 0 . 3L~ 

mtorr Ar, B = s80 G. 
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increased LF wave amplitude and growth rate . . Radial suppre ssor 
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Fig . VI.29 . Normalized LF wave amplitude vs . feedback gain. • J 

* No feedbackJ NF; .J optimum negative feedbackJ gain G -75 J 

power P = 0.51 watts; OJ G +7 5J P = 0. 88 watts; .J G - 25 J 

P = 0.088 watts; and C J G = +25 J P = 0.11 watts. Note decreas-
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increasing amplitude for positive feedback. Radial suppr<~ssor 
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Fig. VI.30: Theoretical growth rate vs. feedback gain . • , No feed

back, NF; ., optimum negative feedback, gain G*= -75, power 

P=O.51 watts; 0, G= +75, P=O.88 watts; .A, G= -25, P=O.088 watts; 

C , G= +25, P=O.ll watts. Note theoretical stability, y<O, for 

G*= -75, and increased growth rates for positive feedback . Radial 

suppressor position is indicated. 
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tical stai , j l izaLioll . Increasing amounts of - F drive the m = 2 

mode uns table without further improvement for m = 1. Positive 

feedback seems to have similar effects for both cases (c) and (e) 

in incr easing L,. I . and y . 
SJ. 

2 . Effect of Linear Feedback on Enhanced Transport and Density Profile. 

The enhanced diffusion coefficients in the feedback region 

are presen t ed i.n fig . VI.31. Observe that in the feedback region 

D (LF) is on the order of classical diffusion. enh Hence, little or 

no effect is expected or observed on the radial density profile. 

3 . Linear Feed back Summary. 

We have s hown that quartered end - rings make very suitable 

suppressor e lectrode s for · linear feedback loops. We have shown order 

of magnitude reductions i n the LF wave ampli t;.lde, and wave enhanced 

convection. And we believe, a s discussed in section VI.C. 2, that 

wave enhanced convection explains semi- quantitatively the enhanced 

plasma loss associated with the flattening of the radial density 

profile . Further information regarding the effec tiveness of 

feedback, or the effect of D h on n ., is not expec ted to warran t en l 

setting up a linear feedback experiment at large radii. 

E. AC Stabilization 

AC stabilization means that a rectangular pulse signal is applied, 

the duration and frequency of which can be varied. AC stabilization 

can be applied to any end-ring electrode configuration by using 

the switching circuit discussed in section III.E. There is no phase 

relat ion between the wave signal and the AC pulse signal . We merely 
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· Note that in the suppressor region enhanced 

diffusion is comparable to classical diffusion. 
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wish to see if lower power levels might be required than for DC 

stabilization. For example, this might be the case if what is 

actually needed is a large enough voltage to draw electrons, but 

only for a time long enough to extract sufficient charge. We hope 

to change the plasma parameters, the electric field in particular, 

to a lesser extent than does DC stabilization. 

AG stabLlization will be labelled by the electrode voltage, VAC ' 

frequency, fAG' duty ratio, DR, and power PAC' (Suppressor voltages 

are shown in the lower oscilloscope traces of fig V1.36. The ,sup

pressor voltage i.s not equal to the power supply voltage due to a 

10 ohm .r-esistor , through which the current is measured ) . 

1 . Effe ct of AC Stabilization on Wave Amplitude, Enhanced 

Convection, and Density Profile. 

The six cases of AC Stabilization to be studied are labelled and 

sumrnari ze d in Table V 1. 5 . 

In case (e) the LF wave was reduced in amplitude sufficiently 

(n ~ a.Ol ) that jt could not be reliably measured. End- rings 2 and 

3 serve as suppressor electrodes here, extending f rom R = 2 cm to 

R - 5 .5 cm, as indicated in figs . VI.33 and VI.34. Cases (a) to (f) 

are arranged in order of increasing power. 

The wave spectra fo r the cases (a) to (f) are shown in VI. 32, 

for 0 to 10 kHz . We observe that the LF (~2 kHz) wave amplitude 

decreases as we increase the power . The fact that the LF wave is 
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(b) P = 0.035 w 

- 6OILA 

L'1I -0 

-0.6V 

L'1f/J 
kHz 

(d) P = 0.30 w 
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L'1I 0 
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kHz 10 
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XBB 7112-6032 

Fig. VI.32. AC stabilization wave spectra at R=4 cm. Upper trace shows 
rms ion current fluctuations, ~I, while lower trace shows potential 
fluctuations, ~¢. AC frequency f=4 kHz. (a) No stabilization, NS; 
(b) power P=O.035 watts; (c) P=O.l1 \Vatts; (d) P=O.30 watts, 
showing increasing potential fluctuation at f=4 kHz; (e) P=O.90 
watts, which is sufficient to stabilize the LF wave; and (f) 
P=l.2 watts, showing DC stabilization for comparison. 
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Table VI.5. AC Stabiliza tion - Summary 

Case Voltage, Frequency , Duty Ra tio, Power 
Comment 

V AC( volts) f AC( kHz) DR pAG. (watts) 

(a) NS-reference 

(b) 3. 5 4 . 0 0 . 2 0 . 035 

( c) 3 . 5 4.0 0 . 6 0.11 

(d) 5 . 0 4.0 0 . 2 o . 30 Increase V
AC 

(e) 5 . 0 4 . 0 0 . 6 0. 90 LF wave stable 

(f) 5 .8 1. 0 1. 2 DC feedback 

not stabilized until ease (e) shows that power P Z 1 watt is required. 

A potential oscillation at an a.rbitrary AC fre·quency (f = 4. 0 kHz) is 
AC 

observed to increase in amplitude with AC power . It i s si gnifican t, 

however, that there is no measurable density fluctu ation at f
AC

' so 

that t he r e is no exter nally induced contribution to enhanced convection. 

The normalized LF wave amplitude profiles, ~, are presented in 

fig. VI.33 for cases (a) through (f). Again we observe the wave 

amplitude decreas ing as the JX)wer increases. The cr;itical power level 

is PAC ~ 1 watt , which is comparable to that required for linear feed

back as wel l as for DC stabiliza tion . 

The effect of AC stabilization on the radial density profile 

can be seen in fig. VI.34 for cases (a) through (f). The dens ity 

profile steepens with increasing power, indicating improved confine-

ment. We observe that the density at large radii decreases by perhaps 

a factor of 2 to 3 , as AC power ~l watt i s applied. As di scussed in 

section VI.C. 2, we venture no conclusions on density at small radii. 

' -
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P o -. - 0 - ••• _.. r"I , --'-I' 
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0, ' ___ ,,0 
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XBL 7112- 4BB6 

Fig. VI.33. Normalized wave amplitude vs. AC stabilization power for 

cases (a) thru (f) .• , No stabilization; 0, Power PAC=O.035 watts; 

., PAC= 0.11 watts; ., P
AC

=0.30 watts; 'Y, P
AC

=0.90 watts, suffi

cient to stabilize the LF wave; and [J, Pnc=1.2 watts, showing DC 

stabilization for comparison. Radial suppressor position is 

indicated. 
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Fig. VI.34. Radial density profile vs. AC stabilization power for cases 

(a) thru (f) .• , No stabilization; 0, power P
AC

=O.035 watts; 

4, PAC=O.ll watts; . - , P
AC

=O.30 watts; Y, P
AC

=O.90 watts; 

and C, P DC=L 2 watts. Radial sup.pressor position is indicated. 

Note steepening of density profile with increasing power . 
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, ) 

'.) 

'[' h(j de!lsi t .Y pl'ot ' i l,-:~ s hape can be exp J.a i lJl'd semi - (lUantitativeJy by 

Lhe change in the enhanced diffusion coefficient (see section VL C. 2 ) . 

AC ;; t.a d li ll a Li on does not change the radial " l ect.ric field 

so drastically a s does Destabil ization . Changes in E due to AC 
r 

s tabi1izatioll we r e i n fact small enough as to make any conclus i ve 

statements r egarding t he eff ect on Er difficult, if not unjustifiable . 

The Er profil e s for cases (a) to (f) ar e presented in fig . VI . 35 , 

I 'DI' the r eacie r L. o draw his own conclusions . 

AC Stabilization - A Pictorial Survey . 

A mort ! c()rnpl (~ t e~ pic torial attempt is made to s hmJ the effects 

eli ' AC powe r , PAC' frequency, f AC' and duty ratio , DR, on the wave 

amp1i t ude s, 6 I , and 6cp .p at R = L. cm. I n the oscillographs pr e sent -
Sl .L 

ed i n fig . VI . 3 ), the uppe r two traces are t he LF wave spec tra f rom 

the I , and CPf probe s ignals , 0 t o 10 kHz. The l ower trace shows 
S.l 

the AC voltage vs . time . No complete profi l es were taken here. 

The cases presented in f ig . VL 36 are summarized in Table VL 6 . 

We obse r ve similar dependence of wave amplitude on power as in 

section VI. E.1. However, in fig. VI. 36, case(g), we observe that 

excessive DC voltage can cause a new mode to destabilize as noted 

previ.ously j.n sect i.on VI-C .l, case ( f). Thi s mode appears in regions 

of large electric field shear, caused by large changes in the radial 

potential profile. 

Finally, comparison of cases (b ), (h), and ( i ), all for power 

PAC = 0.11 watt s , shows us no signif icant change in stabi lizat Jon 

e ffe ctivenes s for AC f requencies from f
AC 

= 4 to 20 kHz. 

3 . AC Stabilization - Summary. 

AC stabilization , described as a pplication of a rectangular pul$~ 
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Fig. VI. 36. AC stabilization w'ave spectra at R=4 cm. Upper trace is ion 
current fluctuation, ~I, 0 to 10 kHz; middle trace is potential 
fluctuation, ~~, 0 to 10 kHz; and the lower trace is the AC voltage 
signal on the indicated time scale. (a) No stabilization, NS; 
(b) power P=O.035 watts, AC frequency f=4 kHz; (c) P=O.ll watts, 
f=4 kHz; (d) P=0.18 watts, DC stabilization; (e) P=O.30 watts, 
f=4 kHz; (f) P=0 . 90 watts, f=4 kHz, sufficient to stabilize the 
LF wave; (g) P=1 . 5 watts, DC stabilization; (h) P=O.ll watts, 
f=9.4 kHz; and (i) P=O.ll watts, f=20 kHz. 
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Table VI. 6 . Effects of PAC' DR, and f
AC 

on 1-lave Amplitudes. 

Case Voltage Frequency, Duty Ratio Power 
Comment 

VAC(volts) f AC(kHz) DR PAC(watts) 

(a) NS - reference 

(b) 3 . '5 4.0 0 . 2 0. 03'5 

( ( ' ) ' ) r /, . 0 0 . 6 6. 11 J . ' 

(d) 3 . '5 1.0 O. l 8 DC 

(8 ) j . 0 4 . 0 0.2 0. 30 

(f) 5 .0 4 . 0 0.6 0· 90 

(g) 5 . 0 1.0 1. 5 DC 

(h) 3 . 5 9 .4 0.6 0.11 Increase fAC 

(i) 3 . 5 20 . 0 0 . 6 0. 11 Increase f
AC 

signal at a frequency f >~ n 
AC ·'r 

is effective in reducing the LF 

wave amplttude . which in turn leads to significant reduction of the 

enhanced dLf'J'usion coefficient . The resulting steepening of the radial 

density profile is observed with increasing power, indicating 

enhanced plasma confinement. Power levels of less than 1 watt 

are r equired for effective stabilization of the LF wave, with LF wave 

power in the region of the third end - ring estimated to be ~.l watt. 

AC stabilization was attempted to see i f power requirements coul d 

be reduced froITt those of DC stabilization . The answer, so far 

as we can determine, would appear to be no; that power level, 

rather than voltage , duty ratio, or frequency is the critical 

the AC frequen cy , and possibly to velGe'ity-shear instabilities. 
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We plot normalized wave amplitude vs . power fo r all three 

s t abilizati on techniques in fig . VI . 37 and observe that wave ampli-

tude decr eases wtth increasing power , and become s stable i n all 

cases for pOWGr l evels P "> 1 wat t . We expla i n this effect for 

Itnear f eedhal:k ]-)y means of a contro lled ele c t r on sink. However , we 

are a t a los ::; to explain why similar power level::; a re requ i red fo r 

AC and DC stauilization techniques. 

AC R L(J I . i 1 hat i on a lso has a mu ch smalle r effec t on the radia l 

o l ec tric fi e ld than does DC stabili za tion . T her~fore, ion mobi lity 

in the radial elec tric f i e ld is still important, and the change in 

the shape of the radial dens i ty profile is more directly corre l a ted 

with enhanced transport due to the LF wave . 

AC stabilization will be shown to be a useful diagnostic method 

with which to measure the growth rate , Y/Qr ' directly , in se ction 

VLG . 2 . 

fo'. Effec t of Collisions on the :Growth Rate. 

1. Varying the Collision }<'reguency in the Dispersion Relation. 

Collisions with neutrals have been included in the dispersion 

r e lation for the rotational in s t ability, section V.A. 2 . By varying 

t he colli sion f r equen cy only, we can study the effect of collisions 

on the growth rate , y. The e f fec t of collsions on Y , as calculated 

from the dispersion relation, is pre sented in f i g . VI. 38, for 3 

cases: (a) no collisions , V. = 0; (b) normal collision f r equency 
In 

i 
as calcul ated f rom the plasma parameters, vin = noVthO"in ; and 

The most important result to notice is that 
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VI. 3S. Effect of neutral collision frequency in the dispersion 

relation [ Eq. (5.1S)] on the theoretical growth rate, Y • ., No 

collisions, v. =0, showing stability from R=1.5 to 2.5 cm; ., ~ , 
ln 

collision frequency, v. =n vi 0' , and 0, • , v . =5 x v. , 
ln 0 th in ln ln 

increase the collision frequeticy by a factor of 5 . Collisions are 

stabilizing for roots which are initially unstable. 

mtorr Ar, B=5S0 G. 

P =0 . 32 
t 
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collsions are stabilizing for roots which are ini t ially unstable 

without collisions. We also observe that collisions are destabilizing 

for roots which are initially stable, in the absence of collisions. 

2 . Varyi ng the Neutral Gas Pressure Experimentally. 

We can experimentally study the effect of collisions on 'Y 

by varyjng t.he nr;uLra l gas pressure in the tank 1 Pt' This has the 

effect of changing the pla sma parameters, E in particular. The 
r 

I'8sultlng Lh~or(; Llc:al growth rate, 'Y , ealculaLed from the dispersion 

re l ation, Eq. (5.18), using experimental plasma profi l es is shown in 

f ig. VI.39 as a function of Pt ' We observe that as the wave is 

stabilized, the theoretical growth rate f luctuates more as a function 

of radius. This is due to the fact that the wave stabil'izing and 

destabilizing forces are mor.e nearly balanced. Wave s tability is 

therefore more sensitive to variations in plasma conditions, than 

when a single de stabiliz ing mechanism dominates . 

The LF' wave near R = 5 cm is stabilized as the tank pressure is 

increased , whereas the HF wave near R = 1 cm is relatively unaffected. 

As previou s-Iy mentioned, this stabilization can be in part attributed 

to the change in E with pressure. The E , corresponding to the 
I' I' 

three cases presented in fig. VI.39 for 'Y, are shown in fig. VI.40. 

We observe that E at small radii is only slightly decreased, while 
I' 

Er at large radii can effectively be eliminated by collisions . This 

explains in part why the LF wave is more easily stabilized by col-

lisions than the HF wave. 
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Pt = 0.25 mtorr Ar i-
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Fig . VI.39. Effect of neutral gas pressure in the tank, Pt' on the 

theoretical growth rate. •• p t =0.25 mtorr Ar ; •• p t =0 . 75 mtorr 

Ar; and 0, pt=2 . 0 mtorr Ar . Neutral gas pressure i s stabilizing. 
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G . . Dir ect Me a surement of Growth Rate , ! / n . 
. r 

1 . Azimuthal Growth Measurement . 

Two methods a r e attempted to measure ! In direc tly for the 
r 

LF ' wave. The first me thod involves applying positive, +F, and 

ne gative, - F, linear feedback on the uppe r quarter of the second end-

r ing as a suppress or electrode, and t hen moni toring the wave 

arnplj tude on pro lJ8s whil!h ar e separated j n azi.muth by 900
• If-F 

o is employed, we mea sure how large the wave has grown 90 az imuthally 

af t e r feed 'hack . And for +F, the decay rate is measured. I n 

f i g . VLLj-1, prohe B is used as t he r efe rflnCe , located in the cen ter 

of the feedback region. Probe D is separated in azimuth by 90
0 

in 

t he direction of propagation . In all osci l lographs , the wave 

spectrum, 0 to 10 kHz, for I . or CPf is s hown at R = 3 cm . The 
Sl 

upper trace represents no feedback, NF; the middle trace,negative 

f eedback, -F; and the lower trace , positive fe edback, +F. The case s 

pre .3en ted i n fig . VI . 41 ar e summarized in Table VI. 7 . 

Table VI. 7 . Azimuthal Growth Rate Summa ry 

Case Gain, G Probe Paramete r 

(a) 75 B I si 

(0 ) 75 B CPf 

(c) 75 D I si 

(d) 75 D CPf , 

(e) 25 B I si 

(f) 25 D I . 
Sl 
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(0) £\I(B);20}LA/cm (b) ~cI>(B);O.2V /cm (c) 6 I (0); 20}LA /em 

NF NF NF 

G=-75 G=-75 G=-75 

G=+75 G=+75 6 
kHz 

I 

10 

( d) ~ cI> (0 ); 0.2 V / c m (e) L\ 1(B l; 20 }LA/cm (f) ~ 1(0); 20}LA/cm 

NF 

G=-75 

G=+75 

NF 

G=-25 

G=+25 , 
o 

NF 

G=-25 

kHz 
I G=+25, I 

100kHz 10 
XBB 7112-6029 

Fig. vr.41. Wave spectra on two probes o sep:Lrated in azimuth by 90 

as a function of linear feedback loop gain, G. The upper 

trace is the reference case, for no feedback, NF. The middle 

trace is for negative feedback, -G, and the lower trace is 

for positive feedback, +G. (a) ~ .(probe B), gain 0=75, sJ. 
located in the feedback region; (b) ~~f'(probe B), G=75; (c) 

o 
~I . (probe D), G=75, located 90 downstream from feedback sJ. 
region; (d) ~~(probe D), G=75; (e) ~I .(probe B), G=25; and 

.L sJ. 
(f) ~I .(probe D), G=25. sJ. 
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We now proceed to c:alculate 1/r;, using the spectra in fig. VI.41. 
r 

The data is SUIllIwJ.l'ized in Table VI.8, wlwre the tilde, ~ , implies 

that a quantity has been normalized to its unperturbed value, with 

no feedback, G == O. 

Table VI.S. v.lave Amplitudes for Two Azimuths. 

Probe Gain, G I 

B 0 52 0.6 probe B - reference 

B -70 ] :2 0.14 0.23 0.23 

B +75 C)2 0.9 1.8 1.5 

D 0 66 0.5 probe D - reference 

D ~75 44 0.4 0.67 0.8 

D +75 60 0.5 0.91 0.1 

B -25 36 0.6 

B +25 76 1.3 

D -25 46 0.82 

D +25 64 1.1 

.!It 
We assumn Gxponontial growth and decay, e Since probes 

a 
Band D are separated azimuthally by 90 , the time required to prop-

agate the distance is t = 1/4 ( 21T /r;, ). 
r . I' 

I(Probe D) /I(Probe B) = exp 1"!1T/2(y/r;, )1 
L . r.J 

Hence, 

or inverting, 

r Inr -:': : 1n [r(D)/ 1(B)] (6.1) 
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where the (..,.) ~;ign -is used for the cl!~eay rate., 

If we now use the data of Table, VI.8 . E (6-" In -q. .J.}, we can 

~)ummad,ze Ul'-) 1'C):::;ult~] :in Table VI.9 for y In . 
_ - I' 

Table VI. 9. Measured Growth and Decay Rates, rlrl.r· 

_ Variable-
I si or CPf I si" cP f' I si CPf I si 

r-
si 

Gain, G -75 -75 +75 +75 -25 +25 

yin, 0.68 0.80 
I' 

0.43 0.26 1 0.
12 0.067 

Calculated 
from 

Dispersion 
relation 

Accuracy for this method is limited by our ability to measure 

the wave amplitudes at different azimuths; which we estimate as 

~ 15% uncertain. 

If we average all the growth and decay rates for G = 75; we get 

(yip. 1') G:::75 =0.54 ±0.27, which includes measurement 'arid 

statistical error. This agrees well with 

from the linear dispersion relation, Y / Q - I' 

the value calculated 

I ] =0 . 43 . Note that 
ca ,c 

for G ::: 7'), the wave amplitudes are smal1, and we can expect linear 

theory to be more valid. However, _ for G :;: 25, the wave amplitudes 

are near nonlinear saturation, arid linear theory should not be so 

valid. We observe that the measured growth rate falls off to 

(yInI'> G=25 =0.094 ±O.05 as the wave approaches the nonlinear 

limit. 

2. Temporal Growth Measurement. 

The second method used to measure Y / Q directly involves 
_ _ _ I' 

switching AC stabilization on or off, and watching the wave decay or 

II 
-j 
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grow, respectively. We employ this technique by switching a rec-

tangular pulse signal on end-rings 2 to 5, simultaneously. This 

experiment was already set up, because we could use the AC 

stabiliza tion switching circuit of section III. E, but with a lower 

switching frequency, fAG = 4.0 Hz. (The rise time of the switching 

circuit is much shorter than the wave period, as can be seen in 

fig. VI.36, case (i). ) 

Fig. VI.42, was taken using a Tektronix ModeJ 555 oscilloscope, 

employing the delayed trigger for the lower sweep. The upper trace 

shows the applied electrode voltage, VAC' on a time scale of 

50 ms/cm. The lower trace shows the LF wave amplitude, t.Isi • on 

probe B at radius R 6 em, in the region of maximum wave 

amplitude, on a magnified time scale, t = 0.5 ms/cm. 

Wave growth is observed when the stabilizing voltage is switched 

off, and decay is observed as the voltage is switched on. 

This method is not so useful for accurate measurements of 

y /n r :( 1, since we would like to observe wave growth or decay 

over several periods. However, for lower growth rates, this technique 

should prove more useful. 

We can still estimate the order of magnitude of y In Let 
r 

us estimate how many wave periods are required for the amplitude to 

change by an arbitrary factor of 10. The wave appears to grow 

or decay to full amplitude in approximately one period, with a large 

uncertainty estimated ~lso to be - 1 period (100% lincertainty). We take 

~ ~ (2rr /n r)' or 1 wave period as our estimate, and calculate y/nr 

from a formula discussed earlier, Iii 
o 

n - e . For ,. ::-= 

and I i>I' =: 10 
/1.0 ' 

. + 
we get y/n :::: In(lO)/2rr ::0.36 -0.36. 

r 

(2rr/n) 
r 

This agrees 
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fA = 50 ms/cm 

fa = O:5ms/cm 

,-4 V 

-0 

-0.1 rnA/crn 
-4 V 

-0 

- 0.1 mA/crn 

XBB 7112 .. 6028 
Fig. VI.42. Temporal wave growth and decay at R=6 cm, for the large 

amplitude LF wave. (a) Growth. The upper trace is the AC 

rectangular voltage pulse, VAC' applied to the end-ring elec

trodes •. tA=50 msec/cm. The lower trace shows the ion current 

fluctuation, Lcr ., grow on a delayed-magnified time scale after 
Sl . 

the AC voltage is switched off. t
B
=0.5 msec/cm. (b) Decay. 

I . decays after VAC is switched on. 
Sl -
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. wull with the value calculated from the dispersion relation, averaged 

from R = 4 to 7 em, where large wave amplitude exists, of 

r/Qr I calc 
0.34 + = - 0.22. The error is the standard deviation of 

the values from R = 4 to 7 cm. 

3. Summary. 

Both methods of direct measurement of-v /Q show promise as 
. I I' 

a diagnostic too1. The azimuthal growth method, using linear 

feedback stabilization, gives good agreement with linear theory for 

large growth rates (r/Q <: 1) .. Accuracy is good, limited only 
r 

by our ability to measure wave amplitudes at different azimuthaJ 

positions. 

The temporal growth method is more useful for small growth 

rates (r /Q «1), since we would like to observe wave growth 
I' 

over several wave periods. Good agreement is obtained with linear 

theory, although a large error.exists because the wave grows to 

full amplitude in about one wave period. 

Agreement between theory and both experimental methods of 

measuring the growth rate supports the "identification" of the 

LF wave as the rotational flute instability. 
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7. Conclusion. 

The properties of two low-frequency coherent. waves, wave enhanced 

particle trans:port, and thr~e methods of wave stabilization are 

.,ludied iil the s8condary plasma of an HCD. Two techniques for direct 

measurement of the instability growth rate are also studied. 

The.present work adds new information regarding plasma. sta.bility 

based on simultaneous consideration of most of the effects considered 

important in an RCD. "Drift wave" theory seems inappropriate for 

experimental flute instabilities. And E xB neutral drag theory 

seems incomplete in not including diamagnetic and centrifugal gravity 

drifts. 

We develop a single-fluid slab model for the "rotational insta-

bility~ including the effects of density gradient, centrifugal and 

Coriolls 'forces due to plasma rotation in a radial electric field, 

collisions with cold neutrals, fluid compressiblity, finite gyroradius; 

and ion inertia. An effective ion sink term is also included in the 

equation of continuity, so that the effects of a linear feedback 

loop can.be included theoretically. A cubic dispersion relation 

results, which we solve numerically,using Newton I s method. In the 

low-frequency limit, (OO/0. i « 1), the dispersion relation reduces to 

a quadratic expression which agrees with earlier work. in the appro-
, 

priatelimits. 

The solution of the dispersion relati~n explains the behavior 

of twolow-freq.uency experimental waves on five points of comparison: 

(1) S~tial 10eatioD-:-,-both waves are loeated in regions of' large 

eentrifugal and Coriolis effects, driven by plasma rotation in a 

radial electric field. The lower:-frequency (LF ::; 2 kHz) wave is 

located·a t large radii in.a region of large positive electric field. 

;;~ , . 

.. 
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The higher-frequency (HF .~ 30 kHz) wave is located at small radii 

in a region of large negative electric field; (2) Frequency----

the measured f'requehcies are in good agreement with the calculated 

frequencies, when the Doppler shift due to plasma rotation is 

i nc:luded; (l) Direction of propagation---the LF wave is predicted 

,Cltld 6hsGrvlJd Lo propagate in the ion-rliamagnetic direction; while the 

HF wave propagates in the electron-diamagnetic direction; 

(/+) Paralle1 wavelength---flute theory, and flutes observed; and 

( 5 ) Growth rate, I' /0. --- calculated growth rates, I' / ~2 of the 
r r 

order unity, are in good agreement with directly measured values. 

Both low-frequency experimental waves are explained well by rotational 

flute theory. 

Wave enhanced convection is estimated by measuring the c:orre1a-

tion between the density, n1 , and potential, CPl',fluctuations, 

(n v) -(n cP c/ 2Br) sin?./J' , where 7~ is the phase between the 1 Ir C;OIIV -- 1 1 

densi ty and poten tial fluctuation s. An effective lIenhanced diffusion 

coefficient" is inferred, -Denh Vb - (nlv1 ) r conv 
which is used 

in a simple diffusion theory calculation. Enhanced diffusion due to 

the HF wave is less than or on the order of classical diffusion in 

a partially ionized plasma, and therefore is relatively unimportant. 

However, enhanced diffusion due to the LF wave at large radii is 

much larger than. classical diffusion, and is comparable in magnitude 

to Bobm diffusion. 

When enhanced diffusion is included in dif\usion theory, we 

-. ( )-1 c:alculato a raeJiai (;cale length, q :.:.: -. \Jln n ,[1('1 a t'Urictiorl of' the 

transport coofTicients, which explains semi-quantitatively the 

observed flattening of the density profile at large radii due to 
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enhanced diffusion. The LF wave is stabilized when a floating or 

POEli ti vo DC jJi;.l.s j s applie,d to the third concentric end-ring electrode. 

Again, ,the, ealcu la ted scale length explains well th·3 observed steep-

ening of the density profile, in the absence of enhanced diffusion. 

We do not claim that the change in, the radial density profile 

is due solely to enhanced diffusion. We neglect ion mobility in the 

radial electric field i which is valid when the radial electric field 

is small, as often occurs for "DC stabilization:' Furthermore, no 

detailed axial particle balance is attempted, since radial profiles 

at other axial positions are more difficult to obtain experimentally. 

However, axIal profiles of floating potenti9-1 and electron temper-

ature indicate axial uniformity. We do observe that when positive 

stabilizing voltages are applied toa given end-ring configuration, 

ions are reflected and dmly electrons, are draWn. Currents to the 
I . . '. 

other end-rings are not significantly affected. Ve conclude that 

changes in the radial ion density are not due to axial losses through 

the end sheaths; and that the shape of the radial density profile 

can be explained semi-quantitatively by including enhanced radial 

diffusion in a simple diffusion theory,~ 

All stabiJization attempts on the HF wave at small radii were 

ineffective. We believe this is due to large wave power, estimated 

on the order bf 30 watts, ib the region of the inne:- end-ring. Also 

the large negative electric field at small radii,which drives the 

HF wave, seems characteristic of arc discharges, and is therefore 

difficult tosuppress~ Fortunately, enhanced transport due to the 

HFwave is negligible. All stabilization results refer to the LF 

wave at large radii.. 

f 
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A linear feedback loop, consisting of a band:p9.ss filter, a 00 

. 0 
to 360 phase shifter, and a power amplifier, is terminated on 

one quarter of the second concentric end-ring as a suppressor elec-

trode. Negative feedback power of ~.5 watt is required, drawing 

ele(~trons only, to reduce the wave amplitude by an order of magnitude. 

Smaller feedback power causes less reduction in the wave amplitude, 

while increased JX)wer causes the m = 2 mode to grow. By including the 

feedback current in the continuity equation as an ioil sink term, 

we were able to calculate reduced growth rates for smaller negative 

feedback power levels, and stabilization for optimum power 

(~.5 watt). Wave power in, the fe·edback region is estimated as 

;( .1 watt. 

Unfortunately, only the inner two end-rings were quartered in 

this experiment. Therefore, linear feedback could only be applied 

on end-ring suppressor electrodes for radii R < 3.5 cm, where 

enhanced diffusion is comparable to classical diffusion. No effect 

is expected or observed on the density profile. We conclude that 

·1inear feedback applied to segmented, concentric axial end-ring 

electrodes is an effective method of reducing wave amplitude and 

enhanced transport, and should be considered in the design of future 

experiments with conducting axial boundaries. 

New information is also obtaihed in the present experiment by 

investigating wave stabilization and wave enhanced transport by 

controlling.the axial boundaries which consist of five concentric, 

independently biasable, conducting rings. 
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"DC staL)ilization" is attempted by floating electrically, or 

DC biasing, a given end-ring elect.rode configuration. By merely 

-
floating the third end-ring at a poiiti~e vo~tage, the radial electric 

field can r)8 reduced with no external power requirements. 'The L1" 

wave i~ reducod or stabilized ;; < 0.01), and the radial densi ty 

profile steepens up in agreement with our calculations, which include 

enhanced diffusion. increased positive voltage c'onsistently stabil-

izes the LF wave, with power requirements ~l watt. 

StabiU zaLi on is in part due to the reduetionof the radial elec-;-

tric field; which drives the LF wave. Increased. elec:tr{i)n;,c0ntac.t with 

the axial boundary ,mainta:ins thegood,_~le<:!trieal con:ta,~t w~ch may 

"short" the fi~ld •. Again, we do not claim that the change of the 

radial density profile can be attributed entirely to enhanced 

transport. 

We conclude that concentric end-rings are eff@ctiv~ in 

controlling the radial electric .field, a'ndstabilizing electric 

field-d:r'iven instabilities, with smal] or no external power require-

rrients. Wave enhanced transport does exp13.in, at least semi-quanti-

tatively, the shape of the radial density profile~ In future 

experiments with conducting end plates, one should consider.concen-

t,'ric end -rings. 
. .' . 

. An'fl.C stabilization" technique ·of .applying.a rectangular pulse 

signal is attempted to see if power requirements can be reduced 

from those of DC stabilization, and if a smaller perturbation on the 

radial electric field results. We firtdthat the LF wave can bel 

stabilized by similar power levels, ""I watt, with corresponding 

. steepening of the density profile. However, the radial electric 

. " 

." 
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field is not so drastieally reduced, and transverse ion mobility is 

still import.ant at large radii. We conclude that t.he shape of the 

radial density profile can be explained consistently, by wave 

enhanced transport. 

Two cliagllosl,ic! techniques are used to measure the growth rate 

of the LF wa,VB dire(~tly. I th f' I th th d d n e 'lrs'J, . e grow an ecay rates 

are measured azimuthally as the wave propagates out of a region of 

linear feedback. This method is useful for measuring large growth 

rates (y/ n < 1), because the wave grows significantly in a single 
r 

wave period and because experimental accuracy is good. We estimate 

our ability to measure wave amplitudes at different azimuths as 

~15%. Good agreement is obtained between experiment and linear 

rotational instability theory. 

In th~) ~;ecolld lllethod, the growth and decay rates are measured 

temporally after a stabilizing voltage is switched off and on, 

respectively. This technique is more useful for small growth rates 

( y / n «l), since we would like to observe wave growth over 
I' 

several wave periods. Accuracy is limited by our ability to deter-

mine wave amplitude changes during one or more periods. In the present 

experiment, large growth rates (yin ~ 1) introduce large 
I' 

uncertainties ( ~IOO%), although good agreement is still obtained 

with linear theory. 

The operation of a directional Langmuir probe (DLP) as a simple 

prohe and as a tool to measure streaming velocities directly was 

l!heGked experimentally. In p!:l.l'ticular, the streaming velocity was 

,determined hy measuring directional ion currents in a microwave 

plasma device, with a known streanring velocity. The streaming veloc-

\ 
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i ty was determined independently by measuring the difference in the 

propagation speeds of sound waves, lauriched in the upstream .and 

downstream directions. Good agreement between the two methods is 

obtained. 

The properties of two low-frequency instabilities are explained 
'\ 

W(-! 11 hy a rotati oYll'll flute theory. Wavp-enhan~ed transport is 

included in a simple diffusion theory to explain semi-quantita~ively 

the shape of the radial density profile. Three stabilization tech-

niques, using quartered end":rings as suppressor electrodes, are shown 

to be effective in stabilizing one low-frequency instability, which 

contributes significantly to enhanced transport. And two methods 

of measuring the growth rate, y/ rlr ' directly are found to agree 

with theory. 

, . 
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APPENDIX 

A. Basic parameters of an argonplasma. 

1. Cross sections. 
" 

(a) Ion-neutral. The tota.1 ion-neutral collision cross sec-

tionin argon is given by Gilbody and Hasted asO'~ '11' 6.0 x 10-15 
~n 

. 2 III 
cm for ion energy ~1 eVe Cramer measured the total cross sec-

el tion as due to elastic scattering 0'. 
~n 

·e1 
He obtained for ion energy .~1 eV, O'in 

10-15 2 and O'~ "'7.5 X'10-15~m2. cm , ~n 

cx 112 
and charge exchange 0'.. . 

III 

"'3.5 x 10-15 2 cx -4.' 0 cm , O'in --:. X 

• 

There is same uncertainty involved in the extrapolation of 

the cross section to lower ion energies ( ~.1 eV) in this experi-

ment,since the resonant charge exchange cross section increases 

as energy decreases. The cross section cannot be measured accurately 

at such low energies, however we can get an estimate from measure-

ments of the ion mobility coefficient. The ion mobility at thermal 
2 .. ' 113 

energies is measured and calculated to be ~1. 6 cm /vo1t-sec 11 t STP, 

from which the total cross section at thermal energies is estimated 
t . -14 2' . 

to be .O'in '" 1. 6 x 10 cm. And to good approximation, O'in ~ l/v~hjL13 

so that for ion energies ~.1 eV, we estimate d:
n 

"'8 x 10-15cm2. 

t 6 . -15 2 
We take 0'. '" .0 x 10 cm, a.nd estimate the uncertainty '~50,%. 

~n 

The major effects Of ion-neutral 'cross section uncertainty on 

the experimental results would be to int,roduce a systematic error 

in the ·ion...,neutra~ diffusion coefficient, and in the theoretical 

dispersion relation. Since we areprimarily interested in enhanced 

diff.usion coefficients several orders of magnitude 1ar'8er than 

.' 

.' 

, '. 

J.:' 
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classical, a small error in the ion-neutral diffusion coefficient 

would cause little problem. We observe in sections VI.A.6 and 

VI.F that order of magnitude error in cr
in 

is required for signifi

cant changes in the theoretical phase and growth rate, respectively, 

for the rotational instability. 

(b) Electron-neutral. For elastic scattering of electroas 

from neutral argon atoms at electron energies "'1 eV, we estimate 

a ~ 1.0 x 10-16 cm2 . 114,115 Electron collisions with neutrals 
en 

are relatively unimportant in the present experiment, and electron-

neutral collisional diffusion is negligible compared with e1ectron-

ion diffusion. 

(c) Coulomb. We use the expression for the Coulomb collision 

frequency, as expressed in Rose and Clark, \! • = n.(v a i(v » , e1. 1. r e r 

averaged over a Maxwellian velocity distribution, 107 

\! = ei 

We use this relaxation frequency to define the Coulomb cross section, 

a . = \! i/(n./2kT 1m ) e1. e 1. e e 

a . e1. 32 

and take, 

4 
e, 

(kT )2 
e 

where the Debye shie14ing parameter AD 

length Ane:: IkTe/4 ni e
2 

2. Ionization. 

2.89 x 10-14 

kT2 (eV) 
e 

cm 2 (A.I) 

- l2~n.AD3 , and the Debye 
1. e 

The first three ionization potentials in argon are 15.8, 27.,6, 

116 and 40.9 volts. In order to estimate an ionization rate, we 

integrate the Maxwellian electron distribution from energies above 
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the first ionization threshold, El = lS.8vo~lts. Rather than 

integrate over th~ ionization c.:oss section, we take the worst case 

of uniform cross section at the maximum value, 0. (max) '" 3.6 x 10-16 
1 

2 117· 
em· • We obtain a maximum ioniza~ion rate, 

This exPression·is used in section A.S to show that ionization is 

negligible in the secondary plasma surrounding an RCD. 

3. Recombination. 

Several authors reported the dissocia.tive recombination of Ar; 

- . . . n8-120 
mo~ecular ion in thermal microwave argon plasmas. Values of 

the volume dissociative recombination coefficient lie between 

-6 --8 31 -ad. =10 and 10 cm ion-sec. 
lSS. . . 

At electron temperatures of a 

few tenths of an eV in an argon arc discharge, the volume recom

bination coefficient i~ measured b~tween a =2 x 10-10 and 4.2 x 10-
10 

cm3 lion-sec .120, 121 These authors postulated possible creation of 

of the molecular ion Ar; as an explanation for the fact that their 

coefficients were still several orders of magnitude larger than 

expected for radiative ~ecombination. Olsen and Huxford measured. 

the radiative recombination coefficient by Stark proadening in a 

pulsed discharge, a = 2.5 x 10-13cm3 lion-sec. 123 T_he electron 
rad 

temperature is T =.83 eVe - e 

In the absence of evidence for molecular ions, as well as 

electron temperatures more com:t:8tible with ours, we take the radia-

·-13 31 tiverecomb1nation coefficient a d =2.5 x 10 cm ion-sec. ra 

Radiative recombination is shown to be negligible in the present 

experiment in section A.S. 

.. 
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4. Plasma parameters at R=4 cm. 

We now calculate some of the plasma and wave parameters for 

a typical argon plasma, in the presence of two large-amplitude, 

low-frequency waves. Results correspond to the typical data set 

discussed in section VI.A, but at R=4 cm. Pressure pt=.25 mtorr 

Ar, and magnetic field B=580 G. 

(a) Basic parameters. 

Neutral density: 

Ion density: 

Electron temperature: 

Ion temperature: 

Floating potential: 

Plasm~ potential: 

Radial electric field: 

n 8.8 x 1012 cm-3 
0 

4.4 x loll -3 n. = cm . 
l , 

T .50 eV e 

Ti ~ Te/IO = .05 eV 

CPf = 3.6 volts 

cP = 5.3 volts p 

E = .21 vOlts/cm 
r 

(b) Characteristic velocities. 

Thermal: 

V~h = J2kTe/m = 5.93 x 107 JTe(eV) = 4.3 x 107 em/sec 

Vt
i
h = J2kT./M = 1.38 x 106 JT.(eV)/A(amu) = 4.9 x 104 cm/sec 

. l i l 

Sound: 

v = J2kT /M. 
s e l 

6 . 
= 1.38 x 10JT (eV)!A(amu) = 

e 
1. 5 x 105 cm/ sec 

Drift (DLP): 

Vaie = JeT /T.) (v /4) ~I ./I . = 4.2 x 10
4 

cm/sec e l s Sl Sl 

(c) Characteristic f~equencies. 

Plasma: 

illpe = 14 ne
2

/m = 5.7 xl0
4

jn
i

(cm-3) = 3.8 x 1010 sec-l 

illpi = J4 ne
2

/Mi = 1.32 x 103 Jn1 (cm -3)/ A(amu) I:; 1.4 x 108 
sec 

-1 
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Cyclotron: 

" 7 ,10 1 
Qe eB/mc = 1. 76 x 10 B( G) :;;;: 10 ,sec-

Qi ~ eB/Mic ~ 10
4 

B(G)/ A(amu) ~ 1.4 x 105 

Collision: 107 

-1 
'V. In sec 

e 4 -1 
'V ~ n vtha ~ 3.7 x 10 sec en 0 en 

-1 
sec 

v 
ei 

2.89 x 10-14n
i

(cm- 3)ln J\JkT~/2(ev) ~ 
2f2V. 5.4 x 107sec- l v 

ee el 

Wave: 

LF ~ 1.8 kHz HF ~ 36 kHz 

Plasma. rotation: 

Diamagnetic drift: 

ill.... ~kT ~co/211ReB ~O.83 kHz, 
lJe e 

o-ni~ kTico/~ReB ~O.983 kHz 

Electric drift: 

Centrifugal drift: 

ill = g/2'n-RQ = Q2/2rrQ. =0.13 kHz g ," i 0 l 

Cd) Characteristic lengths. 

Density scale: 

Temperature scale: 

Debye: 

~ =-(Vln n)-l = 4.1 em 

. -1 
qT ~--( V1n T) ~ 27 cm 

kT /4rrne
2 ~ 740 kT (ev)/n.(cm-3) 

, eel 
-4 

~ 7.9 x 10 cm 

Gyrorad ius: 

\ ' 

a 
e 

Vi /0.., ~O. 35cm th l' " , 

e '/ -3 V
th 

Q
e 

~ 4.2 x10 cm 

.. 
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""in = Y!h/vin = 19 em 

""en v~h/ven = 1100 em 

"" . = vteh/v . = 2.2 em el el ' 

"" = ve 
/ v = o. 79 em 

t, ee th ee 

(e) Diffusion coefficients. 

Ion-neutral: 

D"in = \_nV~h/3 3.1 x 105cm2/sec 

D1 . = D
11

_. /(1, +r? ,2i' n) = 1.1 x 102cm
2

/sec 
In ,.LD. J. 

Electron-neutral: 

10 2 
DII = "" ve 

/3 = 1. 6 x 10 cm / sec en en th 

DI = DII / (1+rt.
2 

1'2 ) = 0.21 cm
2

/ sec 
~en ,en e en 

Fully-ionized: 

Dl . = 9.8 x el 
2 2 

3.0 x 10 cm /sec 

Enhanced: 

Bohm: 

DB bIn' = (kT +kT.) c/16eB = 5.9 x 103 cm
2
; sec 

o e 1 

(f)' Mobility. 

'~l;' = eD
1

, /kT. = 2.1 x 103cm2/volt-sec 
ln ln 1 

5. Ion accumulation rates. 

The ion continuity equation can be written, 

an 
+ v. (n~) 

at 
(A.2) 
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We consider ion, ac clttllu1at ion due to transport mechanisms, 

ionization, and recombination. The ion currents can be written, 

an an , an 
nv = -Dlin~r - Dlei -,- - D -' 

enh ar r a" ar 

an 
nvz = -D!p,n (1 + Te!Ti~ ~ 

+ I-l nE lin ' r (A.3) 

(A.4) 

where the transport coefficients are defined in Appendix B. We 

estimate the aceumulation rates from the Eqs. (A~'2)to CA.4)and from 

the transport coefficients. 

Ion-neutral diffusion: 

D
l
,. /q2 = 6.2 -1 sec 
In 

71"2 
Dllin--2 (1 + Te!Ti) = 300 

Leff 

Fu11y~ionized diffusion: 

2 -1 
De/q " = 18 sec 

Enhanced diffusion: 

-1 = 200 sec Dlenh(LF)!q2 

Dlenh(HF)/q2 = 

Mobility: 

I-llin E~!q 

Recombination: 

107 

-1 5.1 sec 

-1 sec 

-1 . a n. =0011 sec R .l 

Ionization: 

'x 10-9 sec-1 
81 <:, 2. 6 

-1 sec 

, .~, 
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The dominant ion accumulation mechanisms at R=4 cm are enhanced 

convection due to the LF wave, and mobility in the radial electric 

field. These processes are larger than classical diffusion at 

R=4 cm. However, where the wave amplitude is small, or stabilized, 

a.»d Ekis small, classical diffusion dominates. 
r 

Radiative recombination, collisional ionization, and enhanced 
I 

transport due to the HF wave are negligible. 
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B. Transport theory. 

The basic transport mechanisms to be considered here are weakly 

ionized diffusion, fully ionized diffusion, mobility in an electric 

field, and wave enhanced convection. Local production and recom~ 

bination are estimated in Appendix A to be negligible in the second-

ary plasma of an RCD. The effects of a uniform axial~magnetic , 

field, B, are included. 

1. Weakly ionized transport. 

The diffusion coefficients in a weakly ionized plasma, where 
. . 124 

Coulomb collisions can be neglected, is given by Allis: 

~n::: 

1 + 

1 

2 n· 
a 

- n a 

1 + n2 
a 

o 

2 , 
an 

T . an 
2 

'an 

1 + 

1+ 

'an 
2 2 

n Tan a, 

1 

o 

2 
Tan 

o 

o 

1 

where Tan is the collision time with neutrals, and ~h is the 

(B.l) 

thermal velocity for species a. The mobility tensor can be expressed 

in terms of the dliffusion tensor, by means of the Einstein relation: 

D 
kT -an 

a 

2. Fully ionized transport. 

(B.2) 

Kaufman calculates the fully ionized transverse diffusion 

125 
coefficient for the ease of unequal electron and ion temperatures.: . 

2 
n c 

o 
Dlie = Til -:;,-D . lei (kT + kT.) 

e l (B·3) 

'" 
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n
1 

-- 8
3 

1:2 where the transverse resistivity -V ; 
1/2 2 m e 

-;;;;n 
e 

Thermal gradient s are neglected .• 

3. Enhanced convection. 

Corl!!elated density and velocity fluctuations can lead to net 

convection of plasma across B. The two large amplitude, low-

frequency waves present in the HCD are treated in this manner. The 

net time-averaged convection can be written: 

1 f+T 
{nv)a = --. n (t) r cony 2 a 

T -T 

Often the radial velocity, v ,is due to a fluctuating azimuthal 
r 

electric field,ElS ' so that VIr == EISC/B.' We linearize for the 

case of a coherent perturbation with the frequency, m. The 

density n == no + nl cos mt, and the radial velocity 

v == v + VI cos (mt + ~), where ~ is the phase angle between r or r 

the density and velocity fluctuations. If we neglect the zero-

order radial velocity, and take the time average, we get, 

< n v >CX 
r conv 

cos ~ (B.4) 
2 

have, 

< n v >cx 
r conv sin 1jJ (B.5) 

where 1jJ == tJ. + 1T /2 is the phase angl~ between the density, nl , 

and potential, ~l' fluctuations. 11, 12 From this expression, an 

effective enhanced diffusion· coefficient will be inferred, 

! 
< :d v 

r 
(B.6) 
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4. Bohm diffusion. 

The expression we use is: 

c (kT + kT.) e ,3. 

16 eB 

Bohm diffusion will not be included in the diffusion equation, and 

will serve only as a reference with which to scale other transport 

me chani sm s . 

5. Ambipolar diffusion. 

Ambipolar diffv.sion occurs when one charged p3.rticle species 

tries to diffuse faster than another, due to collis~ons with 

neutrals. An ambipolarelectric field arise,s which equalizes the 

electron and ion currents, thus maintaining charge neutrality. 

Golant calculates the following expressions for the transverse 

bi 1 1 t ' f' Id d d'f" f " ff" t 122 am po ar e ee r3.C 3.e an 3. US3.on coe 3.C3.en: 

E1amb 

Dl , - D Iln kT, Iln 3.n len ~ 3. - (B.8) 
!.llin - !.llen n e n 

!.l D - !.llinDlen len lin' 
Diamb (B.J~ ) 

!.llen - !.llin 

Experimentally, the radial electric field is found to be much 

larger than the'c41culated ambiJ)olar value. Schwirzkeargued that 

this field arises due to transverse gradients in the electron 

. 109 
temperat.ure and currents to the end slieaths. The temperature 

. gradient is due to col1isiortal cooling. The resulting plasma 

potential gradient arises for the grounded end-plate case because 

the potential ,drop across the end sheath is proportional to T , 
, e 

Changes in currents to the end sheaths can result ,in large potential 

.'. 
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5-7 
changes. Large nonambipolar electric fields are reported. 

6. Effect of temperature gradients. 

Particle currents due to temperature gradients are of the 

127 
order D 1 n wiT , as comp:l.red to D 1 \/n/n due to density gradients. 

Vln kT 
Vln n From The ratio of these terms is of order 

data in Appendix A, at R=4 cm, qnlqT ~.16. And near R=l cm, in 

the region of large temperature and density gradiients, qn/<l.r ::::.0.58. 

The effect of temperature gradients is negligible at large 

radii, since the temperature profile is nearly flat. At small 

radii,in the region of large density and temperature gradients, 

the effect of temperature gradients is not negligible, however it 

i.s nOt so i.mportallt as that of density gradient. Transport due to 

temperature gradients is neglected. 

7. Diffusion equation. 

The above transport mechanisms yield net p:l.rticle currents, 

which must be balanced by the particle conservation equations: 

dn 
ex 

dt 
+ V • (n 'v) 

ex -ex 

where ex
R 

'is the recombination rate, and ~I is the ionization late. 

Recombination and ionization are found experimentally to be small 

in the secondary plasma of an HeD, and will be neglected. 5 (See 

Appendix A). 

The particle currents for species ex can be written down: 

(nv ) ex 
r conv 

(B.ll) 
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. 0: dn 
nv == - DII' -z; In dZ 

(B.la) 

Cylindrical symmetry requires no net charge accumUlation due 

to azimuthal drifts. The parallel electron-neutral mean-free-path 

A ,is larger than the system length, L, and most of the electrons en 

are reflected by the large potential drops at the end sheaths. In, 

addition, the mean-free-path for.electron-elecjToncollisions is 

III small, A. '::::; 1 cm. Hence, the electrons can be assumed to be 
ee 

in equilibrium along the field lines, n(z) n e~p (e¢/kT ). 2,4 
o e 

The resulting axial electric field is E - - (kT'/e) (lin dn/dz). 
z e 

The axial electron current vanishes to lowest order, arid the ion 

current can be written: 

nv
i 

== - DII' (1 + TIT.) dn/dz 
z ,In e l 

In order to solve the above system of, equa~ions for the ion 

density, n(r,z), we make the following assumptions: (1) Steady 

state, drio:/dt =? 0; (2)n(r,z) = nCr) cos (7Tz/Leff) , where Leff 

is the effective length of the diffusion region; (3) Radial 

convection can be expressed in terms of an effective enhanced 

diffusion coefficient, D Vn == - (nv ) (). , which is reasonable enh r conv 
-

for sufficiently sma11 radial variations; and_ (4) Mobility in the r,adial 

electric fieJd, E , can be neglected. Assumption (2) is shown to 
. r 

be a good approximation in sectionVI.A.2. Leff is the effective 

length of neutron transport theory, required by the boundary 

128 
conditions of zero density: and zero return current. We assume 

that the parallel ion-neutral transport mean-free-path is increased 

by the factor ( 1 + "PeIT'l), A.eff = A. in (1 + Te/"Pi) , similar to 

axial ion current Eq. (B.12) , due to Ez ' '['herefore Leff ~'" L + 

the 

)+ 
-A. 3 eff. 

. -

; '. 

" 

c' 

l 
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Assumption (4) is perhaps the worst. In Appendix A we found that 

when a large radial electric field is present, radial ion mobility 

is important. In this case no analytic solution can be obtained 

for the ion density, n(r,z) , without specific assumptions about E • 
r 

Howeve:t'" if the radial electric field is small,as is often the 

case when de or floating potentials are applied to the conducting 

end-rings, then an analytic expression for the ion density profile 

can readily be obtained. 

With assumptions (1) thru (4), the ion continuity equation 

can be written: 

on. 1 0 i on. 0 . on. 
l l l I l r D1eff +-D jj • (l+'T T.)- 0 

ot r or or oz In e l oz 

where D1eff D1 · + D
1ei + Denh Using assumption (2), this 

In 

reduces to: 

10 on(r) nCr) 
:= 0 rdrr~ -2-

q 
where, f/2 L [ D1eff eff q := 

1T D". (1 + TIT. ) 
:In e l 

The resulting Bessel equation has the solution, 

nCr) := A K (r/q) + B I (r/q) o 0 

For q« r, which is reasonably vallid in an HCD for large radii 

( r :> .3 cm ), where the density gradient is not so steep, the 

Bessel functions of imaginary arguments can be approximated, 

K (r/q) '- (~)1/2 
o 2r 

-r/q e 

(~ )1/2 
-- 21fT 

r/q e 
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When q« r, a nearly exponential radial density variation is 

predicted, with radial scale length q. Observations of the magni

tude and parametric dependence of q may yield information on the 

magnitude and type' of diffusion mechanisms present. 9,32 

In the' present experiment, the measured scale length will be 

compared with a calculated value in an effort to show the importance 

of wave enhanced convection. 

, '. 

" '. 

. . 
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c. Langmuir probe theory. 

A Langmuir probe is a small metal electrode which is immersed 

in the plasma. When a probe is connected to an external biasing 

circuit, one finds that much useful information can be obtained from 

the magnitude and shape of the resulting probe characteristic---

i.e., probe current vs. probe voltage. For example, we can determine 

the plasma density, potential, and electron temperature in the 

vicinity of the probe tip. In this manner one can readily obtain 

a spatially resolved profile of plasma paramters. 

1. Simple probe theory. 

Classjcal probe theory3 is based on the following assumptions: 

(1) T «T 
i e 

(2) "De « R 
p 

(3) A. » R 
1n p 

(4) B = 0 

(5) vd « v s 

(6) Fluctuations negligible 

Assumption (1), T «T , is necessary in order to sC!J1ve the ie, 

Langmuir-Child space-charge formulation in the Hsheath ll region. In-

complete shielding of the probe is implied. 

Assumption (2), AD «R , requires that the sheath thickness be e p 

much less than the probe radius. The probe collection area can 

then be approximated by the geometrical area of the probe tip. 

The electric f'ield due to the probe extends only a few Debye lengths, 
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ADo' into the plasma, and is a function of probe voltage. Assumption 

(2) also requires small change in collection area with probe voltage, 

hence the electron and ion ~urrents should· saturate in the large probe 

volt.age lilllit.::;,in the absence of magnetic fields. 

Assumption (3), A. »R , states that the probe presence does 
In p 

not appreciably perturb the plasma: Ions are replaced by random 

collisions as fast as they are lost. to the probe. 

Assumption (4), B = 0 , implies we can neglect magnetic effects 

for now, and discuss them later. 

Assumption (5), vd « Vs ; requires that the plasma drift 

velocity be sufficiently small, so that particle collection is 

negligibly affected. Probe theory in a drifting plasma ·is discussed 

further in Appendix D. 

Assumpti on (6), regarding the effect· of fluctuations, will be 

discus~ed jn a ]at~r section. 

Wi th these assumptions, Bohin, Burhop, and Massey3 derived an 

expression for the saturated ion current to a negatively biased 

probe. The ions are accelerated to the sound speed when they reach 

the sheath, v = ,/2kT lu. s V el1V1l This is known as the Bohin sheath 

criterion, and is a necessary condition for a stable solution of the 

space charge equations. The resulting expression for the saturated 

ion current is: 

L . = Cn.e(2kT /M. )1/2 A 
Sl l e l probe 

where the factor C is determined by space charge- and geometrical 
( 

effec'ts. C = 0.40 is obtained for a spherical probe , which we will 

take as a good estimate for a cylindrical probe. Solving for the 

ion density, 

.. , 
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Aprobe(mm2) 
1.13 x 1012 lsi (ma) -3 em (C.l) 

The electron temperature can be calculated from the probe character-

i.st:i(~, if 'de 1:1:';"nmp that the eleetrons are reasonably MaxweJltan. 

Then as we Lncreasethe probe voltage from the ion saturation region, 

we begin to collect electrons. In this case we calculate, 

(C.2) 

Experimentally, the electron temperature can be determined from the 

slope of a semi-log plot of the probe eharacteristic, [I(V) VS. V]. 

Hall c!alculated th'3 relations~ip between the plasma potential and 

the, float,in,o; [lotHntial.. lOlAt the plasma potential, <Pp ' a probe is 

at the same p6tential as the plasma. There are no electric fields 

due to the probe, and particles are collected due to thermal and drift 

motions. The floating potential, <Pf , is defined as that potential 

for which the probe currents for the two species balance, and no net 

current is drawn. If we balance the ion and electton currents at 

<Pf' and assume that only electrons with sufficient energy to get 

up the potential barrier will be collected, we obtain, 

<Pp = <P f, + kT /2e In(kT M./m kT.) = <P_f' + ykT /e eel e 1 e 
(c.3 ) 

If WG aSSUTnH that ions are col1ectecl at the electron temperature, 

due to the (-oJectric field penetrating the plasma, we write, 

y = 1/) In (M./m ) 
, 1 e (C.4) 

For argon, y= 5.6, in agreement with the theory of Laframboise, 

which includes the effects of finite sheath thickness and trapped 

particle orbits. 106 
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2. Effect of magnetic field. 

A magnetic field reduces the transversemean-free-path to the 

gyroradius. If the ion gyroradius a. »R, then the collection of ions 
. l P' 

is relativ~ Ly unaffected. However, in general a <: R, and 'electron 
e p 

~colJection is' strongly affected. 

Chen derived expre'ssions for the reduced electron currents, when 
. , 102 103 

electron collection is diffusion limited.' However, he claimed 

that I . is negligibly affected, if a.!R :> 7. Hudis verified 
Sl l P 

expe'rimentally that no effect on I . is observed 
Sl 

104 
if a.!R :> 

l p 
2. 

Brown, Compher, and Kunkel studied. the e'xperimental effects of 

a strong magnetic field in hydrogen, for 0.4 <: a.!R < 10. They claim 
_l, P 

B has sma]l effect on the shape of the probe characteristic, and hence 

the electron temperature derived from the slope seems to agree with 

the temperature measured with a three-grid energy analyzer. 

How~ver, the electron current to a floating 'probe maybe affected 

sO that the expression for the plasma potential [Eqs. (C.3) and 

(C. 4)] may be modified by strong B. They also report an empirical 

expression for the reduction of I . as 
Sl 

Reduction in hydrogen ~s less t,han 30% 

a function of ai/Rp' 

for a./R Z! 10. 
l P 

FbI' the characteristic parameters presented fn Appendix A, we 

calcula·te a.!R ~ 13.5. Magnetic effects will be ignored here. 
l p 

3. Effect of fluctuations. 

Fluctuations on I . and ~f can be integrated out. However, fluc
Sl 

tuations in n., ~f' and T do introduce uncertainty into the measure""' 
l e 

ment .. of T. The Langmuir probe sweep chassis., fig. IIL4, has been 
e 

designed to minimize stray capacitance, in order-to get accurate probe 

characteristics. 

.... 

.. 
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l) 
Warren studied the effects of low-frequency coherent fluctuations 

on the probe characteristic. The envelOpe of the fluctuations on the 

probe characteristic changes shape due to the changing plasma 

impedan~e, determined from the 8lope of the V - I probe abarac-

teristic. "'Tarren studied the resulting T obtained from the maximum 
e 

and minimum of the envelope, as well as from the four characteristics 
000 0 

obtained by enhancing an oscilloscope trace 0 , 90 ,180 , and 270 

after the. p(~ak of a reference signal. All values for T are reported 
e 

to Jie withjn those obtained from the maximum and minimum of the 

envelop, with a spread of ~ 30%. 

We measure the probe characteristic by integr.ating out the 

fluctuations, and realize that the result may he uncertain to 

± 25%. Temperature fluctuations are· ignored. 

4. Perturbation of plasma by a probe. 

Ecker, Masterson, and McClure note that the presence of a probe 

in a plasma such as the positive column of a glow discharge may 

iritroduce errors by perturbing the plasma in the vicinity of the 

129 
probe. However, in this experiment the plasma potential is 

determined by the currents to the conducting end-ring sheaths. The 

electron-neutral mean-free-path along the magnetic field lines is long 

compared to the system length. Therefore, the plasma potential is 

dominated by the axial boundary sheaths. A Langmuir probe is a 

small perturbation compared with the conducting end-rings. 

In practice, the presence of one probe causes negligible 

effect on a reference probe signal, except for the follo wing con

ditions: (1) the probe is inserted at radii less than 1 cm, near 

Lhe pdrnary ar.(: t:olumn; (;)) I,he probe L, drawi rig largF: electron 
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currents; and (J) the probe is on the same axial magnetic ~'ield 

line. Typical probe measurements are observed to have no effect on 

a reference probe. Care was taken to withdraw probes beyond the 

plasma edge when not being used, so as to minimize the chance of 

extraneous perturbations. 

"j. Validi ty of simple. probe theory. 

We show thH vaJ idi ty of simple probe theory,· based on the' 

satisi'actlo!J or asswnptions (1) to (6). 

In Jl)I'j/j., Allen and Thonemann replaced the probe radius, R ,wi th 
. P ~ 

the sheath transition radius ,R
t 

,in order to calculate the collectior, 

area more precisely:-05 They reported that the improvement· in 

results was bounded by a factor of 2 if Rpl ADe :> 30. Using the 

characteristic parameters presented in Appendix A, we calculate 

R I A ::::: 'n p De ,/. 

LaframllOLse employed numeriG(-~l analysis for a Maxwellian ion 

:.l:i~:tribut5o;i.106 He eonnidcrcd orb.i.tal anguJar monientum, and showed 

that trapped. orbits can reduce I ., and that the effect of' angular 
Sl 

momen tum can be parametrized by the ratios T. IT and R lADe' 
1 e p . 

For Ti/Te <: 0.1 and Rpl "De> I, this erfed l~an be ignored. Our 

cal.culations yield T./T <: 0.1, and R I ~ 33 > 1. The. effects 
1 e p De 

of trapped orbits are negligible. 

. We calculate A. IR :::: 730, and a. IR :::: 13.5 from Appendix A . 
1n p 1p 

Hence the probe tip does not significantly' perturb the p1asma. 

102,103 l' d h t h fl' . f B r' Id b'· ] Chen c .. aJ.me tat e e ect a on . cou. e neg ,ec-
. Sl 

. I d' 6, 10 d' d: J t . t IJ ted if a. R 5 7. Hu 1S stu 1e . th1S resu. exper1men a .y, 
1 P 

observing negligible effed on I . for a./R :> 2. 
. .. Sl .. 1 P The effects of 

-.' 
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B on I , are neglected. 
Sl 

I 
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104 We also neglect the effect of B on T • 
e 

The secondary plasma of the HCD in. argon satisfies the require-

ments for simple probe theory to ,give a good estimate of n j , 'rei and 

cp. Hence') , the simple expressions presented hEire will be employed. 
p 
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D. Directional Langmuir probe the.ory. 

The directional Langmuir probe (DLP) can be used to measure 

particle CLtrTents direct~y and ~~sily. Directional means that the 

probe tip is shielded, so that particles strike the probe from a 

restricted solid angle only. We will use a model presented by 

Hudis and Lidsky to express the ion drift velocity as a functIon of 

. 6 10 
Lhe directional ion currents, measured using a DLP. ' 

In 19611 , Brundin considered the validity of a Langmuir probe 

. _ 130 
in a streamlrig pLasma. He claimed that for drift velocities 

.much greater than the ion thermal velocity, v~ »V!h ions are 

collected only by streaming directly into the probe. No ions are 

collected in the wake. In this case, he wrote down an expression 

for the saturated ion current to a cylind-.:ica! probe; 

lsi = noev~ (71' RtL), 

where L is the length of the probe tip, and Rt is the sheath radius. 

Validity was predicted for Mach numbers, M5 4. Experiments in the 

wind tunnel of the University of California Aeronautical Sciences 

131 
Laboratory for M = 6, 9, and 12, verified that the ion density 

could accurately be determined by a measurement of the saturated 

ion current in a plasma streaming at a known ve1ocity~ 

I 19'70 H d· d L· d ky6, 10 . d· d 1 n . , u lsan. l. S lmprove on Brundin l s mo e , and 

investigated the experimental characteristics of the DLP for lower 

drift velocit{es, V~ ~ 
( 

V • 
s Their results will be summarized and· 

modified here. We .consider a DLP ,as in fig. III. 5, designed to mea-

sure I in a preferred direction through a lK resistor. Simple 
si 

~ .. ' .. 
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probe theory applies and all the same conditions (Appendix C) 

are satisfied. 

Consider a uniformly drifting plasma) 

with the drift velocity less than the sound speed, Y~ ~ Vs. 

Shielding of the probe is incomplete, and the ion is accelerated to 

Vat.. the GheaLh udgu. The sheath itself should be unperturbed 
s 

for Y~ ~ V , However, the penetration of the probe potential 
~::; , , 

Lnto the plas.ma, is changed, depending on the direction of streaming. 

This effeets Lhe density at the sheath edge, through the Boltzmann 

-eY/kT factor, ee , so that the particle flux to the probe is 

shifted. Th~ d(~gree to which we can measure this change in I . 
Sl 

determines the effectiveness of this method. 

Hudi sand Lidsky calculated the density change at the 

transition edge., 

n i (Rt ) 
-1/2 i ± yi)2 ;v 2. ] = n e exp [-(Y th 00 d s 

-1/2 [_(yi2 
V

i2 );V2 ± 2yiyi ;V2] - n e exp + d 00 th s d th s 

(D.l) 

where noo is thn unperturbed density away form the probe, and 

+yi t· t . t d f th b 'rh - d represen S J.on s reamlng owar or away rom e pro e. .. e 

f' t· y [(Vi2 yi2)';V2] ·11 bId' . . ,ac or, cxp - th + d s' Wl e neg ecte , Slnce In our case, 

V ~l~' y~2 «y~ ,and more importantly, this factor is independent of 

the direction of streaming. They Doted that the thermal velocity 

must be included, or only particles streaming directly into the 

probe would hu eollected, as in Brundin's model. 

If MsL it) defined as the differenee in lsi when the particles 

are streaming toward the probe, and when they are streaming away, 

~I . _ 1+ 
SJ. 

I , they get 
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i i 
using the fact that VdVth « 

2 
V 

S 
to expand the exponentials. 

Rewriting, 

T. 
e 

T. 
1 

1 V 
2s )-

4 

flI . 
Sl ( D.:2) 

I . 
Sl 

where L. ::: 1/2(1 + I ) 
Sl + This expression will be used to express 

Lhe drift velocity in terms of measurable quantities. 

We now (~alculate an expression for the radi.al electric field, 

E as a function of the observable~3. The ion equation of motion 
r' 

can be written, 

M. n . iT '. -- n. e (E + v. / c x B) - vp. + M. n . g + 2M.!l. V. x fl - M. n . \) . v. 
1 1-1. 1 - L - 1 1 J.- 1 1-1 -0 1 1 1n-:J.. 

( D.]) 

where flo =ve/R is the rotation frequency determined by the measured 

azimuthal drift ve The centrifugal gravity g 

and v". is the ion-neutral collision frequency. We define 
1n 

A = 1 + 2 fl / fl., 
" 0 1 

B* :: BA , and 

the steady state drift velocity, 

2 
E kT.c i \I. C 

1n r 1 
vd8 (1 + "Q;2 ) + 

B* eB~f 

fl* :: fl. A 
1 

vn. 
1 + 

g 

n. 
1 

Then solving for 

= 0 
~f 

We see here that 'theazimuthai drift velocity is the sUm of the 

electric, ion-diamagnetic, and git'avitational drifts. If we examine 

fig. VI. II, we see that the electric drift is in fact the dominant 
I 

ion drift at large radii and our results to lowest order are 

similar to those of Rudis and Lidsky, who include only the electria 

I 
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drift and collisions with neutrals. However, at small radii, the 

gravity drift and ion-diamagnetic drift become comparable to the 

electric drift and should be included. The expression we use for the 

electric field is, 

2 
Blf Vi I 

\). kT.c 'lin. 
E ._ .. 

~ + ln ) iL- l 1 

r c dell Q*2 + Q~f -
eB~* n. ( D.4) 

1 

We now question the experimental validity of the DLP on six 

eounts. 

First, we check to see if the DLP is operating correctly as a 

simple pro be . When two values of I . = 1/2 (I + I ) are obtained 
Sl +-

by averaging the directional ion currents in the axial, 

I .(z) = 12(1 + I ), and azimuthal, I .(e) = 12(1 + I 6-)' 
Sl z+ z- Sl e+ 

directions, the two values agree to better than 10%. This shows that 

our model applies to particles collected parallel and perpendicular 

to B, that the collection process is not affected by B. 

Sec~md, we eheck to see if the averaged directional ion currents 

to a DLP give the same ion density profile as a cylindrical probe. 

2 
The DLP has a collection area, ADLP = 3.56 mm , including the semi-

circles at each end of the slot, while cylindrical probe B has an 

2 
area AB = ?4 mm We would expect the ratio of the ion currents 

to be I . (B)/I . (DLP) = AB/A
DLP 

=0.96. If we average this ratio over 
Sl SJ_ 

the profile for the typical data case; section VI.A, we get 

I . (B) / I . (DLP) 
Sl Sl 

=0.96 =0.20, ,in agreement with the predicted 

value. 

Third, we eheck the shape of the probe characteristics, 

(V-I plots), for directional currents in the axial and azimuthal 
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dirElctio]1s. The probe characteristics are shown in fig. D.l" where 

IDand EDrefer to azimuthal streaming in the ion- and electron .... 

diamagnetic directions, and C and A refer to axial streaming from the 

cathode and anorie directions, respectively. All prob~ curves 

yield the same electron temperature from a semi-log plot of the 

characteristics, in agreem~nt with the electton temperature obtained 

from a cylindiri cal probe. 

Fourth, we would Uke a direct experimental check that the 

streaming velocity, calculated inai:q. (D.2),is accurate. To do this 
" " 

we measure directional ion currents in a plasma device with a known 

streaming velocity. 

Brown et. al. reported on such a device at the Lawrence Berkeley 

Laboratory called COMPLEX, for "Cold Microwave Plasma Experiment". 132 

Microwave power is coupled to the electron gyroresonance usi~g a 

"Lisi tano Cojl}33 The plasma then streams the 1. 5 meter length 

of the system along an axial magnetic field of B = 1 to 10 kG. 

The plasma flow velocity is determined by measuring the difference 

in "the upstream anddownst-ream propagation speeds of acoustic waves. 

Ion~acoustic waves are launched using grids immersed in the plasma, 

and by pulsing the microwave power. 

We measure directional currents in the COMPLEX device in argon, 

krypton, and"neon. For lighter gases,and .possibly even neon, 

the gyroradius is too small for simple probe theory to be valid. 

Density was varied betweenn.= L6.x lOll and 9.4 x 1012 
1 ' 

-3 
cm ,in an axial magnetic field of B -2.34 to 4.68 kilogauss. 

The electron temperature was measured to be T = 3.3 to 4.6 eV, 
e 

'" . 

~. 
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Fig. D.l. Directional Langmuir probe characteristics at R=5 cm. Axial characteristics are obtained when 
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electron temperature, in agreement with the value obtained using a cylindrical probe. 
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while the ion temperature was assumed to be T. :::: 0.1 The DLP radius 
l 

is RDLF = 0;51 mm. Recombining these numbers, the DLP was tested 

(l) T. /T ~ 0.1; -( 2) gyroradius, 
l ,e, 

over the fc::11ow:ing ranges: 

ai/RDLP =0.82 to 2.78; and U) Debye length, RDLt/ ADa = 12.9 to 

31.3. Briefly, we expect simple probe theory to be valid for 

T./T 
l e 

Brown et., a1. reported that the drift speed, measured by the 

propagation of ion-acoustic waves, is always slower than the sound, 

speed, and tends to be in -the nebghborhood of vd/vs ~ 0.5 in the 

1_'52 
noble gases. We measured the directional axial ion current,s 

in arg'on~ krypton, and neon using the DLP, and employ Eq. (D.2) 

to infer a drift velocity. Comparison of the two methods is shown 

in fig. D.2. Error bars for the DLP determination are statistical 

over several measurements, while errors in the sound speed deter-

mination represent uncertainties in the measurement of the propa-

gation speeds. Good agreement is observed for argon and krypton, 

but not so good for neon. We suggest that magnetic field effects 

are more important in neon due to its smaller mass, since for neon, 
, 

a. /R 7' 0.82 to 1. 4. We conclude that the DLP correctly measures 
]. p 

plasma drifting, using Eq. (D.2), if -the conditions of validity 

for s'imple probe theory are satisfied. 

Fifth, we would like experimental verification that-we can 

determine an accurate value for the radial electric field, E • 
r 

The DLP is used to measure the azimuthal drift velocityused in ·Eq. 
" ,,";:.:" 

(D.4). An independent determination of E by taking the gradient 
r 

of the, plasma potential, ~p = ~f + 5.6 kTe/e, is presented in 
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Fig. D.2. Normalized streaming velocities in the "COMPLEX" device, 

comparing measurements made using a DLP with an independent 

determination based on the propagation of sound waves. ., 

argon; ., krypton; and A , neon. 
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fig. VI.4 for (~oniparison. Good agreement supports the v.alidity 

of both techni~ues. 

Finally, H udis and Lidsky considered the effect of slot width, 

w, (fig. III. C;), on t.he normalized r si profile. It was shewn 

experimental1yLhat for w/a. ::; O~ 25, there is negligible effect on 
1 

the normalized r . profile. 
S1 

We do not verify this directly, but 

design the probe with w/a. ::::0.75 at B= 580' G in argon. 
1 

W) believe the DLP to give valid and reliable results, based 

on the theoiAtical inequalities satisfied,and on our six experi-

mental verifications. 

The DLP was aligned as in fig. IIL3, probe E; along a radius, 

so that we (:ou1 d only measure streaming in the· axial and azimuthal 

directions. 'J.'ypi cally t:, rsi/r
si 

'" 10 to 50 %, and cou(Ld be easily 

measured using a digital voltmeter. 

Enhanced radial streaming velocities are estimated to be an order 

of magnitude lower than the measured azirrm tha1 rotation veloci tie s, 

and therefore could not be measured, reliably in this experiment. 

• 

.' 
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E. List of symbols and abbreviations. 

a 
a: 

gyroradius for species a: 

A atomic mass number 

AI' All anodes I and II 

A area of surface x 
x 

Ar argon 

AC alternating current, sinusoidal or rectangular 

~, B magnetic field strength in gauss 

B* B x A 

c speed of light 

Alfven speed 

D Bohru 
Bohru diffusion coefficient 

Deff effective diffusion coefficient 

D enh 
enhanced diffusion coefficient 

Da:f3 classical diffusion coefficient for species a: due 

to species f3 

DC direct current 

DLP directional Langmuir probe 

DP diffusion pump 

• DR duty ratio 

e electron charge, electron species 
• 

eV electron-volt, energy unit 



E 

f 

F 

+F 

FGR 

FGRE 

g 

He 

HCD 

HF 

i 

r 

r 
o 

k 

k 
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electric field 

electrode Er ' Err 
r 

frequency 

linear feedback 

positive or negative linear feedback 

finite gyroradius 

finite gyroradius effects 

gravity 

helium 

hollow cathode discharge 

higher-frequency experimental wave 

ion species, ,or ;:r 

electric current 

arc discharge current 

ion-diamagnetic direetion 

Bessel function of imaginary argument 

" 
cUrrent density 

Richardson number 

wave number 

• 
Boltzmann constant 



• 
" 

• 

K 
o 

K-H 

L 

LF 

m 

m e 

n 

n a 
n 

0 

nl 

n 

, 

<nv) 

NF 

NS 

p 

Pt 

Pa 

p 

p 

U I.) U 

!::.n 

a 
conv 
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Bessel function of imaginary argument 

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability 

system length 

effective system length as seen by the plasma, 

density scale length 

velocity scale length 

lower-frequency experimental wave 

azimuthal mode number, electron mass 

electron mass 

ion mass 

plasma density, neutral species 

density for species a 

neutral gas denSity 

first-order density perturbation 

normalized first-order density perturbation 

time-averaged convection for species a 

no linear feedback 

no stabilization, AC or DC 

scalar plasma pressure 

neutral pressure in the diffusion tank 

scalar pressure for species a 

power 

collisionless pressure tensor 



q 

% 

r, 

, rf 

rms 

R x 

B-T 

S 

STP 

v 

v 
s 

-v 

w 

R 
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radial density scale length 

charge for species a. 

:r 

radius .. 
radio frequency 

.root-mean-square 

tip radius of probe x 

Rayleigh-Taylor instability 

controlled electron sink term 

standard temPerature and pressure 

time 

temperature for species a 

velocity 

drift velocity for species a 

diamagnetic drift velocity for species a 

thermal s~d for species a 

sound speed 

voitagewith respect to system ground, or volume 

'0 

. slot width of directional Langmuir probe 
• 
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species type a = i, e, n (for ion, electron, and neutral) 

volume recombination coefficient 

ratio of plasma to magnetic pressure 

ionization rate 

instability growth rate 

inverse density scale length 

phase between density and radial velocity fluctuations 

plasma resistivity 

thermal energy for species a 

force due to the divergence .of the collisionless 

pressure tensor 

effective mean-free-path, ""in (1 + Te/Ti) 

Debye length 

mean-free-path for collisions between species a and f3 

Debye shielding parameter 

mobility tensor for species a due to neutral collisions 

collisionless viscosity 

collision frequency for species a with species f3 



p 

d 

a' 

W 

Wcalc 

ill' 

\ 
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mass density 

charge density 

first-order mass density fluctuation 

normalized first-order mass density fluctuation 

controlled electron sink collection frequency 

a + i Yin 

cross section for species a colliding with species ~ 

wave period 

collision time for species a with species ~ 

Langmuir pr,Obe floating potential with respect to 

system ground 

plasma potential with respect to ground 

.first-order potential fluctuation 

normalized first-order potential fluctuation 

phase between density and potential fluctUations 

calculated phase, W 

complex wave freq~ncy 

ill + i 'J
in 

plasma frequency for species a 

plasma rotation frequency 

wave frequency, real }:art 

gyrofrequency for species a 

Q. x A 
1 

• 
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